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Much publicity has been given to expenditure
cuts in higher education because the natural
inference is that the quality of the teaching
will suffer. However, we should be more
concerned with the quality of the learning
in universities and polytechnics since if
teachers understood more about the way
students learn, they could apply their
resources more effectively.
Based on a five-year SSRC research

programme; this book provides an in-depth
analysis of students' learning methods; It
examines the extent to which these reflect
the effects of teaching and assessment; as
well as the individual personalities of the
students themselves. Interviews with the
students provide a greater insight into the
way they tackle everyday academic tasks such
as reading and assignments. A feature of
the research is that several different methods
experiments, semi-structured interviews,
and_ statistical analyses of survey_data

are

used to examine the problems of student
learning. The culmination of these different
techniques is a_ clearer insigb into the
process of student learning which_ has vital
implications for teachers and students alike,
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FOREWORD
by William G. Perry Jr.
PrPfessor of Education Emeritus,
Harvard University

The authors of -this book invite you to addompany
them in the search for an understanding of how
college_ students learn.
Fifty years have proved
that this understanding will be Complex and hard to
find.
Yet the goal is worthy of such heroic
strategies of search and subtle tactics of
divination as this book reports.
I share these
atthtirS' conviction that success -in this search may
enhance the quality of our CiVili2atiOn thrOugh the
improvement of advanced teaching.
Professors of Arts and Sciences on both sides
of the Atlantic long shared a conviction that all
the arts are subject_to intellectual- analysis - all
the arts but one:
that of teaching in higher
education.
This at was held sacred to the individual.
The good lecturer was one who knew his
subject and gave a clear exposition Of it enlivened
by his own personal style._
Though many a conScientious lecturer wondered how so many StiidentS
managed not to learn what he explained so clearlyi
he had little to comfort him but the thought that
students differ_in their aptitude.
Fbt Shaping his
teaching, he had few resources to call upon beyond
his own experiences of- having been taught;
The recent economic necessity to attract
attdenta and 'retain' them - especially competitive
in the United States -_has forced the issues into
the open;
It is now legitimate to concede that
some college__ teaching may be susceptible of improvement - even perhaps one's own.
There has followod
a wave Of 'Faculty Development Programs'; the
assumption being that the way to improve teaching is
to get in there and improve it.
Much university
teaching has_been_so impoverished that even_these
direct methods have brought some results and won the
gratitude of teachers who had worried in secret.
_
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the TV camera and the 'teaching
hints' have commonly focused solely on the
The students have then
teache-p-regentation,
been allowed to evalUate the results with scales
that ask 'Arm the lectures_well organized?'
Rarely does the evaluation form ask_the
student 'Did this course give you an opportunity to
The very
organize your thoughts about the_subject?'
form of the cvalUatiOn itself therefore confirms
the students -in a Lockean assumption about education
in Which their responsibility is to be_passiVe reSuch teachers'
cipients of the teacher's art,
arts as clarity, organization_and_illustratiOn are
indeed open to analysis and improvement in_their
own right with only_implicit_reference to students.
o a war -time course in
aa Once on the staff of
I was
celestial navigation in which every improvement in
the lucidity of our exposition, beyond a certain
point, wat accompanied by a deterioration_ in most
students' capacity to solve navigational problems.
When we cleverly_ pretended befuddlement at critical
moments and asked the students to bail us out, the
result gave_us confidence that it would be safe to
go to sea with them;
The present authors assume boldly that the sole
purpose of teaching is to facilitate learning.
They assume that learning well organized or not, is
They_state openly their hope
done by the student,
that once we understand_ more about howdifferent
students learn, we can help them to learn better.
'Study7counsellorS' or
BUt who are 'we'?
The authors_trust, as
'educationiStt' like myself?
I do, that as professors of Arts and Sciences come
to understand more about students' ways of leatning;
they will the better assist the learning; in short,
they will teach better,____
We are back to a prior question,__ Do we not
know how students learn, or should learn, already?
In 1942_I_composed a manual
We once thought so.
of 'Effective study Methods' for freshmen in_a small
Years later_I discovered that my greatCollege,_
grandfather had composed in 1842 an_identical
manual for students in an academy in his parish.
Hit language differed frommine in being quaint; but
otherwise thb handbooks were identical from their
emphasis on principle to the inclusion of a ruled
calendar on the back for the studenhs' convenient
It is a
in designing a tehedUle of their time.
commentary on the slow growthof knowledge in the
field that both of these_ manuals were ahead of -their
own day - my ancestor's because he was original,
Out, in these pi-6ijr iiiis

_

_
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mine because I hid at hand a decade of a movement
called 'Guided Study' or 'Supervised Study'.
Whatwas radical in both manuals was that each contained one small concession to the realities of__student experience:
we both_ acknowledged that life
seldom conformed to the boundaries of a rigid
schedule, making the schedule a source of such overwhelming guilt that moral survival required its
consignment to the WaSte-basket.
We each suggested;
instead, thatthe student keep a log-book of reality
and we offered fictitious and only slightly idealized
examples of how such schedules-in-the-past-tense
might read.
Apart from this small dbmforti our manuals were
probably as_USeful,useless, and disruptive; as any
others.
In the forties and fifties researchers made
the stunning discovery that the explication of
'principles_and procedures of _effective study ' was
largely redundant: most Students knew them in
advance;
they simply_did not follow them.
Such a
negative finding of mere research was Of course not
enough to stop establiShed practitioners of_studycoaching likemyself.
Some students seemed to
benefit from our efforts;
But we could not quiet our curiosity. _ In
what_ways did these 'some students differ from other
students?
Did otlibt atudents learn best in ways othe
than those outlined in our catechism of principle-8?
These simple; fateful questions then multiplied, burst
the boundaries of the field and went questing in all
directions at once.
_Relevant variablt8 revealed
themselves_to reseatcher8 in individual differences_
in personality, motivationi styles of perception and
cognitioni and manners of linfOrMatibh processing';
all qualitative differences well-nigh dissolving
the global notion_of 'aptitude'.
__ These variations Of mind and temperament observable in individual learners were_found to interact
(as the folklore had always ktieWn) With the character
of the severaldisciplines: qualitative vs; quanti.7.
tative concrete vs. abstract; analytic vs. synthetic,
ambiguous vs. unambiguous, hierarchical vs. contiguous_ and so_on ,
Viewed as characteristics of
the several disciplines; however; theae Variables
proved to be unstable.
Not only did they vary
fromdepartment to department and course to course
within a discipline but they varied, as the students
well knew, with the way a given courso_was taught;
The search now entered the social and institutional
context in which the learning was carried on._ Here_
differences appeared in level of performance deMandedi

FOREWORD
procedures or assessment; 1.1'<edness and_zleXibility

in the guidelines fOr action; degrees and quality
of personal attention in the relation of teacher
These variables:, in turn; were_found
and learner.
to reflect assumptions abbUt the nature of knowledgeability defining the context of a classroom or
Here the search has -led into realms
institution.
of epistemology and the sociology of knowledge.
It is into the matrix of these variations of
learnersi_subjects and contexts that the present
That they work successfuily.with
authors take you
all three kinds of variables at once -is enoughtP___
but their
put them at the forefront of the field
trail opens fresh vistas through theircreative
synthesis of disparate Methods of inquiry.
First of all they have combined both quantiThey
tative and qualitative modes -of inquiry.
modestly claim only to haVe 'alternated' these modes,
but you will probably feel that they have made a
productive synthesis through interweaving of quanti7_
tative analysis of questionnaires with :he qualitative
(The latter_ assessments,
assessment of interviews._
contributed_by the Obthenbtrq researchersi had been
subjected to strict quantifiable discipline.
would urge you to accord these data a status of
'objectivity' of their own quite comparable to that
Of factor analysis of questionnaires. _This is a
claim_the authors are almost; but not quite; ready
to make).
In their assessment of- social contexts,_ also,-_
the authors have built on the phenomenological foundations of the Gothenburg group_by_focusing_ on
students' perGapti-Oha rather than on the observations
of outside researchers in which relevance has so long
been sacrificed to the assumption of objectivity._
Here; too the range in different student:3! perceptions
of the same- context has led back fruitfully to
indiVidUal differences.
In keeping with theSe modes of inquiry -theauthors have subordinated the conventional inputoutput model of tea-earth to focus on the delineation
The old preoccupation with students' of process.
ultimate performance following different- methods of
instruction has too Often obscured the rich,variety
of the intervening learning behaviours and the
inflUende on theS0 behaviours -of the learner'santicipation of the very means by WhiCh performance will be
assessed.
The authorS synthesize these modes of inquiry
and foci of attention in a way that provides heuristic
I shall nc.t
power beyond the sum of the parts.

/0

0REWORD
venture to sunun,e

the steps of their search or
_
thbit findings.
You may find it helpful, however, if
I raise certain questions that will doUbtless rise
of themselves as you read.
By having them in mind
in advance, you maybe prepared to appreciate from
the outset the challenges the authors have faced
and the skill they have brought_ to their tasks.
First of all; about nomenclature.
It is
inevitable in so complex a field, drawing on research
findings suddenly emerging, in diverse sources, that
terms and concepts should be unstable.
Consider
such terms as 'cognitive style', 'perceptual style';
'learning style', 'learning strategies', 'approach',
!orientation', 'study pattern', 'learning skill!,
'learning process','strategic approach' er simply
'way'.
I find little consensus among researchers
about the conceptual referents of such_terms or
aboutthe relationships_among them.
The authors
of this book cannot be immune to these difficulties.
Indeed you may find their struggles_to keep any
one of these terms in one place as illuminating as
their frequent successes.
__Let us suppose now that the authors succeed in
eeping_ such terms as 'meaning orientation', 'deep
approadh'; 'surface orientation', 'holistic approach'
etc. in stable reference_to distinguishable processes
characterizing the ways different students learn.
If we then assume that such learner - characteristics
(singly or in constellations) tend to remain stable_
over time in individuals we will find it appropriate
to speak_of different 'types'_of students.
The
preponderance of research on 'learning styles' to date
can be takento justify the assumption of stability
Of a large number of learner traits.
These findings
provide the foundations of a number of typologies
classifying_ learners by various constellations of
traits- posited as stable over time.
This evidence
commends us to think in terms of types of students,
each_type characterized by abiding preferences for
_

procding in a certain way in address to_learning
tasks, even though these tasks may differ;
Indeed
some recent studies have reported that when college
students specialize in subject-matter congruent with
theit preferred styles, they_intensify their preference and narrow their variability in response to
differing tasks.
_We now face a serious dilemma;
If we accept
the evidence for stability, we should simply add the
new findings about learner types to our historic
efforts to identify students' strengths and steer
them toward the specialties most congenial to them.
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We could do no itioro;

On the other hand the authors of Lhis book
expliCitly state their hope-that the understandings
of research into students' styles will help us to
Leach students to learn the better how to learn.
Presumably, since all students must learn in more
than a single discipline, they should learn to vary
their learning strategies_in_keeping with the nature
How can we support such a hcipe?
of various tasks.
Are we to imagine that learner 'type', though stable,
_Or are we to suppose
is not, somehow, immutable?
that stability and flexibility occur at different
levels and that we can help students develop
variations WI-thin their preferred learning itibile without violating its integrity?
The authors of this book did not intend to
They live with the
address this dilemma directly.
question as a tension_pervading the field, and they
offer their advances_as contributions toward a later
As reader; however; you may find yourresolution.
I _want therefore to share
self pondering the issue.
the
some questions about the assumptions that create
question.
FitSt; a small technicalconcern regarding the
measures from whiCh the finding of 'stability' Of
How much time is the
'type' or 'style' derives.
A leading
respondent allowed on each test?
researcher recently -told MO "The differences in the
means Of the types in our population were small and
undet
we could only get the if we put the studentsCould
it
heavy time pressure, stop -watch and all".
opportunity_to_survey
the
nature
be that, denied the
of the tasks, the students are artifically limited
to some most frequently_used 'beSt bet' approach?
If so, the test may in_fact reveal_a student'S 'best
bet' way of learning,_bUt it cannot demonstrate that
this way remains invariant_when the student perceives
Such a bias of measurement
differenceS in tasks:
may be compounded when analysis is limited to students
May
scoring at the extremes of a_traitdimension
not flexibility Of Style be greatest in the studentS
You will be grateful to
Scoring nearer the mean?
the authOrS for letting you know just how they designed each inquiry.
Oh a broader scalei_most_striking is the_
authors' inclUSibn in their opening chapter Of descriptions_of the intellectual development of students
One of_these descriptions
in the college years.
starts with tripartite typology_on a dimension of
It then traces the
impulsivity and rationality.
convergence over time of students at the extremes
_

_

_

_
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toward the balanced ideal typo at the mean.
The
second description of development traces the way
student$ evolve more complex forms of thought to
accommodate their perception of increased complexity;
uncertainty and ambiguity.
In this evolution the
students sequentially revise their conceptions of
knowledge, their Sense of their role as learners;
and their expectations of teachers.
Both Of
these descriptions were deriVed from longitudinal
studies of relatively small samples extending over
years_._

The authors point out that their own undertaking;
remarkable for its scope and depth; provides neither
funds nor time for longitudinal research.
Yet they
were so generous as to give space to these descriptions
of student development; leaving it to the tedet to
speculate on the teleVance of such developmental
iSsuestoconceptualizations of student types:
A8
the autnor of one of these deStriptitinS of development,
I join theminhoping that you will indeed speculate;
One question is unavoidable: "Could a certain Constellation of learner-tharadteriStics represent less
an enduring student-type and more a moment of
evolution in a student's notion of what learning is
all about?"
You_will of course find more issues to ponder
than those I am sketching
What faSeihates me is
the way they all seem to converge at each marker
the authors establish in their quest.
I end with
one example.
In their search for traits distinguishing 'deep'
learners -and 'surface' learners; the aUthbrS diSCovered
a type of studentswho seemed to be game-players.
These seemed concerned first of all with out-guessing
the ultimate assessment, and they pumped their
instructors_in_the_service of this goal;
The point
of it all seemed to be; for theM; the Store.
The
authors named thit type 'strategic'.
I confess -a_
reservation regarding this use,of the term to label
an address to social context since the authors also
use it in its usual sense to refer to approaches to
learning in address to subject matter.
Ih any ease,
their first overall analysis showed that students
evincing this_Istrategic approach' were among the
'surface' learners._
Characteristitally, the authors
did not stop with this sensible observation but continued to test it with the interplay of factor analysis
and ratings of interviews
This analysis differentiated
a sizable minority of the 'strategic' group who emerged
as deep learners.
This fine discriMihatibh involves the very
-
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Could it be that_by
foUhdations of education.
paying careful attention to what a good tea-cher has
On his mind some students can learn to read and learn
As teachers, thiS is our
with deep comprehension?
only hope.
We know
WO have_been hoping_it_for centuries.
with
'some'
studehtS
that
from our daily experience
These authors bring us_
the hope is well founded.
to the very brink of the scientific confirmation of
But they are
the hope with modern research tools.
what
we
feel
we know
doing far more than confirming
They are delineating the_ways theSe 'Some'
already.
So_
students learn_and_how they learn to learn.
Only
from
studehtS,
alSO, then; for those 'other'
such delineatiehS We can hope to expand 'some'
Students- to 'most',
StlidentS sometimes speak for_themselveS about
In the later chapters of this book
this motion.
students' interviews._ In

the authors quote from
these, some students report the excitement
'realization' - the discovery that learning
more than Memorization; even meaningfUl.
how near the authors have come to the goal

of
can be
We can feel
of their

seareh.

Indeed,
They do not pretend to_have found it.
their
we may feel that they have bben so dedicated in
care for precise delineation of each cllie in the _
search that they _have been reluctant to stand back,
as we can; to see how_close they may have come to
the place Where all the pieces will fall together;
Such modesty is appropriate to the difficulties;
the Ultimate synthesis must include id-ehtification
those strategies or styles of learning so inteof:
gral tO persons that to learn other ways would be
those_styles or strategies
inefficient_er violating;
r
which seem readily_
learnable; those aspects of
deVelOpment that provide_or accompany such readiness;
those instruments which best reveal_these variables;
and finally; those conditions of institutional and
as- the various stUdehtS perceive
teaching context
them 7 that best fabilitate the students' learnihg
and their learning how -to learh. for_advancihg us so
Wheh We thank these authors
far in_this search, they will I am sure reiterate
their heavy debt to other_ researchers in Britain,
They offer
Swedeni Switzerland and North America.
this book_as an invitation to international collaboration in the search.

Watertown, Massachusetts
March 1983
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Chapter One
STUDENT LEARNING IN ITS CONTEXT

Higher education is a large and expensive undertaking.
Its effects are felt by all of us.
There are currently over half a million full-time
students in the British system of education which
builds on, and goes beyond; sixth-form_studies_and
their equivalent._ A sizeable proportion of the
country's wealth flows into the sixty-seven
universities and_ polytechnics which dominate this
sector.
Many of the students who graduate from
these institutions will eventually occupy some of
the_most powerful and prestigious positions in our
society.
Whatever contractions the system may face
in the 1980s, no-one would wish to -argue that an
understanding of what goes on in higher education
is unimportant.
It comes as something of a surprise to realise
that, as recently as twenty years ago, there was
hardly any research into__higher education_in
Britain;
Writing in 1972, the editors of a
symposium of articles on research in this field
could say that
a_decade agoi the universities and colleges of
Britain were open to the accusation that they
did research on almost every topic but themselves ... If they_were_aware_of the need for
a better understanding both of fundamental
principles in teaching and learning and of
human relationships_in the quadrangle; they
did singularly little about it.
Ten years
ago a book of this_kind would_necessarily_have
been very thin.
(Butcher and Rudd, 1972).
Research into higher education has since
established itself in this country, as the founding

is
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Britain were open to the accusation that they
did research on almost every topic but themselves ... If they_were_aware_of the need for
a better understanding both of fundamental
principles in teaching and learning and of
human relationships_in the quadrangle; they
did singularly little about it.
Ten years
ago a book of this_kind would_necessarily_have
been very thin.
(Butcher and Rudd, 1972).
Research into higher education has since
established itself in this country, as the founding

is
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the university environment interact Stilitly and continuously, and a proper understanding of student
learning needs to take both thingS into account;
ThiS book contains the findings of the largest
programme of research into student learning_ever
carried out_in Britaini in a form which we hope will
be accessible to Students, lecturers; and all_who
We hope it
have an interest in higher edUdatiOn.
Will be seen partly as a contribution towards a
changing emphasiS in research into higher education.
Our_focus is on the process of student learning itself, and on the way it is influenced for better or
worse by the environment in whiCh it takes place;
The approach derives much of its impetus from the
seminal work of a group of researchers at Gothenburg
University in Sweden whose research will be desQualitative methods,
cribed in the next Chapter;
such as semi-structured interviews; are one of the
More traditional_
hallmarks of this perspective.
quantitative techhigUeS can, as we_shall seek also
be incorporated without losing sight Of the main
indeed; _they can_enrich
strengths of the approach;
This perspective cuts across disciplines: init.
sights from sociology and anthropology completent_
The interest is not so
psychological viewpoints:
much in the conventional outcomes of higher eduddtiOn - degree performance and numbers of student8
as a proportion of resources. invested -_as_tn_what
This kind of relearning means to the students.
search examines different conceptions of subject7
matter and differences in how StudentS tackle learning ta8k8; and looks at_how these differences arise
and how they are related to the level of understandHow do students approach every day
ing reached._
acadetic tasks like reading, problem solving and
Why do they seem to prefer very _
assessment?
How do students' ways of
different approaches?
How is their
learning in different subjects differ?
learning_ influenced by personal preferences and the
Which_ways_of
tasks and teaching they encounter?
studying are most likely to biting success and satisfaction?
Many of thOSO questions start_from_the point of
view of the student, rather than that of the teacher
or researcher; _ We shall_argue that they- offer an
understanding of the reality of student learning
The answers to
which other perspectives cannot.
theSe issues also have_some far - reaching practical
Many of -the findings of this reimplications.
search have immediate relevance to lecturerS who
wish to iiiipk6Ve their teaching; and for students who
4
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want to improvehowthey_study.

There_are_also
implicaLichs for increasing the efficiency
of learning in the costly business of higher
education.

5

Chapter TWo

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT AND APPROACHES TO STUDYING

The research programme at Lancaster_grew out of
previous work there which_had beenfundedby the
The main-purpose
Joseph ROWhttee MOMOrial Trust,
of that six-year study, which began in 1968; was to
examine the objectives of lecturers in higher
education in kelatibn to StUdents' academic perforThe research on studentsdivided into two
mance;
One was a longitudinal survey designed to
parts
identify student attributeS Whidh might predict
The other
their subsequent degree_performances,
was an interview study intended to explore students'
reasons for entering higher education and their exThe experience gained in this
periences of it
study substantially influenced the planning of the
On the_one hand, it had
new research programme.
shown the importance of trying to marry qualitative
and quantitative methods of educational research;
Oh the Other, it had shown_clearly_the limitations
of the input-output model in thinking about- higher
Relatively stable_ psychological
education,
characteristics of students proved to be only_weekly
It berelated to levels of academic performance.
CaMe Oleat that greater attention_would_have to be
placed on_study processee and on the context, or
academic environment;_ within whichstudents learn.
TheSe two directions of research have beer'
developed out of quite separate sets of literature;_
In presenting this report, thereforei the conne24-.ual
basis_for the research is also presented separatQly.
In this chapter the literature relating to intellectual deVeldpMent and approaches to studying is discussed, while research into the academic context of
learning in higher education is introduced in
chapter 7.
The studies which have influenced the work of
the programme are presented largely in historical
6
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order; although at least one of these studies was
not in fact 'discovered' until quite recently;

LRcTURFRS' FXPW7TATIO5*
Part of the previous work at Lancaster was concerned with lecturers' aims and objectives and with
students' experiences of higher education.
Lecturers in various academic departments were asked
questions about what they expected from 'good'
students and what they saw as the characteristics of
weaker students.
Although there were; of course;
great differences in the specific comments of
lecturers in co7Frasting departments; there was an
important common thread- running through most of the
replies
While knowledge and technical skills were
expected, students had to be able to_use these
effectively - to combine and interrelate ideas.
Short extracts from the comments of three of the
lecturers provide an impression of what, in one way
or another; most lecturers were demanding.
An English lecturer, for example;said:
"I would be expecting a kind of alertness and
openness - that may sound_ very general.
Alert
to what?_ Alert to all the signs of interest_
or significance in passages of literature.
We
try to develop their evaluative SkillS ... to
develop the sense of what is the
hand_
piece of writing and what is- purely derivative.
.. the pr:Ime moral outcome of a literature
course (Should be the) ability -to enter into
different individual and social conditions ...
to be able to realise what it is like to be
somebody else; so that we can properly interact
with other people and not always expect them to
be mutations of oneself or of one's own
culture."**

**

This section, and parts of other sections-, have
been taken from Entwistle_ (1981) StrleS-Of
Learning and Teachlhg, published_by Wiley; which
contains fuller descriptions of previous research; together with discussions of its psychological bases.
These interviews were carried out by Keith Percy
and have -been reported in more detail elsewhere
(Entwistle and Percy, 1971;
1974);
7
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A history lecturer saw the need for using evidehed effectively, again combined wish a fOrm of
social awareness.
"History, typically does involve the assembly
of_evidencefcoming to conclusions about certain problems_.; _(you tend) to consider (an
idea) froM all angles with a critical eye._
Basically if youre treating it non7academiCally
you tend Merely to accept it_and then to file
it ... (but) then there's going to be no proThings are not going to move
gress or change.
YOu've got to scrutiif you merely adcept
ntze what you're doing -(to see) if the thing
cannot be done better;"

In the science departments there was,_of course,
mre ompLasis Oh knowledge Of facts; but_even sn
there was also a recognition that factual information, in itself; is a rapidly diminishing asset.
'Knowledge' has to be reinterpreted to include
"techniques Of analysis; rather than knowledge
knowledge of techniques for finc.ing
of facts;
faCtS, rather than the facts themselves."
The unifying theme both_in the interviews_ and_ in the
general literatUre on the aims of university edu
cation is that of 'critical thinking', or as AShby
haS deSetibed it - 'post-conventional thinking'.

"The student-(moves), from the uncritical
acceptance of orthodoxy to creative dissent
over_the values and standardsof society..
(In higher educatidn)_there must be oppor7
tunities for the intellect to be stretched to
its capacity the critical faculty sharpened to
the point where it can change ideas" (Ashby;
1973; pages 147-9).

What evidence is there that students do develop towards the intellectual goal described by lecturers?
RELATIVISTIC REASONING AND THE "REASONABLE
ADVENTURER"

Two American_interview studies_shed lighteh
William Perry (1970) interviewed
this question.
students once in each of their four years at Harvard
Through all the transcripts of the
or Radcliffe;
interviews there seemed to run a dimension
8
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describing the progress students made from dualistic
thinking to "contextual relativistic reasoning".
Initially some students_ expected simple 'black and
white' explanations in both their courses and their
everyday life.
Their experience of higher education
w,ts iii_confitut with this c.%peCtstion;
they found
inconclusive evidence, alternative theories and
competing value systems._
The enormity of this
uncertainty challenges fundamental beliefs and
values and can be a traumatic shock for some
_

students.

Perry was able to identify nine positions_along
the dimension of intellectual and ethical development.
Independent judges checked his categorizations.
His summary of the nine positions is
given below.
Position 1: The student sees the world in polar
terms of_we-right-good vs. other-wrong-bad.
Right
Answers for everything exist in the Absolute; known
to Authority whose role is to mediate (teach) them.
Knowledge and goodness are perceived as quantitative
accretions of discrete rightnesses to be collected
by hard work and obedience (paradigm: a spelling
test) .

Position 2: The student perceives diversity of
Opinion, and uncertainty, and accounts_for_them as
unwarranted confusion in poorly qualified Authorities
or as mere exercises set by Authority 'so we can
learn to find The Answer for ourselves'.
Position 3:
The student accepts diversity and uncertainty as legitimate but still temporary in areas
where Authority 'hasn't found the Answer yet'.
He
supposes Authority grades him in these areas on
'good expression' but remains puzzled as to standards.
_

Position 4:
(a)
The student perceives legitimate
uncertainty (and therefore diversity of opinion) to
be extensive and raises it to the status of an unstructured epistemological realm of its own in which
'anyone has a right to his own opinion', a realm
Which he sets over against Authority's_realm_where
right-wrong still prevails; or (b)
the student discovers qualitative contextual relativistic reasoning
as a special case of 'what They want' within
Authority's realm;
_

Position 5:

The student perceives all knowledge
9
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and values (incLuding authority's) as contextual
and relativistic and - subordinates dualistic rightwrong functions to the status of a special case, in
context.
The student apprehends the necessity
Position 6:
of orienting himself in a relativistic world through
some form of personal Commitment (as distinct from
unquestioned or unconsidered commitment to simple
belief in certainty);
Position 7: The student makes an initial Commitment in some area.

The student experiences the implications
Position 8
of Commitment, and explores the subjective and stylistic issues of responsibility.
Position 9: The student experiences the affirmation
of identity among multiple responsibilities and
realizes Commitment as an ongoing, unfolding,
activity_through which he expresses hiS life style."
(Perry, 1970, pages 9 - 10);

Perry (1978) provides a humorous interpretation
of his carefully articulated scheme, in terms of
four 'discoverie. of the obvious'.
"When we first come into this world, it is obvious that there are authorities and that they
know what they are doing, or at least so it
They tell us what to do and what not
seems.
to do, and so they -know what they are doing.
That is discovery 1.
Discovery 2 is that they do not know what
And since they do
they are doing after all
not seem to know what they are doing and do not
AS
have all the answers, we think, 'Hurray!
soon as I can get out from under their tyranny
I'm free, and any opinion is as good as any
other, mine included._'

Discovery 3 is that when I get out from
under their tyranny I walk smack into a plate glass wall and find that I am still subject to
And in
a tyranny, not of they but of fact..
that tyranny of reality I discover that, although there are a lot of differences of
opinion among reasonable people, not every
opinion is as good as any other, including some
And then
which I have that are no good at all
I have to get to work and start thinking about
10
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all these thiwis
Then I make one more discovery, another
obvious one, that I am faced with the challenge
Of OffirMing myself and my life as a person:
Given so many differences of opinion among
reasonable people, differences which reason
alone cannot resolve;_I see_that I can never be
sure I am making the 'right' decisions in life.
Arid yet I Must decide.
Oh, I have been told
never to make a wrong decision lest I regret it
all my life, but now I see I have no protection
against regret.
Unless I am going to weasel
out of really living, I must choose what I believe in and Own the consequences, and never
know_what lay down the roads I did not take.
I have_discovered ... what it means to commit."
(pages267-8).
_

Perry is stressing how students move_ from the
simplistic__ acceptance of facts presented by authority_, through a period of confusion about_ the' nature
of knOWledge and belief, to a recognition_ that we
need to establish a personal philosophy of life
which is built Out of our own interpretation of
relevant evidence, but which recognizes, and is
tolerant of, other people's alternative, even conflictin%j,interpretations of 'reality':

A very similar dimension ofjntellectual_deveIopment emerged_from Roy Heath!s_(1964) interviews at
Princeton.
But he_defined it in terms of an ideal
type
the 'reasonable adventurer' - and_three distinctive personality types_'the non-committer', 'the
hustler!, and 'the plunger'.
The contrasting personalitieS moved along_ different paths towards the
intellectual pinnacle already scaled by the reason-7
able adventurer:
These personalities were limited
both in their personal relationships and in their
thinking.
For example; the non-committer is overcautious, while the plunger's "thoughts zip_from one
idea to another without apparent connection".
The
reasonable adventurer manges to integrate these
apparently contradictory attributes showing
"the combination of two mental attitudes:
the
curious and the critical;
They do not occur
simultaneously but in alternation.
(The
reasonable adventurer) at times is a 'believer'
but at other times he is a 'skeptic'.
The less
effective personalities may show tendencies toward one attitude or the other_but may net_experience the full reach of either".
(page 31)
11
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In a moment we shall meet again this description
of thinking which brings together competing tenden7
cies to create a whole which is more than the sum of
parts.

TIIEMATIZATION AND CUE CONSCIOUSNESS

One limitation in both Heath's and Perry's_
research is the lack of any systematic expletatieh_
of the ways_in whibh their more intellectually mature
The
Students approach everyday learning tasks.
both Perry and_Heath
questions asked are general;
were interested in a Whole range cf students' exIn contrast
petionces;_both_personal and academic.
a series of StUdieS, carried out mainly at Gothen7_
burg University in Sweden, has examined conceptions
of learning and the way students tackle an acadeMit
task of central importance in higher education The fitat two investirodding an academic article.
gations deMehStrate a connection between approaches
to learning and intellectual development;
Saljo (1979) conducted interviews with adults
He
who had_differing lengths of formal education.
was interested in their conceptions Of learning;_
One of the Main characteristics of people who had
either had an extended edUtation; or had taken up
studying again in_adulthood; was the recognition
that there are different types of learning appropriate
For the majority of
for different sorts of tasks.
unsophisticated learners in the sample, learning was
taken for granted' as involving rote memorization.
For those_ who had experience of higher edUcation;
learning hdd become thematized.
_

"Learning is something that can be explicitly
talked &biz:Jilt and discussed and can be the (=oie-et

In learnof conscious planning and analysis;
ing; these people realize that there are; for
instance, alternative strategies_or approaches
which may be useful or Suitable in various
situations depending on for example, time
available, inter-eat; demands of teachers and
(page 446).
anticipated tests."

The main distinctieha drawn by these more
sophisticated learners; besides the importande Of context on the approach adopted; were between learning
for real life and learning in sehbel or between
learning and understanding._
The 'awareness' that these learners show about
12
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Chu selection of appropriate strategies is similar
to the 'cue-consciousness' described -by Miller and
Parlett (1974) in relation to students' preparation
for examinations.

One group of students talked about the need to
be perceptive and receptive to 'cues' sent out
by staff_- things like picking up hints about
exam topics, noticing which aspects of the
subject the staff favoured-, noticing whether
they were making a good impression in a
tutorial and so on".
(page 52).
The artificiality of the examination situation,
and its effects on learning strategies, is seen_
clearly by one of the students interviewed in thiS
Study.
"What is the purpose of the examination game?
IL becomes purposeless except for you, because
you know you want to get a certain class of
degree within the system, but as far as
assimilating knowledge_ properly is concerned,
it just doesn't work, because if you play the
game properly you're choosing all the time, and
not getting an overview because you know there
Will be a certain question you have to answer"
(page 61) .

The authors of the study identified two more
groups of students
The "cue-deaf" were less
sophisticated strategists, not believing that the
impression made on staff could affect their results
and not picking up hints_
The "cue-seekers" were
cue conscious in a very active fashion
they -went
out -of -their way to make a favourable impression on
their lecturers and to buttonhole staff about the
exam questions.
Miller and Parlett argue that the
three groups of students mirror Perry's three main
stages of intellectual development (dualistic, relativistic, personal commitment to relativistic
reasoning).
READING ACADEMIC ARTICLES
The main series of_investigations at GOthenburg,
led by Ference Marton, has looked in detail at one
of the main types of learning demanded of students reading, and understanding, academic articles.
Marton criticises previous research on prose learning as being so preoccupied with the quantitative
13
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OULComo of learning (how many factsand ideas have
boon remembered); that qualitative aspects of
students' understanding_of what they have read have
been ignored; in spite of the pioneering__ research of
The prose passages have also been
tiartLett (1932).__
tivi.11 in content; short or- artificially contrived
Marton exam:___
to facilitate experimental control.
ines_students' approaches to reading relatively long
(1500 words) passages from actual academic articlet.
Those passages are chosen to be intelligible without
prior technical knowledge of_the_subject ared8; and
Lo contain a tight logical- argument based -on the use
Students are
of detailed supportive evidence.
at their
invited; individually, to read thearticle
own pace, and in the way they do normally while
studying; but they are told that questions about it
When students have
Will be asked afterwards;
finished readingtthey are interviewed to discover
What they have learned and how they approached the
_

task.

_During the interview, thestudentS are first
asked a genera' question of the form; "Well_now,
porhaps_you can tell me about what you've been
Students are encouraged, through neutral
reading";
questioning, to elaborate what -they have remembered.
They are then asked more specific questions about
sections of the text, followed by another_ general
questioni_with probes, to discover how they_had
interpreted the instruction toread the article what
their intention was in approaching the task (what-_
they expected to get_fromthe article); and how the
experimental Situation had affected-- them _(whether___
Finally, in some
they were anxious, for example).
of the studies4 questions were asked alp-brit their
normal approach to studying.
The interviews were tape-recorded and transAnalysis of the lengthy transcripts was
cribed:
The interviews were
difficult and time-consuming.
initially read through as_a_whole and then responses
In
to separate questions were examined carefully.
a sense the approach to analysis is similar to the
development of 'grounded theory' (Glaser and StrautS;
No explicit theoretical framework_is imposed
1967).
The responses_are examined looking for
on the data.
important consistencies within each transcript on its
own, then patterns of response recurring across_the_
Finally;
interviews are identified (Svensson,- 1976).
explanatory constructs are hypothetized to facilitate
understanding of the_students' approaches to learning
and levels of outcome (what they remembered)_.
This method of analysis puts an enormous
14
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rospunsibility en the research worker to be guided
by the data without imposing preconceived interpretations;
It is, of course, crucial to check
that similar constructs are identified by_indepen-_
dont judges.
It is extremely unlikely, faced with
a relatively unstructured set of free responsesithat
different_ judges will identify identical explanatory
constructs;
In this research, however, there was a
high level of agreement on the categories which were
chosen to describe_both the levels of outcome and
the approaches to learning (Svensson, 1977).
There is also great difficulty in communicating
the_findings of this type of research.
In most
analyses of interview transcripts, the main categories which best describe recurring types of answer
are reported with choice quotes to illustrate them
(as in Perry's study).
What Marton and his
colleagues have done is to extend the process of
qualitative analysis much further.
Students'__
comments are examined more intensively to consider
the implications of consistencies and variabilities
within an individual transcript, as well_ as between
transcripts_.
The categories within each explanatory
construct that emerges are then delimited - the
boundary of meaning surrounding each category is explored in terms of the differing emphases or aspects
mentioned by individual students.
The quotations
included are thus very carefully selected to provide
a definition of the various categories within each
explanatory construct.
The instances used to delimit the categories can then form the basis on
which independent judges can assign transcripts to
response categories (Marton, 1975).
Of course,
when it comes to publishing findings from such
studies, there is rarely_ sufficient space available
to make fully clear the detailed way in which categories are delimited, and there is a danger that the
results will be- treated as little more than impressionistic.
In fact this form of qualitative analysis now has its own checks and balances, its own
systematic procedures, to produce findings which have
their own rigour and their own form of scientific
objectivity.
Following this analytic procedure Marton and
his colleagues were able to describe_important
regularities -both in the qualitatively different
outcomes of learning (what students were able to recall about the articles) and in their approaches to
-

learning.
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LEVELS OF UNDERSTANDING
The problem with categorizing the outcome of
learning is that it necessarily depends on the
particular article read. __But as long as the article is appropriately diffiCUlt and presents a
Clear :argument supported by evidence, it is possible
to use a general classificatery_scheme for describing differences in the levels of understanding
It is
reached by students in these experiments.
usually possible to identify four types of response
(Fransson; 1977; Saljoi 1975).
Conclusion-orientated, detailed
The stUdent summarizes the author's main argutent, shows how evidence is used to support the
argument, and explains the thoughts and reflectienS
used to reach personal understanding of that argument.

Conclusion- orientated, mentioning

B:

Again there is an adequate summary of the main
argument; but the use_of evidence or personal ex -,
perience to support that argument is not made clear.
Description -,

C.

detailed

The student gives an adequate_list Of the main
points presented in the article; but fails to show
how these are developed into an argument.
Description, mentioning

D.

A few isolated points are made, some relevant,
At the bottom end of this cateOthers irrelevant.
gory an impression of confusion and misunderstanding
is given by the student'S comments.
When students talked about their approach to,
and process of; reading the_artiele; again a_simple
Some students adopted a deep
distinction occurred:
They started with the intention of underapproach.
Standing the meaning of the_article; interacted
actively_with the author's arguments (relating theM
to previous knowledge_andtheir own experience) and
tried to see to what extent the author's conclusions
Other
were justified by _the evidence presented.
studentc ccomed to rely_almost exclusively on a surface appreddh. Their intent was to memorize the
16
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A deep approach is thus, at least in this small
sample, clearly related to a_deep level of underMarton also found that the deep approach
standing.
was associated with better recall of detail, parSvensson
LieUlarly after a five week interval_
LL977) has argued that this relationship should be
thought of not simply as statistically significant,
While it is
but as to some extent inevitable.
possible for a student adopting a deep approach
to fail to reach a deep level_of understanding
through lack of previous knowledge or lack of
attention or effort, it is impossible for a student
adopting a surface approach ever to reach a deep
ivel of understanding, as long as he persists with
If deep_understanding depends on
that approach.
being able to relate evidence and conclusion, a
student's approach must necessarily have included
thiS activity if deep understanding has been
reached.
_

_

-

FACTORS AFFECTING THE APPROACH TO STUDYING
The next step in the Gothenburg studies was to
examine the link between a student's approach to
learning in the experiment and the normal approach
to studying, based on the -final question in the
Svensson (1977) was able to detect
interview.
deep and surface approaches to normal studying and
to compare these both with the experiment and with
the examination performance of the students at the
Table 2.2 shows that
end of their -first year.
there were close relationships in both these_ ways;
23 out of 30 students were categorized as taking
the same approach in the experiment_and in normal
Of the students classified as being
studying.
deep in both, 90 per cent had passed in all their
examinations, while only 23 per cent of the doubly
'surface' students had this level of success.
_
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Table 2.2

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN APPROACHES TO LEARNING
AND STUDYING, AND EXAMINATION PERFORMANCE
(FROM SVENSSON; 1977)

Examination
Performance

Cognitive Appredth

'Total

Experiment

Normal Studies

Surface

SUrfatb
Deep
Surface
Deep

Deep
Deep

Surface

Passed
All

Some
Failure

3

10

9
4

1

13
10

2

6

1

0

1

Svensson went on to show that students adopting a deep approach also tended to spend_longer in
studying._ Again this relationship is altdet inevitable;
StUdent8 who study their subjects deeply
are likely to find the material more_interesting and
easier -to understand.
Long hours Of work become no
hardship then.
Students who adopt a surface
approach are concentrating on an inappropriate
technique of loathing - rote memorization.
It takes
a long time to cover books in_this way, and it is a
tedious and unrewarding activity.
ThUt,eVentually,
8tildtit8 who persist with the surface approach are_
likely to do less and less work and eventually fail
their examinations:
SVeheedh (1977) reported the
results of one examination in which 9 out of 11_
students adopting a deep approach to normal studying
also did three or more hours' independent work a day.
All 9 passed_the examination._ - Nineteen students
adopted a surface approach and 8 of theM, even in
the first year, admitted to working less than three
hours a day.
All 8 failed the examinatiOh;
_In another study Saljb was interested in
Whether students' approaches to studying were affected by the type -of questions they were given in tests
(Marton and Saljo, 1976b).
He used two comparable
groups of_students and three separate passages of
prose.
The students Were asked to read each -of
these passages, and after each passage they_were
asked a series of questions.
After each Of the
-
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first two passayes one 9roup was given questions
designed to encourage a deep approach - attention to
The other group was given
the underlying meaning;
specific factual questions, intended to induce a
After the third passage both
surface approach.
groups of students were given the same set of
questions containing both 'deep' and 'surface'
saii6 found that students in the
questions.
'surface' group who had initially adopted a deep
approach tended to have shifted to a surface
approach by the time they read the third passage.
Although there was an effect on students in the __
'deep' group,_most of the students who had initially
adopted a surface app.:each apparently found it
difficuIt_to move fully to a deep approach:
Instead they adopted what_Saljo called a
TheS0 students were content
technified' approach.
With summarizing_ the author's argument without
SaljO's conexamining it actively or in detail;
clusion_that it is much easier to induce a surface
We
approach than a deep one could be important.
shall refer back to it in subsequent chapters.
Another of Marten's- colleagues examined the
level of understanding of basic concepts reached -by
Dahlgren (1978,
first.7year students of_economics.
Dahlgren and Marten, 1978) paid particuIar_attention
to the naive concepts, such as that of 'price',
which students had at the beginning of the course
and to the technical meanings they should have
The layman's idea of price,
Understood by the_end.
for example, can be expressed as what_an article is
This implies that
worth .7 what its value is.
'price' is a fixed attribute._ The economist's concept of price brings in the idea of supply and
The price of an article depends not Just
demand.
on the production costs and raw materials i but also
on_its popularity in relation to its availability;
Dahlgren was able to show that although the results
of a first-year examination implied that_students_
should have developed an understanding of the teChnical meaning of such basic concepts, in fact:
_

"If amore thorough understanding is required
in order to answer a question, the number of
acceptable answers is very low ... In many
cases ... it appeared_that only a minority of
students had apprehended basic concepts in
economics in the way intended by teachers and
Complex problems seem to
text-bbbk authors:
be solved by application of memorized algorithmic procedures ... In order to cope with
20
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overwhelming curricula, the students probably
have to abandon their ambitions to understand
what they read about and instead direct efforts
towards passing the examinations
(which reflect) the view that knowledge is a quantity,
and that the highet the level of the educational System, the more piedes_of_knowledge ShOUld
be taught per time unit" (Dahlgren, 1978, pages
1;

11;

12) .

Putting together SaljO'S findings_and
Dnrilgren's comments we see that the type of question
given in a test can_induce a surface approach_to
studying and that the factual overburdening_ of _
Sllnbuses and examinations may be responsible fdt
the low level of understanding exhibited by students
when prevented from reproducing answers by wellrehearsed methods,
in many of the reports produced by -the Gothenburg research group there is a repeated emphasis
unthe importance of both content and context in
affeCting a student's approach to learning;
Thus
it is_not possible to characterize a studentas__
'deep', only an aplabaell to a particular academic
task.
The effect of content and context is shown
elegantly in the last of theb Studies._ Fransson
(1977) examined how levels of interest and anxiety
affected students' approaches to leathing.
Level
ot interest was tentrelled by selecting an- article
concerning examination procedures in the edUdation
department:
One group of students were in that
departMent;
another group, from a different department, _were expected to have much leSS interest in
the article;
TWO situations, or contexts for_
learning, were created.
In one condition students
were told that after reading the article, one
student would be chosen to explain out loud what he
had learnt.
The explanation would be tape - recorded
for subsequent detailed analysis.
A large taperecorder placed in a prominent_position reinfetted
what was intended to be an anxiety -prevoking
situation.
In the contrasting situation, attempts
were made to create a relaxed friendly atmosphere.
It was clear from the results that both interest
and anxiety did affect the students' approaches to
learning, but_not in a simple way.
It was not so
much that anxiety - provoking situations induced a
surface approach to learning; but that StUdehtS who
felt_the situation to be threatening, whether that
WAS intended or not, were more
likely to adopt-a
surface approach.
Lack of interest or perceived
21
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rulcvance also tended to evoke this mechanical roteThus where a studeht feels
learning approach:
threatened, or under pressure to respond to,examinatioh demands or syllabuses WhiCh have little personal relevance, it is less likely that a deep
approach will be adopted.
HOLIST AND SERIALIST STRATEGIES OF LEARNING
Pask and his colleagues have carried out
several series of_experiMehtt in trying_to discover
important differences between students in their
Marton deliberately_left his
learning strategies;
The
ihstructionsabout reading the article vague;
studerts had to decide for themselves whether
reading for understandihg or rote memorizat:_on would
be the best way of answering the subsequent
Through this_ambiguquestions abaUt the article.
ity it was possible to demonstrate the contrasting
approachet to learning that - students considered
appropriate for thit academic task; _ In most of
Patk's experiments, however, the students are
required to reach a deep level,of understanding, and
Pask is interested in the strategies they use in trying to carry out this instruction.
In the_first series of experiments reported by
Patk (Pask and Scott, l972) he asked studehts to try
to establith for themselves the principles_of_classification underlying_the diVitieh of two imaginary
species of Martian animals_- the Clobbits and the
In
Gandlemullers - into a series of subspecies,
Clobbits
the first experiments, information aboutThese
were
was provided in the form of 50 cards.
placed face down in ten deldtht (each column_
The fiVe rows
representing a separate subspecies).
contained separate categories of information about
the ten subspecies (e.g. habitat, physical charac_Students
teristics, drawings of animals, etc.).
could also write their own information cards if they
fOund this helpful;
Students were asked to turn over the cards to
They were told
Obtain the information they wanted:
to_turn the cards over_one at a time_and to give a
reason for the particular card they had chosen.
Each reason amounted_to a hypothesis about the
nature of_the clattifiCation system_which the
information -on the card was expected to test._ A
record was kept of the order in which the cards were
used -and also of the hypothesis given at -each step.
to 'teachbaek to the
Finally students were_required
experimenter what they had learned abbUt these
22
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Martian animals:
Pask discovered interesting differences both_in
the types_of hypothesis used by students and in the
ways in which they explained the classification
scheMes.
Some students concentrated_on_a step-bysLep strategy in which they used simple hypotheses
about, say; a single property of the animals
"Do Gandlemullers have sprongs ?"

This strategy was described as s_eriall-St, indicating the linear progression from one hypothesis to
the next.
Other students used more complex hypotheses which comb-f:ned several properties simultaneously.
"Are there more kinds Of Gan-diets with mounds
(dorsal or cranial) than Plongers?"

This strategy was described as holist, (not to be
confused with Svensson's different use of the same
term), which indicates a more global approach-to
problem solving.
Pask also_ identified an additienal type_of_holist, the redundant helisti who depended on Individualistic ways of discriminating
between the sub-species;
"The ones that were discovered first are gentle; the
other kinds, the aggressive beasts that were found later,
well they are the one with less mounds."

The important aspect of the redundant hoist is that
imaginary descriptiveterms_are_used.
In the Above
example, there was nothing in the information given
to the student to suggest either an order of discovery_or 'temperamental' different-es between the
sub-species.
what seems to happen is that the
redundant holist personalizes learning.
The Otilet
_

of discovery is probably the bt-clek in which he
turned upthe cards, -while an impression of gentlenessoraggressiveness was perhaps created by the
drawings;
In the end the redundant holists understood the principles of classification just as well
as--the holists or serialists, bUt they relied on
personal (redundant) 'props' to aid that understanding.
When_students were asked to 'teach back' what
they had learned, very similar differences were
found between the two main types.
The serialists
described the principles of classification in a
23
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straightforward logical manner keeping to the bare
For example:
essentials.
"ZtioldgiStt have classified the GandlemUller on
The
the basis of physical Characteristics;
three main types are Gandlers, PlOngers and
Gandlers have no sprongs.
Gandleplongera.
Gandleplongers
Plongers have two sprongS.
There are four_subspedieeof
haVe one sprong;
The_ M's_have one
Ml, M2, Bl and B2
Gandler:
The M1 and B1
body; the B's have two bodies.
The M2 and B2
have a single cranial mound;
have a double cranial mound ..: "etc:

In contrast a redUndant holist set about the
description in a very different way:
"I_want to tell you about a funny Martian_aniMal which has been recently discovered and
classified by scientists conducting surveys.
They are funny sluglike things with various
These animals are called
protrUberanCes
Gandlemullersi becauSe they churn about_in the
swamps near the Equator and Candle is the
Martian for St4aMpMUd; hence the swampmudmiller
These things
(Muller is German for miller).
churn through the mud eating it by some curious
process which means they eat and excrete at the
same time."

Only after_a_great deal of redundant elaboration does this holist describe the essential properties of the various sub=Spediet, and even then
_It
they are presented in -an idiosyncratic order.
is perhaps unfair to deadribe the holist as illogiit may be that the order follOWS a different
Cal:
There may well be understandable
set of rulea.
principles in his ordering of the information; if so,
they seem to be more like. those used -by- novelists or
The holist starts
journalists than by scientists:
with what seems to be the most interesting or
striking point _and includes_a good deal of human or
The hOliat thrives on- anecdote;
personal interest.
illUatration;_and_analogyi while the serialiSt uses
these sparingly; if at all;
In later series of experiments Pask and his
colleagues have been able to extend the descriptions
FOr example; holists
of holists and serialiatS.
tend to look further ahead when asked to work their
way through -a hietatchy of sub-topics towards an
Understanding of the topic as a whole (Pask; 1976b)=
24
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They also have a wicle focus of attention, bringing
together several sub-topics, right from the start
(Robertson, 1977).
Where students are_given a
choice between a series of abstract topics and an
exactly parallel series of topics which are drawn
from the 'real world', serialists_ work their way
step-by7step_through either the abstract topics or
the real world topics, bringing them together only
when forced to do sc to achieve overall understanding of the main topic.
The holists in contrast
move from real world to abstract and back again;
examining the_anaIogieS between the two sets of
topics as well.
In the end both groups of_students
can reach the same_level_of understanding, but their
ways of reaching.that understanding are very different.
The serialists apparently put much more
emphasis on the separate topics and the logical
sequences connecting them, forming an overall_
picture of what_is being learned only rather late in
the process.
The holists try to build up that
overall picture, as a guide to learning, right from
the start and_see where the detailS fit into that
picture much later on.

PATHOLOGIES OF LEARNING
Pask (1976a) has developed what he calls a conversational theory of learning which describes_how a
student works his way towards a full understanding
of a topic by questioning, or trying out his ideas
on, either a teacher or an 'alter -ego'; another_part
of the mind which monitors and interacts with the
learning process.
Pask argues that a full understanding occurs only when the student can_explain
the topic by reconstructing it, and can also demonstrate that understanding by applying the_principles
learned to an entirely new situation;
The theory
also indicates that appropriate analogies are as
important a part of understanding a 'teach -back' as
the_ recognition of the logical steps and processes
through which an understanding of the topic is built
up.
Pask argues that the two major pathologies
commonly found in learning are the failure to examine the logical structure or the evidence in _
sufficient detail,_and the failure to make use of
appropriate analogies.
The link between the holist
and serialist strategies and learning pathologies;
at Least within Pask's theory, should now become
clear;

The holist strategy involves looking at the
whole area being learned, taking a broad perspective
25
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seeking interconnection with o her topics and making
The
use of personal and idiosyncrate analogies.
examination of the logical_structure and of the
supporting evidende comes later_when understanding_
is demanded-,__but left to himself the hOliSt is likely to put off what he may see as the more boring_
Heath describes his category of
parts of_learning.
'plunger' in similar terms:
_

His thoughts zip from one idea to another
characterwithout apparent connection;
istically (he) failS to clothe his ideas in a
framework that would make sense to othert
He may beg permission to go ahead with a pro7
only to lose interest later, particuSect
larly if hard uninteresting work looms ..."
Pask describes as globetrotting the tendency of
the holiSt to make inappropriate or_vacuous analoThis pathology might alS6 take the form of_an
gies.
over - readiness to generalize from insufficient eVidence_to form hasty, personal judgements;
The serialist falls into the opposite trap.
He fails to make use of valid and important_analogies and may not build up fbt himself any overall
map to see how the various elements of the topic_
interrelate and hoW the topic fits into the subject
Pask calls thiS pathology
area in_general.
improvi-denb.
STYLES OF LEARNING
The strategies of learning described so far
might be no more than reactions to a single task
(the Clobbits ) or to a particular piece of_apparatus
which controls_ learning in a somewhat atypical way.
Pask acceptd that his early experiments did artificially accentuate differenCeS between students,
but he argues that the holist and serialist
strategies are manifestations of Important under-_
lying differences in the way people thihk and tackle_
He argues that some students_are dispoSed
problems.
to act 'like holiStS' inTheheVer they are given that
opportunity whereas others behave 'like serialists';
The general-tehdengy to adopt a.particular strategy
The 'holist_
is_referred to as a learhIhg-Style.
like' style is called comprehension_learnihg which
involves 'building descriptions of what is known'.
The 'serialist like' style is called Operation
learning; which is 'the facet of the learning process concerned with mastering procedural details'.
_
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Pask (personal connunication) has likened these two
Aspects of thinking to the way an architect designs
A blinding._ _He has to build up the overall plan
(description building) and also to work out the
detailed processes, and the logistics of those processes,_(operation and procedure building) whereby
the plan can be converted into an actual building.
Any weakness either_in the plani or in the description of that plan; will prevent the building
being satisfactorily completed (understanding being
reachedI.__
Students who show atiffidient consistent bias in
their learning strategies to be described as 'comprehension learners' -or 'operation learners' are
likely to show equally consistent_ pathologies of
learning,
_But there are other students who are
readily able to adapt their leatning Strategy_to the
requirements of the particular task, emphasizing
either_comprehension learning or operation learning
as appropriate, and using both in tandem wherever
peaSible.
Pask_describes these students as having
a 'versatile' style of learning
"A student who is versatile -is not prone to
vacuous glebettetting; he does indeed build up
descriptions of what may be known by a rich use
of analogical reasoning; bUt subjects the
hypotheses to test and operationally verifies
the validity of an analogy and the limits Of
its applicability"
(Patk et Al., 1977, page 68).
Pask's description -seems to echo Heath'S ideal
type - the reasonable adventurer.
Versatility is
also descriptively related to- "cue - consciousness"
(Miller and Parlett; 1k4) and to "theMatization" in
learning.

MATCHING STYLES OF LEARNING AND TEACHING

Perhaps one of the most important Of Patk's experimentS was his investigation of the effects of
matching_and_mismatching learning materials with
students' learning strategies.
On the basis_of the
ClObbit experiment students were identified as
having adopted holist or serialist strategies. Pask
then asked the students to work through a set of
programmed learning materials and_take a test to
discover how much they had loarne-th
There were two
versions of this material.
One version was
designed to suit_thebomprehension learner_; being
rich in analogy and illustration.
Thb other was
27
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presented in a Iogicat,_step-by-step_sequence withStudents were assigned either to
out 'enrichment'.
a matched or a_mismatched condition (holist with
holist material; holist with serialist material;
The results_weredramatie, although based on
etc).
small Samples; there was little overlap_in the
The
scores of_thematched and mismatched groups.
students in the watched conditions were able to
answer most of the questions about what they had
learned, whereas the other students generally fell
below half marks;
Pask's descriptions of style; and pathologies
of learning seem to overlap, in_plaeeS, with Marton's
ideaS about deep and surface_ approaches to learning.
It was the intriguing possibilities raised -by -these
apparent connections which provided_some Of the
initial impetus for our own research programme. But
Our main
our approach was deliberately different.
concern was to use both quantitative and qualitatiVe
methods of collecting and analysing data as a progression from the - earlier research_at Landater; and

to explore the effects of natural contextual differdifferences between academic departments
ences
in their effects on approaches to learning.
This chapterhas described the work of both
Marton_and Pask in detail_as_it is their concepts
which form the main theoretical basis for our own
work; and a full understanding of those concepts
seems to be an essential prerequisite_tothe deScriptiOn of our research design and findings which
follows.
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Chapter Three

THE PROGRAMME OF RESEARCH

The main purpose in carrying out thisjprogramme
of research was to extend; conceptually and empirically, the work cf Marton and Pask described in the
previous chapter, in relation to the previous research on students carried out at Lancaster.
There
were six main areas within the programme:
1.
The measurement of approaches to and styles
of studying, using an inventory.
_2.
The_exploration of the cognitive skills;
cognitive styles, and personality characteristics
underlying_different_approaches to studying;
3;
The extension of Marton's work on reading
academic articles, using a questionnaire.
4.
The identification, by questionnaire, of
students' perceptions of the academic 'climate' of
departments.
5
The use of interviews to investigate
students' strategies in carrying out particular types
of academic task;
6.
An investigation of how contrasting
academic contexts appear to affect the_approaches to
studying adopted by students in those departments.
_

_

Marton had_limited his_research methodology to
qualitative analyses of small samples of mainly
social science students.
Pask had used_lengthy
experimental learning tasks, again restricted to
small opportunity samples.
The intention in this
research programme was to_obtain firmer evidence of
the existence of contrasting learning styles or
approaches to studying from a wider range of disciplines; and to explore the extent to which these
approaches represented relatively stable characteristics of students, rooted in_their abilities and
personality; or in contrast were specific reactions

dD
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to the nature of particular academic tasks or learning contexts.
Methodologically there WAS a deliberate attempt
to capitalise on the strengths of different
Thus interviews with__
approaches to research.
students were -used both as a source of items for the
development of inventories and questionnairet, and
Data
as the raw data for__ qualitative analyses
from inventories were exposed to repeated; complex
statistical_ analyses to explore the nature of the
relationships both between the vatiOUS dimensions of
upproachet to studying, and between approachet to
studying and students'_ perceptions of academic
The patterns of relationthipt emerging
departments:
from these quantitative analyses were reassessed_in
the light of students' comments in the interviews
and new items or sub-scales were then_produced for
Over a period of four years it
the inventories.
was thUt possible -to make substantial advances in
understanding_students' approaches to learning_and
to produce carefully constructed instruments for
further research or evaluation studies in higher
education.
The general work on the programme can be desIn the first phase_there
cribed in three phases.
A questionwas exploratory_work on five fronts.
naire variant Of Marton's interview procedure en
reading academic articles was given to three
Results from two pilot studies
separate samples;
enabled improvements to be embodied in a question_secondly,
naire given to 248 first7year students;
a pilot version of an inventory to identify dittinctive approaches to studying was developed from
an existing Lancaster inventory supplemented with
items suggested by the ideas of Perry; Marton and
Thirdly, exploratory interviews were held in
Pask
which students were asked to describe their approaches
to specific academic taskt; and more generally_to__
ditetitt their experiences of_studying and their perceptions of the courses and the- teaching they had
Fourthly, interviews with -staff were
encountered.
carried eidt to explore the possibility Of defining
'academic climate' through lecturers' perceptions of
This last
the departments in which they worked.
approach was hot pursued; as a focus on students-'
perceptions seemed_to_bemore frUitful with the
ThUS the
limited time and resources available.
final activity in_this phate of the- programme was
the development from the interview data of a
questionnaire _to assess quantitatively studentt'
peroc.ptions of their courses and their main
30
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academic department..

In the cccond phacc of the programme, the inventory of approaches to studying and the course perceptions questionnaire were given to 767 first-year
students:
Analyses of these data led to final
research versions of the inventory and questionnaire
being produced.
From_students' responses to the
inventory it was possible to identify a group of 60
students with extreme scores on approaches to
studying who_agreed to spend some ten hours, spread
over a period of over a yeari taking tests of convergent and divergent thinking, cognitive and
learning styles, and personality, and also taking
part in a learning experiment involving the reading
of three short articles.
The main round of interviews with students from six contrasting departments
was also carried out during this phase;
The final phase of the programme involved qualitative analysis of the interview data, which proved
a formidab3e task:
Statistical analyses were also
carried out on the test scores of the 60 volunteers;
Finally there was a major survey of 66 university
and_poiytechnic departments throughout Britain.
2208 students completed the approaches to studying
inventory_and the course perceptions questionnaire,
from which it was possible, in conjunction with the
interview data, to_assess the effects of academic
departments on students' approaches to learning.
Details of each of these areas of research are
presented in the following chapters.
First there
is a report on identifying distinctive approaches to
studying through_the development of the inventory.
Chapter 5 describes the extent to which it was
possible to find underlying_ differences in ability,
cognitive style or personality between students with
contrasting scores on the inventory.
In Chapter 6
results of a_series_of learning experiments are presented in which students were asked to read academic
articles, recall what they_had learned, and comment
on their reading and learning strategies.
Chapter 7 begins the exploration into the
effects of academic_ context or environment on how
students learn, with a description of the course
perceptions questionnaire.
Chapter 8 is a report
on students experiences of learning and studying
in higher education, while Chapter 9 presents the
results of bringing together the approaches to
studying inventory with the course perceptions
questionnaire.
The final chapter is an_attempt to
take stock of the progress made during the programme
in trying to understand how students learn.
It
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also presents indications of the practical_ utility
of the research in relation to teaching and learning
in higher education.
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Chapter Four
IDENTIFYING DISTINCTIVE APPROACHES TO STUDYING*

EARLIER RESEARCH At LANCASTER
In earlier research at Lancaster (Entwistle and
Wilson, 1970;
Entwistle and Entwistle, 1970;
Entwistle, Thompson and Wilson, 1974; Entwistle
and Wilson, 1977) a series of inventories had been
developed, initially for the specific purpose of predicting subsequent levels of academic performance.
In the main study an inventory with two scales was
used - motivation and study methods
1087 firstyear students from seven English universities completed these scales and correlations with subsequent
degree class were calculated;
The highest correlation reported was 0.39 (study methods in engineering), but overall levels were around 0;20; _ Although
these values seem low, it must be remembered that
they are about the same as correlations between 'A'
levels and degree class.
one of the versions of the inventory contained
items indicative of extraversion and neuroticism
(Eysenck, 1970);
In higher education it has been
consistently found that introverts in most subject
areas tend to be more successful than_extraverts,
but an_interesting study by Wilson, (1969; Entwistle
and Wilson, 1977) showed that extraverts who had
high scores on motivation and study methods were
equally successful as introverts with comparable
scores.
However few extravertsi compared with_introverts, had high motivation or good study methods _

_

_

*
Much of the work on the_first two versions of the
inventory was carried out by Maureen Hanley (nde Robinson).
Later versions were developed in association_
with Sarah Morison (nde Burkinshaw), Dai Hounsell and
Patrick Thomas.
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hence the overall relationship between introversion
Although this earlier work was
and degree class.
not designed to examine study processes, nevertheless it did indicate that students of differing
personality types might approach studying_in conThis possibility was explored
trasting_ ways.
further by the use of clUster_analysis, which
identifies students with similar profiles of_scores;
This method was used to define groups of
successful students who seemed to have followed
Three successful
different paths to success.
groups and one which was_unsuccessful were described
The fir:;t_aroup_was
(Entwistle and Wilson, 1977)
outstandingly successful and was apparently motivated
by ambition or 'hope for success' (Atkinson and
Feather; 1966).
"Cluster 1 contained students with high !A'
level grades who were satisfied with their
These students had not had a particucourses.
larly active social or sporting life; nor had
they concentrated on developing aesthetic
interests ... They were highly motivated and had
In personality they were
good_study methods.
emotionally stable and_had high scores on
theoretical and economic valUes, linked with a
tendency_ towards toughminded conservatism.
This coMbination of characteristics suggests a
rather cold and ruthless individual, governed
by rationality and spurred on by competition to
repeated demonstrations of intellectual mastery."

The second group was in many ways the opposite
of the first, yet_students still obtained fairly
good degree results;
The main defining features ... were high scores
on neuroticism and syllabus-boundness, and low
scores on both extraversion, (study methods)
Their self-ratings were uniand motivation.
They_saw themselves as
formly negative.
They had
neither likeable nor self-confident.
no active social life and few aesthetic
(they worked long hours) ... It is
interests;
tempting to see these students as motivated by
'fear of failure'__(Birney, Burdick, and Teevan,
1969)... The possibility that neurotic_intro7verts with_low motivation and poor study methods
might (still) be almost as successful as highly
motivated students was noted in a preliminary
(Entwistle,
analysis of the interview data.
_
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Thompson; and WUson, 1974)" (Pp. cit, page 130).
The third group of students
successIt contained mainly arts and humanities
students with high aesthetic_and_lo0 economic
values who espoused radical ideals.
They were
highly motivated, had good study methods;. worked
long hours, but were distinctly syllabus-free in
their attitudes to studying.
The final group contained_the least successful
students;
This group had active social or sporting
interests combined with very low motivation, poor
study methods, and_few hours spent studying.
Some,
but by no means all of the students, came to
university with poor 'A' level grades and had low
scores on_a verbal- aptitude test.
Another way of drawing attention to differing
attitudes to studying was to use factor analyses to
identify groups of items which were closely interrelated.
In this way the initial two dimensions
of motivation and_studv methods were broken down into
five sub-scales which paralleled the cluster analyses,
but produced two factors associated_ with poor degree
results;
The five factors were labelled competitive
and efficient, fear of failurei syllabus-free,
cynical and disenchanted; and disorganized and
dilatory.
The fbur most distinctive items from each
factor are shown in Table_4.1i_and these items formed
the first cart of the pool of items used to develop
the 'Approaches to Studying Inventory' for this
research programme.
fUl.

DEVELOPMENT OF PILOT INVENTORIES
The purpose in developing a new inventory was
not to improve levels of prediction of academic
success;
it was instead an attempt to understand
students' approaches to learning.
In particular,_
the intention was to_ measure; and to investigate the
inter - relationships between, the explanatory concepts identified by Marton and Pask.
Thus
additional items were written which were based on
Marton's descriptions of 'deep' and 'surface' processing and on Pask's indications of -the varying
learning strategies used by 'holists' and 'serialists'.
In addition the ideas of Miller and Parlett (1974) on
'cue consciousnessli_as modified by Ramsden (1979)
into a more general dimension of 'strategic
approach to assessment', created an additional set of
items.

_

As the interviews with students progressed
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additional items were suggested.
(see Chaptoi 6)
Lventually a pool of 120 items was used in the first
Alpha factor analysis with
pilot inventory.
rotation to oblique simple structure (Nie et al,
1975) was used to identify groups of items which
The items were
were consistently linked together.
also subjected to conceptual analysis in relation to
It was soon
the constructs found in the literature.
clear that the 'deep approach to studying' and
'organized; motivated study methods' were major
dimensions, and that a third factor - brought together
surface processing with fear of failure and syllabusboundness.
Table 4.I

STUDENTS' ATTITUDES TO STUDYING

DISORGANIZED AN!) DILATORY

(Poor degree results)

My habit of putting off work leaveS me with far too much to
do at the end of term.
I'm rather slow at starting work in the evening.
IL's rather difficult for me to organise my study time:
school this was done for me.

at

It is unusual for me to be late handing in work (Disagree).
CYNICAL AND DISENCHANTED

(Poor degree results)

I can't see any relevance to most of the work we do here.
There seems to be little point in following up the references
we are given in lectures.
There are very few of the recommended text -books which are
ically worth buying:

I sometimes wish I had gone straight into work after school.
SYTI,ABUS-FREE
I

(Above average degree results)

tend to learn more effectively by studying along my own lines
than through set work.

I am often involved in following up my own ideas when I am
supposed to be doing set work.
Often I try_to think of a better way of doing something than
is described in a lecture or hook.
I should prefer the set work to be less structured and organised.
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Table 4.1

STUDENTS' ATTITUDES TO STUDYING (continued)

FEAR OF FAILURE

(Ali-aye average degree results)

My friends always seem co be able to de things better than me.
Worrying about an exam or about work which is overdue often
prevents me from steeping.
1 get Very concerned about work which is overdue.
I

don't often join in tutorial discussions:

I prefer to

liSten.

COMPETITIVE AND EFFICIENT

(Very good degree results)

I play any game to win; not just for the fun of it.
I

hate admitting defeat, even in trivial matters.

AC'S iiiiportan' for me to do really well in the courses here.

consider the best possible way of learning is by completing
the set work and doing the required reading.

At this stage it was possible to discuss our
factor analyses with John Biggs of Newcastle,
Australia.
He had been developing a Study Behaviour
Questionnaire (Biggs, 1976) which contained the ten
sub-scales shown below.
Academic aspiration
Academic interest

Pragmatic, gradeorientated,
university as means.
Intrinsically motivated, study
as end.

Academic neurocicism

Confused, overwhelmed by
demands of course work.

Internality

Sees 'truth' coming from within,
not (from) external authority.

Study skills and organisation

Works Ponsistently, reviews
regularly, schedules work.

Fact rote strategy

Centres on facts, details, rote

Dependence

Rarely questions instructors,
tests;
needs support.

Meaning Assimilation

Reads Widely, relates to known,
meaning orientated.

learns.
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Te_st. .inxiety

Very concerned about tests;
exams, fear of failure.

Opennesti

(Believes) university (is)
place where valupc a-p qupstioned.

(Biggs, 1976; page 72).

The similarity between these scales and several
of the dimensions described by our own inventory was
even_the wording of many of the items
striking;
Biggs indicated -that his most recent
was Similar.
work strongly suggested the existence of three main
factors -- utilizing; internalizing, and achieVing each of which contained both a cognitive -and a
(Subsequently
motivational component as follows.
described in Biggs 1979):

Factor

Cognitive

MotivatiohdI

Utilizing

Fact-rote strategy

Internalizing

Meaning assimilation

ExtrinsiC, feat Of
failure
Intrinsit

AChieVing

Study- skills and

Need for achievement

organisation

The descriptions of these_three fact-Ors were
similar to the ones emerging_ from the_pilotNrsion
of our inventory.____It was therefore decided to
bring the inventories even closer together by introducing additional items covering scales used by_
Biggs but not parelled_in_our inventory - intrinsic
motivation, extrinsic motivation, internality and
The second pilot inventory contained the
openness.
82 items from the first inventory_most_clearly
related to established factors, together with 24
items rewritten from the four scales developed by
Biggs.

Table 4.2 lists the fifteen sub-scales included
in this version of the inventory,_and_the EdUr
Factor
factors which emerged from the analysis.
analysis allows us to group variables together which
haVe elements of similarity in their inter7relationThus factors are 'global' dimensions
ships.
summarizing the individual scales which hang
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together most c lose ly.

The meaning of a factor can
be deduced from the defining items of the scales
which have the highest factor loadings on that factor.
A negative sign indicates that the direction has to
be reversed (for example;_ Factor I is associated
with the Luveibe of syllaLus boundncso, vihich is
syllabus freedom).
Table 4.2

FACTOR LOADINGS OF STUDY STRATEGY SCALES

Sub-scales

Deep approach
Comprehension learning
Intrinsic motivation
Internality
Openness

Surface approach
Operation learning
Extrinsic motivation
Fear of failure
Syllabus bound

I

II

III

62

33

54

47

IV

61

50
67
67
61

-32

36

-41

Strategic approach
Organized study methods
Achievement motivation
Disillusioned attitudes
Sociability

50
41
36

64
45
-55
58

The second pilot inventory was given to 767
first year (second term) students from nine
departments in two universities.
The disciplines
covered were english, history, psychology, physics,
and engineering.
Principal_ component factor
analyses, with rotation to oblique simple structure,
were used to investigate the inter - relationships
between the sub- scales:
Four factors had eigenvalues above unity and these explained 56% of the
overall variance in the correlational matrix;
Factor loadings are shown in Table 4.2.
The four factors can be described as follows.

0
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DEEP APPRoACH/COMPREHENSION LEARNING OR MEANING
I
ORIENTATION
This factor is very close to Biggs' 'internaliIt carries the same emphasis on intrinsic
motivation and active search_for_personal meaning;
but it coutaiu ila highest Iblding on comprehension
This factor may thus be considered to
learning.
contain a stylistic component in addition to those
elements identified by Biggs.
zing'.

SURFACE APPROACH/OPERATION LEARNING OR REPROLI
DUCING ORIENTATION
This/shows a close similarity to the
it shows high loadings on surface level
approach and also on extrinsic motivation, syllabusBut again the high
boundness and feat of failure.
loading on operation learning could imply an
additional stylistic component.
factor.

III ORGANIZED STUDY METHODS AND ACHIEVING ORIENTATION

This is the 'achieving' factor; with high
positive loadings on organized study methoas and
aChicivoment motivation; -and a high negative loading
There are also signion disillusioned attitudes.
ficant loadings on both deep approach and intrinsic
motivation without any hint of a stylistic component
in this case.
IV

STABLE EXTRAVERSION

The final factor appears to be a combination__ of
the two most basic personality traits described by
A similar factor was reported
Eysenck (1970).
earlier in work on primary school chgldren where
scales of both motivation and personality were
It is
included (Entwistle and Bennett; 1973).
essentially stable extraversion.
This analysis appeared to support the claim by
Biggs that three second order factors "seem to offer
a parsimonious and theoretically coherent model for
conceptualizing the_ more important ways in which
students may feel about, and behave towards; their
study" (Biggs; 1979, p. 383).

As the subscales of internality and openness
seemed to add little to the definition of the f.rst
factOr, they Were dropped from subsequent versions of
40
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the inventory.
Thu isolated personality dimension
of sociability was also dropped.
In their place,
it was decided to introduce sub-components of the
main explanatory concepts_being_investigated;
In
the third pilot version of the inventory a distinction was made within approach to studying between the
intentioni_the process, and the outcome.
Also the
stvlos of learning, comprehension learning and
operation learning; both of_which Pask considers to
be essential in reaching understanding, were distinguished from their corresponding_pathologies
_
globetrotting and improvidence;
Holists are likely
to exhibit both comprehension learning and globetrotting;
serialists should score highly on
operation learning and improvidence.
But students
adopting a deep approach, although being able to use
both comprehension and operation learning in a versatile manner, would not be expected to exhibit the
pathologies of learning.
One of the problems in developing the inventory
has been that the main theoretical constructs
identified by Marton and Pask have been evolving
during the life of the programme, partly through
new publications by the originators, partly through_
seminars at which thc_ideas_have been discussed with
other researchers, and partly through the findings
from our own inventories and interviews.
_Thus the
third pilot_inventory had a short life.
Shortly
aft-et it had been used, an article based on the
previous version of the inventory was written
(Entwistle, Hanley, and Hounsell, 1979).
In this
article a model of student learning was_developed
which attempted to distinguish between deep/surface
approaches and comprehension/operation learning.
This model also distinguished two stages of both comprehension and operation learning in the way shown
in Figure 4.1.
In the final research version of the inventory
it was thus decided to restrict 'deep approach' to
the intention to understand and_an active, critical
approach to_learning, and to add as separate subscale two of the components essential to a deeplevel outcome:, but not previously covered in the
inventory:
These sub- scales were labelled
'relating ideas' and 'use of evidence'.
_

FINAL RESEARCH VERSION OF THE INVENTORY
In deciding the items to be included in the
final research version of the inventory all the
previous inventories were reviewed to identify items
41
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Figure 4,1
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which had worked well at some stage within one or
other of the sub-scales now to be forme:.
Each
sub-scale, with the exception of surfac- '..-proach
which had proved the most difficult to c,'ne, was
liMited to a maximum of four items to en.ure a
manageable overall length on the_basis of_the highest correlations between item and sub-scale total,
consistent with retaining the conceptual definition
of the subscales;
A list of sub-scales and-

dofihitig it-omF iq

11(7)wn
in Table Al (Appendix)
together with the coefficients of- internal consistency (Cronbach alpha).
The coefficients for the
main domains were as follows:
meaning orientation
(16 items=0.79)1 reproducing orientation (16
itemsK=0.73);
achieving orientation (16 items
=0.70);
styles and pathologies (16 items00=0;59);
Although the levels of internal consistency are
rather low in some of the sub-scales, the reliability
estimates for three of the four domains are satistactory.
And there is a good reason for the lower
reliability in the fourth domain.
It is unlikely
that styles, and pathologies can be viewed as a single
domain.
The sub-scales could well be put together
in different ways for different_purposes;
The total
score (with one style and pathology reversed) may
indicate an extreme 'redundant holist' says bu, it
may he more meaningful to use comprehension loarning
and globetrotting together to indicate a holist
style;
operation learning and improvidence together
to Indicate a serialist style; comprehension and
operation learning together to indicate versatility;
and globetrotting and improvidence to indicate
pathologies of learning.

MAIN STUDY
The inventory was presented_to students _as part
of a questionnaire in three sections.
The first
section asked for background information about_
school examination results and honours specialism(s),
and also contained a self-rating question in which
students were asked to assess their_ own academic
progress to date (How well do you think you are doing
so far on this subject/course, compared with other
students?).
A similar approach to self-assessment
of mathematical aptitude proved successful in an
earlier study (Entwistle and Wilson, 1977)i with a
_
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correlation between self-rating and objective teEt
The second section contained the
score of +0.65.
inventory of approaches to studying; while the final
the
section was the Course Perceptions Questionnaire
A
development of which is described in Chapter 7.
letter descrJbinq the purpose of_the_investigation
was sent to 171 departments in 54 universities and
polytechnics.in Englandi_ Wales; Scotland and Northern
Ninety-five departments agreed in principle
Ireland.
to cooperatei and an adequate proportion of completed
queLionnaiies for anlaysis wa9 event-nallv obtained
from 66 of them.
The target _population was second-year undergraduates (third-year in Scotland) taking honours
degrees in departments of English, history, economics,
The six dispsychology, physics or engineering,
ciplines were chosen to provide a range of specialisms: _five of them had been used previously in the
inLerviow study (Ramsden, 1979).
Completed questionnaires were obtained from
2208 students, an- estimated. response rate of 73 per
(Returns from departments showed the class
cent.
size; -but it was not always possible to be sure
exactly how many of the class had received_the_
Students were asked to give their
questionnaire).
names (to allow degree results to be obtained_sub7_
sequently), but they returned the questionnaires to
the investigators in- sealed envelopes, with a
guarantee that departmental_staff_wouIdnot see_
The final sample contained 16
their responses.
arts departments (491_students)i 26 in the social
the pure and applied
sciences (852), and 24
sciences (865).
_

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN APPROACHES TO STUDYING AND
ACADEMIC PROGRESS
Although the current inventory was not designed
primarily to predict academic performance,_it is
still of interest to examine the relationships
between approaches to studying and academic progress.
In this study it was only possible to investigate
correlations_ between the inventory sub-scales and
the self-rating of academic progress in the second
yoari but results using the second pilot inventory
are available in relation to formal first-year
It has alSo been possible to
assessment grades.
compare our self-rating correlations with samples
of AusLialian first-year students who had been
44
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given the final reneareh version of the inventory.*
Table 4.3 presents correlations for the British and
Australian samples.
The correlations with the British students'
self-rating of academic progress by subject area;
in Table 4;3; showed consistent relationships in the
expected directions.
The closest overall relationships with academic progress were_found with
organized study methods and positive attitudes to
studying, followed by intrinsic motivation, deep
approach; and_syllabus-freedom (changing the names to
indicate the direction of relationship).
Subject
area differences show academic progress in arts_to be
more closely related positively to deep approach and
comprehension learning, and negatively to all the subscales within the reproducing orientation and to
operation learning and improvidence.
In social
science, higher positive correlations are found with
relating ideas; intrinsic motivation, and higher
negative correlations with disorganized study methods
and negative attitudes. _ Social scientists appear to
be less heavily penalized for the pathologies' of
learning or adopting a surface approach. __The_
relationships in science follow the overall values
fairly closely with the exception of strategic
approach and_disorganized study methods which show
closer relationships with progress, and operation
learning which seems to be more of a benefit in the
sciences;
The Australian samples showed lower levels of
correlation overall; which_could be explained either
by the objectivity of the index of academic performance (thus avoiding the possible circularity in
comparing two sets of self-ratings), or by the
difference between first and second-year students.
The pattern of relationships was; however, very
similar; the only exceptions being that the
Australian scientists showed a negative relationship
with operation learning, and that improvidence was
more heavily penalized in sciences than in the arts.
A useful way of determining_which sub-scales
predict academic progress most effectively is discriminant function analysis.
In this statistical
technique; groups are formed on the basis of a
criterion (here academic performance).
The
analysis then identifies a discriminant function

* We are grateful to David Watkins of the Australian
National University in Canberra for allowing us to
present his findings;
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CORRFLATIONSBETWEENAPPROACHES TO STUDYING AND INDICES OF ACADEMIC PROGRESS IN

Table 4.1
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which_ shows which combination of the predictive
variables (sub-scales of the_ inventory) most clearly
differentiates between the different criterion
groups.
Using this technique on data from the
second pilot study (11=-- 767 first-years with a
criterion of assessment grades), the differences between the contrasting achievement groups were
associated most closely with globetrotting, disorganized studying, extrinsic and intrinsic motivation, and to a lesser_extent_improvidence
(Entwistle, Hanley and Hounsell, 1979)
In the main study (Ramsden and Entwistle; _1981),
two extreme groups were formed =n -terms of students
whosaid they were doing 'very well' in their courses
(N=58) and those who said they were performing
'badly' (N=43).
The sub-scales which defined the
discriminant function most clearly were organized
study_methods, positive attitudes to studying; a
strategic approach, and (to a lesser extent) high
scores on achievement motivation and deep approach,
combined, with low scores on surface approach and
globetrotting.
This function places students
correctly i.i their achievement category In_90% of
instances:_
Of course, this level of prediction is
likely to be an overestimate, due to the circularity
involved in_using_seIE-ratings of both progress and
approaches to studying.
In the pilot study, with
an objective criter.lon but a first -year sample, the
level_ofcorrect prediction was 83% in the low group
and 75% In the high group.
-

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN APPROACHES TO STUDYING
One of the main purposes of this part of the programme was to investigate_ the inter-relationships
between the explanatory- constructs measured by the
inventory
(The correlations between the sub-scales
can be found in Appendix Table A2).
The interrelationships between the sub-scales of the inventory
follow the patterns anticipated.
Each of_the_ three
main domains shows fairly close inter-relationships
between the sub-scales.
Even the fourth dimension,
styles and pathologies, chows a reasonable consistency - five out of the six correlations are positive
in the hoist direction.
The_only exception was
mentioned earlier.
There is -a_ positive relationship between globetrotting and improvidence, indicating that these pathologies are_more closely linked
with each other than with the stylistic component,
which would have produced a negative_correlation.
Although it may be difficult at first sight to
47
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understand how apparently opposite pathologies
could be associated in this way, interview comments
from soma of the weaker students showed how this
For example, one student said
might occur.

"I think it tends to be the case that T get
I'm sure that's the
bogged down in detail.
case - I mean it explains why I'm so longI.really
winded about any work that I do.
u,n't find it easy_to pick out the skeletal
argument and just be satisfied with that ...
When I'm reading to find out about a particular
topic I tend to be a bit specific initially,
but I do find that I get misled very easily_
and as soon as_another area comes un which is
perhaps not quite to do with the topic_...
but has interesting connections, then I go off
Very_regularly I end up sort of
on tangents.
(laughs),miles away from where I originally
started";
Meaning orientation was consistently relattd
positively to the sub-scales of achieving orientation.
It was also related strongly to comprehension_IeLuning (ag in previous analyses)i but not to globetrotting, hence justifying the separation of style
Reproducing
from pathology in the inventory.
orientation was positively_ related to serialist style
ani pathology and also to both disorganized study
In this domain,
methods and negative attitudes.

however, individual sub - scales behave less coherently,
For example; surface approach and fear of failure
show higher relationships with the pathologies of
learningi while surface approach and extrinsic motivation are positively related to both strategic
approach and achievement motivation.

Factor analysis allows overall patterns of _
Thus, the
relationships to be seen more clearly.
SPSS program was used to carry out principal factor
analysesi followed by rotation to oblique simple
Four factors had eigenvalues greater
structure.
than one and_ they accounted for 55 per cent of the
The factor loadings are shown in Table 4.4
variance.
The first two fadtors were almost identical to
those_ previously described as meaning orientation and
Again_both factors showed
reprOducing orientation;
However, meaning
a strong stylistic component.
orientation, as opposed to reproducing orientation,
contained no element Of pathology in its loadings.
The previous_third factor of achieving orientation
Factor III had its highest
was divided into two.
_

_
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loading on disorganized study methods and negative
attitudes to studying; a factor similar to that
which had emerged from the earlier inventory of
motivation and study methods (Entwistle; 1975);
This factor which can be seen as a non- academic
orientation to studying, represents-. disorganised and
dilatory approaches to studying.
Factor IV was
closer to the previous achieving orientation with
highloadings_on strategic approach_and both extrinsic and achievement motivation
Th-etb was also an
apparent readiness to adopt either deep or surface
approaches; which is_consistent with a previous
finding (Entwistle; Hataby and Hounsell, 19791 that

studentswithanachieving orientation_will seek
high grades; using meaningful or rote learning,
whichever seems to produce the best results.
Table 4.4

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF APPROACHES TO STUDYING SCALES
(N-2208)

Factors
Variables

IV

Academic PerformanLe
School
Higher Education

(-02)
31

(-13)
-26

(-151
-39

(-07)
(19)

Approaches to Studying
(DA)
(RI)
(CE)
(IN)

Deep Approach
Inter-relating Ideas
Use 0Z Evidence
Intrinsic Motivation
_

(s \) Surface Approach
(SD) Syllabos-boundness
(FF) Fear of Failure
(EM) Extrinsic MOtiVdEfOft

70
65

(22)

54

(23)

72

-25
57

-41

58
50

-25

38

36

34

53

(ST) Strategic Approach
(uS) Disorganized_Study Methods

...25

50

(NA) Negative Attitudes to S-tii6riii

-39

52

(AM) Achievement Motivation

(24)

(CL) COmpreuension Learning
(CL) Globetrotting
(OIL) Operation Learning

55

(II') hnprovidence

30
(24)

48

29

45
(-24)

62
68

30
52
(24)

44
26

Decimal points and most loadings less than .25 omitted.
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Factor LI1 (non-academic Orientation) shows _the
highest (negative) loading on self-rating of acaddMit
As expected, meaning orientation is
progress.
positively related to achievement, while the reprodliirig Orientation shows i negative relationship._
:;iii:prisingly, the aChioVihg Orientation itself shows
only a slight association with the self-rating of
However, all these relationships
academie progro88.
will have to be re-examined subsequently, with a
More satisfactory criterion of achievement (degree
class) .

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT WORK ON THE INVENTORY
The publication of an article describing results
frOM the second pilot inventory (Entwistle; Hanley
and Hounsell, 1979) created considerable interest
As
among other researchers working in this field.
a result the final research version of the inventory
has been used either in its original form or in a
Slightly amended form in studies at the Open
University (Morgan, GibbS and Taylor; 1980)i_at the
Australian National University (Watkins, 1982) and
is about to be used in Holland and Belgium (Van
Rossum, personal communication).
Ih the Open University study; meaning_orientation emerged as clearly as in our own analyses;
but there was overlap between reproducing orientation,
achieVing Orientation and styles and pathologies.
The reproducing factor did not haVe significant
It did haVe
loadings on extrinsic motivation;
loadings, not just on operation learning, but also
on the two pathologies, and on diSbrganited studying
The third factor linked
and negative attitudes.
together extrinsic and achievement motivation, while
the fourth factor was not consistent in the tWb
samples used.
As a result of our own factor anaIyses_and
those from the Open Universityi_ it was decided to
The
carry out a reassessment of our sub-scales.
separation into sixteen sub-scaleS was designed to
keep each dimension conceptually- distinctL the
separation could not be justified on the basis of
The later factor analyses
empirical relationships.
Made it imperative to see to what extent the_current_
grouping of items, either Within sub -soles or within
four domains, could still be justified empirically.
Thus alpha factor analysis -was applied to data from__
the main study (N=2208) and 17 faCtbr8 were extracted
(to allow for 16 factors and the freedom to
50
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rotate created by on additional factor) .
Also a
five-factor solution was produced to examine membership of domains, and repeated for each of the six
disciplines separately.
The 17 factor solution
produced_few identifiable-groupings of items, so
Table 4.5 summarises the factors from the 5 factor
solutions.
Again the two main orientations were clear-cut
and identifiable in every discipline; being meaning
orientation and r,sproducing orientation.
The
clarity of the interpretation was blurred somewhat
where a separate___ style factor was created (history
und_physics);
Then the meaning orientation could
be better described as 'deep approach out of
interest', while the reproducing orientation; with
operation learning removed, was more identifiable
with a surface; instrumental approach.
Conceptually
it was,this distinction which had been expected.
Operation learning, with its emphasis on a cautious;
Logical; controlled; approach closely reliant on
fact and detail, should not necessarily become a
surface instrumental strategy.
It was thus reassuring to find some empirical support for this
distinction:
The third main factor again differed from the
achieving orientation described previously.
Previously it was found that disorganized study methods
and negative attitudes were linked; while achievement
motivation was associated with both strategic
approach and extrinsic motivation.
ln_these analyses
the_first two held together in most analyses, but
;oUld be separated into distinct factors.
The
motivational sub-scales could also be found as
distinct factors, but more typically they were
grouped in the ways shown in Table 4.5.
An examination of these,_ together with earlier analyses,
suggests that the 'non - academic' groupings contain
two components - the rejection of academic_ values
and; in some students, an endorsement of alternative
goals - social, aesthetic or sporting.
It may
thus be necessary to describe motivation in terms
of four distinct sub-scales:
achievement, extrinsic,
intrinsic and social.
Again in some analyses
'academic motivation!, the combination of achievement motivation and intrinsic motivation, was also
related to strategic approach._
This combination
was commonly associated with elements of both deep
and surface approaches - thus describing the
separate !achieving orientation' found previously.
It thus seems that there are perhaps four
distinctive orientations to studying which can be
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identified ompirica11y from the inventory and that
these orientations are associated with characteriStit fotMs of motivation, as Biggs has suggested:

Orientation

Motivation

Moaning orientation
(DA + CL + RI + FE)

Intrinsic

Reproducing Orientation
(SA + IF + FF + SB)

Lxtrinsic and/or Fear
-f Failure (EM)

AChieVing Orientation
+ 1M + ST)
Von Academic Orientation
(DA + NA +

('M)

hievement

Low levels of intrinsic

combined with high ex
trinsic and/or social
motivation

These orientations correlated with acadeMiC progress
as_shown in Table 4.6. Consistently_ the highest
Valuesare_shownwith the nonr.academic and- achieving
orientations;
There is a subject area difference
showing Meaning orientation to be more effective_
and-_ reproducing orientation (and serialiSt
to
be more heavily penalized in arts than science.
Thehblist style_is unrelated to achievement in any
discipline, as is the serialiSt style in science and
social science.
parallel to these analyses of the final
research -torsion, work has also been progressing_
With a much shorter inventory of 30 items.
This
was devised_initially for use in a book (Entwistle,
1981) to illUStrate the type of scales available.
For this purpose some of the items were slightly
altered -to make it appropriate for sixth-formers
(16
18 year Olds).
The availability of this version of the inventory has allowed a pilot study*
to be carried out in one school with a small sample
Of 51 pupils_taking 'A' level (18_+) examinations.
Table 4.7 shows the mean scores of pupils with the
highest and lowest 'A' level performance on the
shortened scales.
* We are grateful to -Sean O'ConaiII of Loretto SChebl
in Coleraine for collecting these data.
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CORREIATIoNS BETWEEN STUDY ORIENTATION A00 SELF-RATING OF ACADEMIC PROGRESS
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Table 4.7

MEAN SCORES OF FMCS 11TH HIGH OR LOW-'A' LEVEL
GRADES ON SHORT APPROACHES TO STUDYING INVENTORY

Science

Arts

Orientation /Style

High

Low

High

Low

(N=5)

(7)

(11)

(8)

15.4
15.0
15.2

12.4
12.9
12.4

14.8
14.0
14.4

11.8
16.4
6.6

Holist Style

13.0

11.9

14.1

13.0

Serialise Style

16.6

12.4

13.1

14.6

Meaning Orientation
Reproducing Orientation
Achievii% Orientation

It was encouraging to find, even in this small
sample and using a much abbreviated invento--, a
pattern of results similar to those found
h
students.
Of particular interest was a_suggestion
that reproducing orientation and improvidence are
associated with success in science and with poor
performance in arts;
lt is hoped that a schools version of the
published inventory will be produced and that in both
schools and higher education, the results can be
used for diagnostic purposes.
Linking this
inventory to schemes for teaching study skills in
schools and in higher education, (for example,
Tabberer and Allmani 1981; Gibbs, 1981) it is anticipated that students could be helped to develop
appropriate skills and to become more conscious_in
using those skills strategically to improve their
levels of academic performance.
Such implications
Of the findings of our research will be discussed
more fully in the final chapter;
_
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Chapter Five

PERSONALITY AND COGNITIVE STYLE IN STUDYING

(Written in collaboration with Sarah Morison)

By now we have been able to establish clearly
from the inventory data that students adopt distinctive approaches to studying_- the -most insistent
contrast being between meaning and reproducing
The question posed in this chapter
orientations_.
is whether thete approaches can be interpreted_in
terms of more fundamental psychological processes..
The initial review sections introduce theories and
psychological tests WhiCh were incorporated into the
study reported in the second half of the chapter.
LEVELS OF PROCESSING IN THE MEMORY
referred to deep level _and
Martc.-.
:surface ievoi processingi_and the idPa of different
levels of proceSaind is already well established in
the psychological literature on human memory and
Models_of_human memory
infOrMatiOn processing;
have described generally three diStinCt types of
memory - a sensory register (which holds ircoming
perceptions only briefly); a short -term memory (STM
which holds a limited amount of infOrMatiOn for up
to about 20 seconds)i_and a long-term memory (LTM)_
which itself can be divided into episodic (storing
episodes of experience) and semantic (Storing and
relating concepts).
Informatimi can be held in store for longer_
periods by internal- repetition (rehearsal) and-if
repeated sufficiently often (overlearning) it will
become a permanent memory trace, presumably in
The early part -of this chapter contains_ extracts from
Entwistle (1981); Styles of Learning and_Teaching,

More detailed descriptins of the psychblogidl
literature will by found there in Chapters 7,
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episodic LTM.
This process is what would normally
be called rote memorization or surface level processing.
But much incoming information is reassessed and categorized in STM before_being passed to
semantic_LTM.
This process is what is involved
in deep level processing.
It comes initially. as a contradiction of everyday experience to hear that we have a memory which
is essentially unlimited in size and in which memories
remain almost indefinitely.
The apparent paradox
vanishes when we realize that the ideas which go in
may not necessarily come out
_Retrieval from memory
depends on the accuracy of a eedIng-process which
determines where the incoming information_ will be_
stored, and hence where it is expected subsequently
to be found.
The long-term memory has-been compared to a
libraryi_to setsof_pigeon-holes and to a filing
system (Broadbent, 1966).
It contains what_Lindsay
and Norman (1972) call a data base of concepts and
records of events tied together within inter-connecting systems.
Each individual has a unique conceptual structure, although the linkages between concepts
(which constitute definitions) have enough in -common
to allow effective communication of ideas;
Concepts
arc built up by repeated comparisons of incoming
peiceptions or information with ore - existing concepts
or linkages_ between images (for example, the sight of
a dOci and the sound of the word 'dog').
If the
coding system
to be effective and - recap easy; it
is essenti3i that the data base should contain a
large number of olcarly defined and well differentiated concepts which.olso carry a large number of
connecting links with Other concepts, ideas or events.
The ability to think divergentlyor creatively will
presumably depend on the extent to which the memory
hos developed a mUltiplicity of unusual, but valid,
Lnterconnections.
It will also depend -on the
ay.Ilability of approprate, perhaps leisurely,
search ilteohanisn-_:xplore fruitful combinations
of ideas.
Another model of the memory has been developed
by Craik and Lockhart (1972).
They broke away from
the mechanistic;. three-bcx model by proposing
instead different levels of processing.
Memory is
seen as involving a "hierarchy of processing stages
where. greater 'depth' implies a greater degree of

semantic or cognitive 'analysis".
Recall ofcomplex material will also be enhanced by systematic
elaboration at the same level of processing (Craik
and Tulving, 1975)

.
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Elaboration can be seen as developing linkages
between_the new idea and previous knowledge and
personal experience;
It is therefore possible to_recol-ider our two
mdin study orientations within the§e mfidols of the
An Orientation towards uneerstanding (deep
memory.
approach and comprehension learning) depends on a
Reprodeep level of processing and elaboration,
ducing (surface -approach and operation learning)_is
mere likely to involve overlearning by repetition at
a shallOW level of processing with _ittle use of
elaboration.
Our research_ strategy has involved translating
constructs deriVed from qualitative analyses of
students' i-eported experiences of studying into
specific items of typical_study processes and attiWe have then looked for explanations of the
tudes.
emerging study orientations- in terms of psydhological
It ia; of course; more common to extrathyoles.
palate psychological the-dries into educational_contexta, in the expectation that basic psychological
processes will be utilized wherever learning and
It is interesting;
remembering are being demanded.
and reassuring, to discover that this research
strategy converges on a deSCription of student_
learning recognizably_ similar to our own.
From the UniVeraity of Southern Illinois; Schmeck
and his colleagues have rePorteda_series of studies_
using an InVentery of Learning Processes_(see Schmeck;
in press; for an extensive summary of -this work).
Their approach has been to identify thedroceSses
identified most clearly in major theories of human
learning and then to produce items which describe
those processes in relation to the_"environment and
Factor
activities of the typical College student".
analyses of_these_items have_producedfour main
dimensions deSeribing distinct learning processes deep processing, elaborative processing; fact retenExamination of the indition and methodical study.
vidial items stioWs conceptual overlap beiween_these
dimensions_and our study orientations described in the
previoUS -chapter;

'Orientation to- understanding'

covers both_deep and elaborative processing; but also
contains items_relating to intention and intrinsic_
'Reproducing' is made up, partly, of the
motivation.
'fact retention' dimension, but is perhaps related
more strongly to shallow processing_(i.e, rote memorThi=t Methodical study dimension
izing proceSse§)*;
cannot be equated with our 'achieving orientation
Schmeck deSdribes_his scale as covering the activities
In our
recommended by a 'how to study manual'.
*(Hut see Appendix, table A4).
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inventory this area would be covered in part by the
aUb-aCale of 'organised study methods', but also by
'syllabus- boundness' which is within our 'reproducing' domain:
One major difference_between the
Schmeek inventory and our own (and Biggs') is that
it does not_contain either attitUdinal or motivational items, Which in our analyses are found to be
most closely related to_academic achievement.
The similatity in findings does_however indicate
the utility of attempting to relate our orientations
to more fundamental psychological processes.
Our
analyses haVe tried_to distinguish approaches (perhaps more markedly affected by the learning context)
from styles (implying links with persisteni-individual differences).
The factor analyses -did not
allow this separation to be made clearly, but the
conceptual diatinction can be explored in relation
to_theexisting psychological literature;
A holistic style, the wide-ranging search foranalogies and
interconnections between ideasi could be seen_as a
new way of describing a more familiar term - 'diVergent thinking'.
Similarly seriaIism might be
associated with convergent thinking;
STYLES OF THINKING

Hudson (1966) popularized the distinction between convergent thinking (as measured_ by_ conventional tests of reasoning) and divergent thinking, which
#8 productive or imaginative rather than logical and
analytical.
Hudson used the simple 'Uses of
Objects' test which asks for as many different uses
as possible for such everyday objects as a barr 1 cr
a paperclip.
Soores_depend on both the number of
responses produced and on their novelty or statistical rarity.
Hudson (1966) drew attention to the wide differences in performance on the Uses of. Objects Test
even_of sixth-formers whe_were all highly intelligent.
The inability of some pupils to think of more than the
most obvious uses led Hudson to designate them as
convergers_'i while the superabundance of uses produced by Other boys indicated -that they could be
called 'divergers'.
The Iabel_given depends on
which test score was higher - the verbal reasoning
test or the Open-ended_test.
Hudson illustrates how
wide the differences can_be by quoting two extreme
responses.
Th0 boys had been asked_to list_as many
Uses as they_could_think of for a barrel;
Beth boys
were highly intelligent, but one was a mathematician
and the other was an arts specialist.
_
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"Converger

KoOping wine in, playing football.

"Diverger - For storing old_clothesi shoes,
For pickling onions in. _
toots, paper, etc.
For inverting and
Fbt growing a yew-tree in.
As firewood chopped
sitting on._ As a table.
As a
As a drain or sump for rainwater.
up.
For making
At a party for_games.
sand pit.
As a play -pen for a small
cider or beer in.
As a rabbit hutch, inverted with a
child.
On top of a pole as a
door out_of the side.
Let into a wall as a night exit
dove-cote.
As -the base for_a_large_
for a dbg or a cat:
As a vase for golden rod and michaelmas
lamp.
daisies; as an ornament, especially if it is a
With holes cut in the -top and sides,
small one.
either for growing wall-floWera and strawberries
in, or for Stacking pots, and kitchen utensils.
As a proper garbage can or wastepaper basket.
At a ladder to reach the top shelve§ of a high
As a casing for a_homermadebomb.
bookcaSe.
At a drum
Sawn in half, as a doll'S drib.
AS a largo bird's nest" (Hudson, 1966, page 9091).

Hudson found that a majority of eonvel:lers_
studied sciencei_ while diVergera mainly specialized
He also_suggested that these interests,
in the arts;
and the cognitive abilities associated with them, have
The type of
their roots in child-rearing practices.
responses made by convergers led Hudson to the_con7
elusion that these pupils were emotionally inhibited
and he speculated that-this inability to express
emotion overtly stems ftbit cool, overdemanding
Divergent thinking is elearly a component
mothers.
of problem solving, but logical thinking_isalSO__
A combination of imaginative production and
needed.
the alternation of the curious
analytic reasoning
and the critical which marked heath's 'Reasonable
Adventurer' - is often necessary.
One of the weaknesses of the Uses of Objects
test is_that it accepts both plausible and implausRaaneim (1974) has developed a 'cateible uses;
gorizing' test which avoids this weakness by_deman7
In this test the names
ding realistic alternatiVet.
of successive groups of three objects are presented:
In each group One name is underlined and the task_is
to indicate in howmany different ways the underlined
object differs from both of the other ones. _Raaheim
describes the test as measuring cognitive flexibility.
It seems to be a concept similar to that used by
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Bicri et al (196u) - cognitive complexity
which_
olso demands flexible alternations of categorizations
bat which is described by Bieri as a cognitive style.
Raaheim sees it as an ability,
The difference between divergent thinking and
convergent thinking is not just one of different
processes.
There seem to be; as Hudson hinted,
emotional and attitudinal components.
de Bono
(1971) has used the term 'lateral thinking' to describe_ the alternative to vertical, analytic thinking.
HO likens problem-solving to digging holes.
Logical thinking often comes to the point of digging
deeper and deeper holes in quite the wrong place.
He suggests that 'lateral thinking' is more likely
to be effective_
a series of shallow, exploratory
holes prior to 'deep drilling'.
Lateral thinking
seems to be closely allied to divergent thinking, and
de Bono sees it as being necessarily leisurely, often
having a dream-like quality where the emotions; as
wuLl as the intellect; are given free rein.
CrutChfield (1962) suggests that
_

"One source of original ideas lies in the ready
accessibility to the thinker of -many rich and
subtle (emotional) attributes of the percepts
and concepts in his mental world and to the
metaphorical and analogical penumbras extending
out from their more explicit, literal and purely
logital features.
For it is_partly through_a
sensitivity to such (emotional) and metaphoriea] qualities that new and 'fitting' combina::ional nossibilities_among the_blements of a
problem may unexpectedly emerge"
(page 124).

These strategies_of thinking can be readily described in the terminology of the information processina model.
Divergent thinking_is_a search
strategy which has a broad focus and allows
connections between ideas to be made, even when the
justifications for the associations are not obvious.
The wide sweep of relevant information encompasses
both semantic and episodic elements within_the_LTM,_
The search -3s likely to be relaxed, slow, broad, and
not limited to a specific location in the information
store.
On the other hand_ convergent thinking will
tend to be narrowly focused; intense, fast and
limited to specific locations,
This distinction
between broad; leisurely, inclusive raMbles through
LTM, compared with narrow, fast, and limited forays,
parallels Pasks distinction between holists and
serialists, and seems to be at the root of the more
_
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general, but_ill-dufined, psychological term 'cognitive style'
COGNITIVE STYLE

Cognitive styles, like personality traits, are
considered by_mest psychologists to be_fairly -consistent, and laSting, modes of functioning:
"Th0 stability and pervasiveness of cognitive
styles across diverse spheres Of behaviour
suggest deeper_roots in personality- structure
than might at first glance -be implied
Cognitive style--; may entail_ generalized habits
Of informatior .:ecessing, to be sure, but -they

develop in conial ways around Underlying _
Cognitive styles are thtS
personality trends.
intimately inter-woven with affective, temperamental, and motivational structures as part of
the total personality ;;;
Cognitive styles differ from_intelleCtUal
dimenabilities in a number of ways
sions essentially_ refer to the content or cogwhat kind_of
nitiOn or the question of what
information is being processed by what operation
in what form?
... Cognitive styl0sj in_contrast, beat on the
questions of how - on the manner in which
behaviour occurs ... Abilities, furthermore; are

generally thought of as unipolar .(and) value

directional: _having more of an ability is better
Cognitive styles are (bi7.
than having less.
polar and) value differentiated: _each_pole has
adaptive value ... (depending) upon the nature
of the situation and upon_thecognitiVe require(Messick, 1976, pages
ments bf the task in hand"
6 - 9) .

Two of the best known cognitive styles_derive

from perceptual -tasks 7 Matching_ Familiar Figures
(Kagan et- al; 1964) and identifying Embedded Figures
Figure 5.1 shows an item from one
(witkin, 1977).

Of Kogan's MFF tests_which consists_of a standard
drawing and six or eight variants one of which is
identical to the standard, and all of whiCh are
The respondent_ is required to answer as
Sithilat.
quickly as possible, but has to make another attempt
after each incorrect response. __There is thUS a
pressure to find the correct answer, but also to
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decide quick
Kug.in ( 1976) sees the situation as
building up competing anxieties towards correct; or
fast, responses.
The average tiwe to answer
(response latency) is measured and 31so_ the number _
of errors.
Two cognitive styles have been detected
With this test.
Impulsive people succumb ropidly
to the need to identify_ the matching_ figure: _they
choose hurriedly and make more mistakes.
Petlective
individuals treat the task more analytically and
cautiously:
they are more accurate, but slower.
The second cognitive style has perhaps attracted the greatest attention.
_An_item from an Embedded
Figures Test (EFT) is shown in Figure 5.2.
Witkin
(1976; 1977) has reviewed the extensive literature
on the use of_this and other methods of measuring the
aimension of field dependence/field independence.
In the EFT the respondent_is shown a_simple geometrical figure and is required to identify it in a complex figure.
The task is rather similar to the__
children's puzzle in which; say, a 'hidden rabbit'
LS discovered as part of the foliage of a tree.
Some people can spot the embedded figure almost
immediately:
they are not distracted by the
surroundings and are categorised as field - independent.
Other people_spond much longer even with the simple
items.
Witkin argues that the different scores on
this test do not simply reflect perceptual skills.
Like Pask he argues for the existence of underlying
styles of thinking.
Witkin labels these styles_
articulated (_field -independent) and global (fielddependent), which seem, at first sight, to bear some
resemblance to Pask!s descriptions of operation
learning and comprehension learning.
The articulated, field-independent style involves analysing and structuring incoming information; the
global, field-dependent mode of operation accepts
the totality of impressions.
The problem of Witkin's
description is that field-dependence is an inability
to impose structure.
If it is to be a stylei a
rather more positive !tLe_e can only be inferred from
incidental characteristics such as tendencies to be
sociable and to have an interest in other people;
Field-dependent students express this interest in
people by being drawn towards courses in the humanities and social ;ciences; and opting out of courses
in science and mathematics.
Field- independent
students, while found predominantly in science
faculties, are still capable of success in other areas
of study.
This facility raises the question of
whether these students might be best compared with
Pask's versatile learners, rather than with operation
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Example of an Item from a Matching
Figure 5.1
Familiar Figures Test

Figure 5.2

Example of an Item from an EMbedded

'7''gurel, Test.

Al
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learners.
But hurt we run up against lack of
empirical evidence._
From an educational standp,
perhaps the most
interesting_ studies reported by Witkin_concern the
teaching methods adopted by teachers of contrasting
cognitive style.
It appears that field-independent
teachers or lecturers impose a tighter and more
logical structure on teaching material than do
'global' teachers.
They also- prefer more formal_
approaches to teaching.
Witkin argues that fielddependent students need pre-structured informationi
since. they are less able to impose their own
analytic frameworks.
Hence field-dependent
students ought to be more successful with teachers
who have an articulated cognitive style;
To date
there is no evidence of differential success ratesi
but there is a clear_ indication that students prefer
to be taught by teachers Of the -same cognitive style.
Thure is (hus a_possible conflict here between_the
approach students prefer and what is considered to
be most effective in helping them to learn.

PERSONALITY

PersonaIity_can be defined as "the dynamic
organization within the individual of those psychophysica2 systems that_determine his_ characteristic
behaviour and thought" (Allport, 1963, page 28).
The term 'personality' is thus the broadest of all.
It can be taken to include cognitive abilities; but
these are generally excluded.
Styles of whatever
sort are certainly contained within_this. definition
and there are many indications in the literature
that distinctive behaJioural or thinking styles are
a facet of personality._
The description of personality, and its measurement, has depended on the identf.fication of what seem
to be relatively consistent 'common traits':

"Common traits are those aspects of_pu
ality in respect to which most people with' a
given culture can be profitably compared
The scientific evidence for the existence of a
trait always comes from demonstrating by some
acceptable method theconsistency_in_a person's
behaviour" (AIIport; 1963, page 343);
,

A useful common trait-must show the_consistency
of representative groups of individuals both over
time and between situations.
A major problem is to
decide how much consistency is required to provide
65
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People's
evidence for _the eyistence of a trait.
behaviour, Of course; is hover entirely predictable
from one situation to another: _it shows_both_conSome psychologists have
SiStency and inconsistency:used this fact to argue against attempts to describe
personality in terms of traitsi or even against
Labelling can be seen
trying to Measure it at all
Bronowski (1965)
as limiting human potentialiti0S.
ha_-, rounded on these critics and asked them a serien
ot awkward questions about human predictability,
________
"(If) a man does not want to be law- abiding;
very well then, it is time to ask him the rude
but searching question !'Do you want to be lawYbu refuse to be predictable as an
less?"
lsi or an animal; do you_aspire to be
And if soi are you_unpredictunpredictable?
able to yourself, the actor, as well as to me,
Do you base your claim_to_be a
Ihe_speetator?
Self on the proud assertion that your actions
(No) ... a self must have conare arbitrary?
its actions_tomorrow must be recogsistency;
ni..:ably of a piece with the actions carried out
(pages 13-15).
yesterday"

The extent of such consistency is ail empirical
If important traits can be measured, -and
quogtion;
if these are also fbund, on the whole, to be consistently_related to a variety of_aspects of behaviour,
then their use in psychology is surely justifiable.
But which traits have proved most useful in describing personality?
Jung (1938), ftom his clinical experience

identified what he considered tobe twofundamentany
people who viewed the
different psychological types
world in opposite ways - the extravert and the introvert, _ The extravert; as the word implies,- looksHiS behaviour is predominantly orientated
outWatd.
towards events in the outside world ant hiS thinking
is dominated by the search for objective racts.
OutThe introvert, on the conttary, looks inward.
side events arei of coursei perceived but they tend
The
to be judged by personal values and_standards.
introvert's thinking is inflUenced by even obsessed
with;- personal interpretations and theories._ Jung
sees dangerS in both extreme ways of thinking;
"For as in the former case the purely empirical
heaping together of facts paralyses thought and
smothers their meaning, so in the latter case
introverted thinking shows a dangerous tendency
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to coerce fac:is Lnto the shape of its image, or
by ignoring them ultoqother, to unfold its
phantasy image in freedom"
(pages 481-482):

In Jung's theory the extraverted and introverted
tendencies are both present in every peison.
WhiChever characteristic becomes dominant in a person's behaviour and conscious thought; its opposite
continues to be represented in the unconscious as
the sh-adow, and is thought to have a continuing
effect on the development of personality.
In writing about personality theories, Jung
pointed out that the choice of a particular type of
theory, or an emphasis within that theory, was in
part a reflection of the theorists's own personality.
Thus Jung's theory; with its description of extraversion and introversion in terms of ways of
thinking, perhaps reflects Jung's own admitted introversion.
Ho was not much concened with outside
:vents.
In contrast Eysenck (1965) has provided
descriptions of extraverts and introverts which

stress differences in behavou.
"(The typical extravert is) sociable, likeS
parties, _has many friends, needs to have people
to talk to, and does not like studying by himself;
Ho
ves excitement, takes chances,
often stic:
is neck out, acts on the spur of
the moment, and is generally an impulsive
individual ... The typical introvert, on the
other hand, is a quiet -etiring sort of person,
introspective, fond of books rather than
people;
he is reserved and distant except with
intimate friends._
He -tends to plan ahead,
"looks before he leaps", and distrusts the
impulse of the mcm:mt"
(pages 59-60).

Eysenck and Cattell have both used personality
inventories and factor_ analysis in the attempt to
determine which general traits are most useful in the
description of personality.
Both of them_were
students of_Cyril Burt who had investigated aspects
of children's personality in 1915.
Burt (1965)
claimed to have originally identified_a_general fac,.
for of emotionality, and later described two significant bi-polar factors, one of which appears to have
been extraversion/introversion, while the other
described the contrast between optimistic and pessimistic outlooks on life.
Cattell (1965) has identified sixteeen different
traits, but these overlap to some extent.
A
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these traits reduces the
anxiety, extraversion, Lendernumbei to five:
mindedness radicol_m; and conscientiousness or.
Eyserick's research has conmoral ,:onventionality.
HO
eentrated on the first tgo of these dimensions.
although
hts also described the second two
lal atti'.4des'
no urigSnalLy idurittticd these
nt personality
lilysenck's mos'
1970) .
(hysunek
inventbrieS (Eysenck and lysencli_i )wi) now also contain a psychoticism scale (asocial Or antisocial
morality) and a lie_scale which measures the tendency
At this descriptive
to live conventional responses.
level there is_a good agreement between the two
theories, but Eysenck sees extraversion and what he
calls nenroLicism (similar to general emoticy-Ility)
as much-more basic than the other descriptions of
persdnality.
lysenck assesses levels of extraversion and
neuroticism through personality inventories which are
I ach ,juestion
built up trom a series of questions.
trait, and
is an index of one particular persnnalit
is chosen only after it has been proved_to discriminate between groups of people who are known to
exhibit extraverted _or introverted patterns of
Respondents are asked to reply 'yes'
behaviour.
'no' to questions such as
stmplitied dcuc e il,t inn of

Can you put your thoughts into words quickly?
Are you mostly quiet when you are with other
people?
Arc you an irritable person?
Are you troubled by- feelings of inferiirity?
Have you ever been late for an appointment or
work?
A sometimes boast a little?
DO
yes' to the first question and 'no' to
Answers
uestion are indications of extraversion.
the se
liestions suggest aspects cf neurotic:'he ne
ism, while tLe final two items are p. -art of a 'lie'
ect people who are trying to
scale designed to
Conpresent_ themselves ln a favourable
siderable care and ingenuity goes inc the design_
of these personLI:ty inventories, and the strength
of the various traits is determined_by_the number
of responses given in the 'extraverted' or 'neurotic'
Although apexcon's response to any
directions.
individual item may be affected by he wordingi or by
their mood at the time, their overall score on say
25 items remains fairly conslstent over time, at
leas' among adults.
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rch

His built up
ooth to _
.0dents' Academic performance and to choice of
subject area (see Entwistle and Wilson, 1977).
It
I;ek2'A ; os it introverts Lend to be more successful
Si unts, his a!: ndiceLed in Chapter 4, this is
probably :-Itt,,ibIt ible to better study habits.
There
Are, howeveri clear differences in personality
between students in di t t event subject areas and
these are presented diagrammaLicLlly in Figure 5.3.
A ct):11:,

ah I

tero,

1

whi,.11 reports personality in reiaLl.

High

High

_evE1S

,notivalion
I

High

aptitude
_

'table
HIGH

CUI,.ervOIIVe

Good

study methods
Hard wor king

Introver red

ACADEMIC 5ERFORMANCE
Syilabus-bOund

\

Trtooteueal

\-

40lues

ELonom.o values
Toughrnindea

Tenderminded

SCIENCE

ARTS
....---

t.0\

Religious values
SOCIal values

Aesthetic 'wallies

cOW

,----

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE

ISyllabus- tree

E oravet

Not hardworking
Poor
study methods
Low
aptitude

Low
Levels

Radical
Political values
Emotionally unstable
Low motivation

Figure 5.1 Relationship between students' characteristics, faculty membership,
and lesel of academic performance (Adapted from Entwistle and Wilson, 1977.
page 1.48

The indication that cognitive styles and probably
lerning styles also differ by faculty reinforced
the decision to include Indices of personality in our
inveigation of the more fundameLL,11 psychological
traits %,-hich may underlie approaches a%d styles of
learning.
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TP1: DESLUN OF THE t.;TUpYA

The first Step was to identify groups of students who had diStinctively differentorientat-Abh8
_The Second pilOL version of the
to studyin,;.
ApproaeheS to SLud,.;..ing Invent.ory was used for this
Prom the scimplo or: 767 first year
puri,ose.
130 were selected as having the highest
:Anil:ult.:13;
or lowest scores on the sub.scales which most
olotr1y meAhurcd meaningoriehtation and_reproducing
iii iehtatiOn

F.or_thi:', purpose the combined scores

on (cup opproci, p 1 its comprehension learning were
The dichotomy on each combined measure proused.

duced tour groupS.
The 130 seloetodsLuderits were sent the third
version of the inventory tocomplete and were initet1
n the test sessions.. _Seventy-two
to tdko_part
students a.treed to participate and 60 finally came
In spite of repeated
to the la1lial interviews.
The distribution of
rewinuers, no others callie;
60 students between the four groups i8 shown below.
Sul-lace/

Deep/Comprehension

operation

Nigh

Strategic
= 13
N
1

Low

Meaning

N`= 15

Reproducing
N

11

3

Unmotivated
N

= 21
4

The terms used to describethe groups were
chosen on the baSiS of the me,n scores on the invenmainly
Th :.:mallest group (rc:)roduting)_were
tory.
scientists WhO showed a disapI,Anting_reluctance to
The largest group (Unbe involved in the study:
MdtiVated) were paradoxically,_very helpful and cocharacteristic waS. low
oper,tiVe, yet their
scores- on most of thesub-scales and subsequcht tests.
The tests were given is the order SheWh below
Payments were Made
over a period of some 15 months.
* This study Was carried out by Sarah MoriSdh
Burkinshaw)
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Louvcry sludcnt Wh() eumpletrld soiuo 7 hours of tes't
incji sproa0 over the 6 sessions.

1

SeSSiOn

Test

Method of
Administration

Approacues to Studying Inventory
(Third Pilot Version)

Post

2

futerviews

IndividUally

3

(a) Omnibus Personality IiNentery
(b) Matehini., Familiar Figures (MFF) Individually

6

Moray House Advanced Verbal
Reasoning (MHA)

Swil Groups

(a) Test of Categorizing (TC)
(b) Uses of Objects (UO)
(c) Test of Generalising and
Abstracting (TGA)
(d) Embedded Figures (EFT)

SMAll Groups

Spy Ring History Test

MiertiCOMOUter

Individually

The ilitialinterview was designed to

interest
and motivation
It WAS essential thy.,_ ,ve;y student
completed thewhole test battery; yet tr.:a 3.!mands on
the students were very heaVy_ By establising
n
a_
pers-,Inal relatienShip w:th_each student;
providing (optionally) information aboUt test scores
and an
interpretation of thOM-,_ by explaining. the relevance
and importance of_ the p roject; by encouragement
throughout, and eventually by Offering a financial_
rewar3_for complccienofthe full set of teStS; all
60 students were retained in the study throughout
a period of 12-15 months.
The tests usedare described below in sufficient
detail_to ensure that the meaning of each dimension
measured can be urderStbod.
The tests_AreA_rittbd-ited within five measurement areas or deMains:

Personality ,and Cognitive St.,lo in Studying

poi:sunality, rdnoning abiiiLy, cognitive style,
cogniti..o flexibility and learning style.
PERSONALITY

The test chosen was the Omnibus Personality
Test (Heist and Yonge,_1968); as it had been
specifically designed for use with students and
contained sub-scores on 14 traits; several of
which had, in the literature, been shown to be
related to choice of subject area, and seemed also
likely to be related to differences in learning
The traits measured are as follows:
style.
_

high scorers show a preference for
ideas. rather_than practical action;
they have wide-ranging ,:cademic
interests.

have a logical, analytical and
approach to problems;
an interest in science and
theoretical concerns and problems.
- have wide interests and involve
ment in literature; music;
painting, architecture, etc.
show tolerance of ambiguity_;_
enjoy novelty; adopt flc-riblr,
approaches to problems.

distrust control and authority;
ate tolerant of other people's
contrary views; prefer radical
liberal thinking.
- reject conventional religious
beliefs and practices.

enjoy_being with people and
attending parties or social_
functions; are happy to join in
discussions or talk in public.
act on the_si,:r of the moment.,

are ready to :xpress their
feelings; have an active
imagination
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are not socially alienated or
personally disturbed, having no
strong feelings of paranoia;
guilt, or inadequacy.

ANXT

do not see_cLemseIves as restless,
tense, an.:ious, over-sensitive,
or highly strung.

Alt

show friendly concern for others;
are trustinE
have an
Interest ii: the community and
social relationships.

PIVC`:-

have interests
value material
factS;
have a
author ?Irian
outlook.

in practi al things;
possessions and
tendency also to be
and conservative in

have interests in science (not
aesthetics),
are calm, emotionally
stable, mud deny personal
inadequacies.
are attempting to make a good
impression (faking mood);
are
socially conventional, content and
relaxed.

It is important to note that some of these
personality_scales contain items quite similar to
those contained in our Approaches to Stud-4-t4
Inventory._
There is, in terms of cot
overlap beten, for example, deep ap,
_Oath
thinking introversion and theoretica.
,n.
But the overlap is small enough to
e accept
the personality traits as distinct.,
measurc of theoretical introversion coinJes with
the personality con-'ruct, particularly as desoribei
hy Jung, and trl, v.. _dity of the other personality
dimensions has also been carefully established;
_

REP.33NING ABILITY

The main test used was the Moray House Advanced
Test of Verbal Reasoning (Godfrey Thomson Unit, 1971),
which_is a conventional 'intelligence' teat;
It
provides a score in terms of an intelligence
quotient with a mean of 100 for the population.
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',,.,2crolizing and

IN ,Iddi

OSed.

AbstracLing 6

I: at altera

words is prc,

A Set of three
ves ore offered

-3Lyct: e,l/dE hove in

o

conmon.
Po.- example:

Ch.:. Ly
Hu

Voluntary work;
in some people

,),t-thy

GeueresiLy;

r,ockiny

In cacti item the listiucing alternative responses
contain a word of similar meaning but at he same
tevet_of generality, o particular instance or
The items
example, and a non-esiential_attribute.
are divided into concrete and abstract Germs, providing :.cprato estzmates of the abil'.ty to abstract
and generalize correctly.
COGNITIVE STYLES
Field-Independence

The Group Embedded Figures Test (described in
Witkin et al, 1977) produces a single score of
field-Lndepeldence t;;hi-ch eepreohts the total number
of simple figures correctly identified within the
The simple
complex figures (see Figure 5;2),
figures arc shown first, followed on the next page
The test is in two parts
by the complex figures,
_

with nine item:; in eae7i and an overall. time-limit of
en minutes.
Itc!fiectiveness/Impulsivitz

The Matthihq Fami)iar Figures_Test_was used in
a form suitable for young adults (described :11
Two_scores were 6- ?rived from this
Messer, 1976).
the average time taken to make Lite first_
test
response (which indicates reflectiveness) and
total number of incorrect choices made (inaccuracy).

Cognitive Flexibility
The Uses of Objccts test was used to obtain a
measure of verbal_fluency total number of user)
while thc Categorizing TeSt provided. an- indication
Both tests have been descrioed
of flelLibility.
in an earlier sectors:
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Learning Style

Pask (197Gb) has used the Spy Ring History
Pest to provide indices of comprehension learningi
oper.ltion learning and versatility.
The test is
o'llAthy and intellectually demanding.
Students
are presented with detailed information aboa:. the
developmet of an imaginary spy network operating
etween several countries over a period of three
years.
Students have to rote-learn lists and
interpret diagrams to_work out the communication
patterns and make predictions about future developments.
Besides the three _indices of learning
style. the test also provides a score on 'knowledge
of facts'.
Because of the_demanding nature of this test
and the lengthy administration time, the test was
mounted on a PET microcomputer *.
The_computer
controlled the_appearanee of lists and diagrams
and also calculated the scores.
Students' reactions_to this_test.were, on the
whole; unfavourable;
They found it difficult and
boring.
Many students resented the demands made
for continuous rote learning.; and the results
indicated that few students had coped adequately
with these demands.
Those_who found the test
interesting were mainly studying science or
engineering.
Arts students seemed to find_the
type of learning_ required alien; and were often
uncomfortable with using the PET.
Even the
scoring procedure seemed to penalize_arts_
students.
It_thus came as no surprise that the
results made little sense.
The scores intended to
measure learnirg_styles had_weak and_contradictory
relationships with supposedly equivalent dimensions
from the Approaches to Studying Inventory.
Zn_an
explcrhtory factor analysis Pask's test formed its
own_31;.iotor with high positive loadings on all three
styles end on knowl:dge of facts.
The chly_
significant_loadi
elsewhere were on verbal
reasoning, field independence, and accuracy.
This
disappointing set of relationships_; which -were
contrary_to the patterns demanded by Pask's own
descriptions of the ctImstructs, lad the test to
be _dropped. from
m;din analyne;
It may be that
our attempt to preselit the test. L% a more attractive
* We are grateful to Gordon Past: for making the computer program available and to 21111 Odor for adapting
it for use on the PET.
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way on tEe mict,,cymputcr interfered with the vali(tity Of the test which has been used effectiVely by
Pask in its original form in several studies.
The microcomputer presentation may have misled
StudehtS intO believing they had learned_ the material
more throcacihly_than tl,:y had, thus preventing them
responding to subsequent parts of the test.

CHARACTEISTICS OP STUDENTS WITH CONTRASTING
APPROACHES
The main question being asked in thi
the retearth was whether students adopt:;
trastinq approa,nest:1 st.idying showed eq7
differences in any of the more fundamental

psychological chActeristics included in the
-tanalysis thus examined the
The -g'
study.
'

3ard deviations of thef,,.)r
sing analyses of variance to
:,erences between the groups were
indicate whet1
leant._ With such small groups
statistically
...mbar of insignifitant
there a!:e a lay
The results were thus treated only as
differenees.
In
indicative and other r.nalyses carried out.
terms of personality; the first indications were
i.aatstUdehtS high in meaning orientation ha%.k high
scores; as expected, on thinxing introversion and
theoretical orientation; but also_on complekity
(fery_marked) and to a lesser extent on autonomy,
The
aestheticism; and religious sc_!pticiaM.
Sttategit group ;;ere characterized by_high_anxiety,
less personal integration and a higher level of
The_reproducing group had
impulse expression.
high scores on practical outiook ard masculinity,
combined with low scores on thin!:ing introversion;
theoretical orientation; complexity and ant-Oh-OM?.
the unmotivated grou, could only be described as
The remaining
unresponsive and conventional.
tests showed nn significant differences, although
there wasa Fagcestion that high scores on meaning
orjentat±on were associated with greater facility
_Students
in verbal ,:easoring And verbal fluency.
loarning
with high scoffer. oil
showed a LPnaeny cowards field dependence Whith
nearly reached statistical Fignificance.

mean scores an
contrast in

or

,

.
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RELATLONSHIP!:

7C1'Pk0A.

.1. Studying

AND PSYCHOLOGICAL

ATTRIBUTFS
The Lithe- main analysis involved looking at
the correlates of deep/surface approaches and_comprt_hensi.)n and oL,eration
The statistically
significant_ correlations found witn each of 0-sc,
variables arc shown in Table 5:1:
These simple correlations provide an initi,
indication of the extent to which there may be
personality correlates of learning styles or
approaChes to studying.
The im:res.sion created
by Table 15.1 is that; as predictuj; :'vies; rather
than approac) 1(2s, are more close;
Jseociated with
psychological attributes.
Stud,. is with high
scores on comprehension learning ;,end to have high
scores on a group of personality
which relate
to interest. Ln ideasi_but they also tend_to be_more
ready Lo cxpress impulses and admit feelings of
-11t1xicty and inadequacy.
Operation learners have

c*n_oppoSite set of personality attributes asscated
with iL:Ler(-:, in practical, non-theoretical areas.
They also si owedcaution (reflectiveness) and had
lower score on the abstract ites
the generallzing test.
sense of the 'total set of interTo 111:'
relationTh_pE; it is again necessary to carry out a
factor am:lysis, but as there are
variables and
only 60 students this multivariate analysis has to
be treat-_2d as expleratory, rather than definitive.
Given thu small sample;_care was taken to include
only those variables which could create factors
(at least two overlapping variables are necessary).
After a series of exploratory analyses with
different groups of variables, the clearest set of
factors wary
by_using principal component
factor analyses
rotation to oblique simple
structure to the set of variables shown in Appendix
Table_3.
Six factors had etgen values above unit-.
The 'actors ass mainly associated with the
different measurement domains.
ThusFactors_I and
:t

7

II represent_meaqng orientation combined with
positive attituue; to studying, while reproducing
orientation i3..7,ssocj.ated_with_straLegic, achievement

The personality inventory produces two
which brings together complexity;
autonomy; one impulse. exp_.:ession ;:ptical
intellectual autonomy), while the other is dominated
by anxiety and z. leak of personal integration:
_Cf
the remainin'.! smaller factors one ,eems to describe
the ability to
intellectual and peiceptual
:lyptivation.

Fact

one:

c)
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MNIFICANT CORRELMONS

APPROAUES AND STYLES (N z 60)

Ii
0

H

10 Arad

.

Comprehension Learning

Surface Approach

keratidh Learning

c])

-_._

a
Thinking Introversion (1)

Thinking introversion (52) Practical Outlook

(38) Practial Outlook (39)

n
0

Thoo,Qtictil Niodk

(18)

Aesthuicism

(0) Thinking Introversion(-31) Complexity

Aestheticism

(31)

Theoretical Outlook

(19) Theoret;cal Outlook

Impulse Lxpresslun

(28)

Complexity

(33)

(-26) Aestheticism

(21)

(24)

(-28)

Personal Integration (31)
ReflectiVen-ess

Verbal Fluency

(-30)

Ahtrat
Ceneraliing

Complexity

(-31)

Impulse Expression

(23)

(30)

Thinking
Practical Outlook

Verba, ')easoning

Anxie,% Denial

Introveron

(-23)

(23)

(-21)

Deimal pints otitted

05

(-23)

F''

CoqmitiQe StIrle in !-;tudyin(i
puz'

the

k!s,

I iii

fact t)r seems to describe the

it wAeson's 'C.iverger'
In is, of course, particularly interesting to
look tor overlap between the final four factors and
scores ol the Approaches to Studying 1-aventory.
Thus FLIcLUI
I suqgests that fear of failure and
globetrotting ,_linked to disorganized_surface
app):oaches_to studying, are associated with general
feelings of anxiety, tenseness and inadequacy.
Fransson. (1977).has_already shown that it is not so
much a threatening learning si-t-u-ation which induces
surface approaches to_studying, as it is students'
perceptions of that_sttuation as anxiety provoking.
These findiqs could be taken to indicate that it
may be as much a studant's underlying general anxiety
Which _tnducs surface learning as the particular
learning context_experiencd.
But the direction of
causality and the effer`-.s
previous experience
cannot_
determinee fr._11
Lype of analysis.
Factor IV
7he
-c-irsonaiity grouping of
sceptical in to
z.rt,Jnomv.
Its fairly strong
abi

I

ti

:

links also wit.

ee class. ard. deep comprehension

learning arereing:, although the element of

disorganization and globetrotting is unexpected.
Again it is.clear..that the general personality. trait
is reflected in approaches to studying (an indication
of syllabus-freedom) and in tests of thinking
.(abstract generalizing and flexibility);
The ability
to solve puzzls links only with complexity and tc,0
use of evidence.
The 'divergers' of Factor VI s)-.Ow
readiness _to express their impulses (as Iludson
argued), but their deep approach, linked as it is
with negative attitudes, is not associated with
degree class.
Additional analyses were also carried out t:o
identify correlates of high levels oi academic
performance.
Overall it was clear that a deep
oriencation, combined with both intrinsic and
achievement motivation, were the attribtes most
consistently related to degree class.
However,
anxiety was positively related to academic performance among women.
Drawing togethLi the evidence derived from this
part of the inquiry; It is possible to argue that
there are underlying personality traits associated
with the tendency to_prefer comprehension or
operation styles of learning.
It also appears that
a deep orientation involves) at least to some
extent1 the abilities ito think both logically and
fleXibly, combined with the personality char.acteristios described as sceptical InteIlec-hual illcon my.
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curtain circularity through_similar
In spite of
items, the argument for personality correlates of
styles of learning is still pressed, based on_the
validity of the traits identified in the Omnibus
Personality Inventory.
i

STUDENTS' PREFERENCES FOR CONTRASTING STYLES OF WK,14_
The next section describes an experiments carfi
out after the test sessions had been completed, in
which students were asked to read, and answer
As part of ttki0
questions on, three short articles.
experiment students were also asked to read and
These essays were_supposd
comment on four essays.
to have been written by students, although in fact
they had been specially written to exhibit extreme
of serialism and holism.
The topic chosen was
'Alternative Sources of Energy', a title which was
expected to interest both arts and science student.
The essays were written to fi_ as closely as possi4,100;
the stylistic_ characteristics of_holists and serial id
as described by Pask and listed below;
yes

Holist characi_eristios

Serialist characters

Comprehension Learning:

Operation Learning:

Creates an overall picture
Assimilates ideas from -other subjects
Invents description schemes

Uses rules and procdyijii.

Gives details in_istp
Keeps to one topic qt
a time

Uses analogies
Hasbroad generalizations as
hypotheses
Relates ideas to everyday experience
Looks for alternative approaches to
problems

Proceeds in stepwis
manner

Gives specific hypou

, es

Globrotting-

Improvidence:

Inappropriate links between ideas

Insufficient expIa%t1
of detail

Vacuous analogies

Failure to use commlii
prineipIe8

The instructions given to students were as follows:

You are to imagine that you are the tutor
responsible for this course and are required to write
evaluative comments on these essays indicating whak
u consider to be their stylistic strengths and
JO
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weaknesses andthenLo mark each of them on a scale
on which '9' indicates an outstanding essay and '1'
indicates one which is very poor indeed.
On this
Seale '5' is the mid -point which should be used to
indicate 'reasonably good'.
Your comments shbuld
make clear your reasons for allocating the mark you
decide.
Please also say which essay is most
like one you might have written yourself and
Whith one you found easiest to read."

The sample consisted of_47_of the GO students
described_ip this chapter; divided as before into the
four categories - strategic (N = 10), meaning (9),
reproducing (9), and unmotivated (19).
In marking
the essays; the four groups_of students SheWed clear,
and different, preferences for the four essays
(SerialiSt 1,2and:Holist 1,2), and also different
marking standards which made comparisons difficult.
The 'unmotivated' group,with_low meaning and reproducing scores; were least critical,- awarding much
:Iligher marks without any clear preference for holist
Car serialist essays ;_ they marked Serialist 2 highest
and Serialist 1 lowest.
The reproducing group feUnd
both holist essays relatively unsatisfactory; and
gave their highest average mark most clearly to
Serialist 2;
The meaning group
preferred
Setialist 2, bUt rated_Holist 1 almost as highly._
Finally the strategic group; with high meaning and
reproducing scores, were the most critical group
(particularly -of- Serialist 1), but marked both holist
_essays more favourably than the serialiSt essays.
The marking pattern of the four_groups is summarized
in__Table 5.2 together with their indications of Which
essay they found easiest to read and which was most
like their ownstyle_ofwriting._.
In this smallscale exploratory study it was not
expected to fihd clear-cut differences between the
groups.
_It appears that one -of the essays (Serialist
1) was too extreme_in its style for most of the
students; and another was_generally thought to be the
best (Serialist2).
However; if the high rating fOr
Serialist 2 is discounted, the two groups with high
comprehension scores (groups 1 and 2) show_ consistent
preferences for holist_essays;
The unmotivated
group show in this analysis, as in earlier analyses;
no clear pattern.
Some indication of Students' reasons for
choosing one or other style of writing_was found
among -their comments on the essays.
_For example; the
reproducing group indicated their preferences for
the Serialist essays by saying:
,
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Table 52

PREHRENCE5 FOR SERIALIST AND HOLIST ESSAYS

........-._...-----,--,.----

-

SieSt to Read

Mar

MOSt Like My 04

group
Highest

Lowest

Most

HI

SI

lIl

Least

Most

Least

0
Str-aLgic

SI

.HI.

SI

0

i.

Meaning

(32)

(Si)

112

.112

H2

H1

Si

.H2.

Si

rt

H.

(Si)

Hl
3.

Reproducing

Unmotivated

(S2)

N

SI.

112

(52)

SI

(1)

(Si)

Si

Si

112

(Si)

Si

112

H2

Si
1-1

0

H

Holist

:

Serialist

0
rt

(The Serialist 2 essay was consistently judged to be the best and so the pattern shown is best
int.e0reted by ignoring that tssay

hence the brackets grodd it);

H,

.0

Personality and Cognitive Style in Studying
"Very ro,Idable.
Some of the definitions, e.g.
joule, are n,,t nitiotly necessary but a clear a.-,d
_

suitably brief account of the current dilenua.
L'ite
probing and detailed but avoids dangers of being excessively political or technological";
"Covers most aspects briefly but adequately.
Easy
to read.
Calculations relevant and understandable.
Good beginning defining what energy is anu present
floods.
Well organized and planned".
The comments they made against the holist essays
_

included:
"Too vaguei too many cliches.

Uncritical._

Attempt should be made to lose flowery style and concentrate on simple sentences which are lucid and precise".
"Clear concise style
Topical.
Too much on
backgrounc.
Readable and a lot of relevant points
made but could have gone into alternative technology
in more detail".
The students who had high comprehension learning
seemed to have_ enjoyed the relaxed, conversational
style of both holist essays:
"Excellent.
Included political analysis;
Organized;
_::pecks with conviction and urgency.
Easy to read".
"Very interesting and lively essay taken from an
unusual and worthwhile perspective.
Develops logically
and clearly.
Last paragraph seems a bit out of joint";
The 'strategic group generally disliked the
serialist style, but also recognized that the holist
style_was light on_detail:
"Written as if to include x no. of facts.
One
fact after another; not enough general writing to
make it readable".
"Well structured, but certainly not to be read
for pleasure.
Not a_style_I like at-all".
"Narrow.
Doesn't look at social/environmental/
political problems.
Too mach mathematics leading to
arbitrary factual statements;
Dry to read, no personal comment".
"Good style.
Pleasant emotive reading._ Would
be_lood for getting the point across to a difficult
audience.
Could perhaps do with more details".
This exploratory study has provided some indication
cf the ways in which students may differ in their_pre7
ferred sty]:
writing essays.
Although some of the
differences nere may reflect little more than arts/
science divisions, other analyses have shown that
important differences in style and approach remain
even within the distinct disciplines.
_
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Chapter Six

APPROACHES TO READING ACADEMIC ARTICLES

(Written in collaboration with Sarah Morison)

A QUESTIONNAIRE ON OUTCOME AND PROCESS
Marton's original experiments on how students
approached the task of reading academic articles
relied on interviews to establish qualitative _
differences in what had been learned (outcome of
learning) and what strategies_students had used in
He and
tackling this task (process of learning).
his colleagues had shown clearly a link between
Students who inintention, process, and outcome
tended to understand were likely to interact with
evidence and argument; in relation to their previous
knowledge and experience, and so come to a personal
Students
understanding of the author's conclusion.
who were more concerned to answer correctly what they
anticipated to be mainly factual questions on the
article concentrated- instead on question-spotting and
rote laemorization and often finished with very little
grasp_of the author's argument or conclusions.
Marton's research methodology is both time conIt could also
suming and limiting in sample size.
be argued that students are being forced to respond
Certainly-in
to questions in an unfamiliar way.
Britaini first-year students would be more used to
making written; rather than oral;_ responses to
It was therefore decided to develop a
questions.
questionnaire variant of Marton's procedure, recognising that what was gained in sample s=ze_ might be
lost in the lack of opportunity to prk,L.:: the levels

of understanding and approaches to learning.

The early part of this Chapter is based on work
carried out by Maureen Hanley and Garth Ratcliffe
and_reported_in a previous article (Entwistle,
Hanley, and Ratcliffe; 1979).
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The categories identified in the qUeStiennaire
mint thus be expected to be less clear-cut and the
relationships commensurately weaker;
The main problem in deVeldping this variant was
in find'hq a wording for the various questions on
on come and process which enabled Students to understand what 1-is required Without also indicating what
type of answer: was expected.
it also proved extremely difficult to find a way of coding students'
responses which kept sufficiently close to Marton'S
cteeories to make a convincing test of hiJ findings
en the wider sample:
A further difficulty, was in
fihdihe articles which were general_enough to be
understoou by students in a partiddlar faculty, but
demanding enough and detailed enough to present a
Sufficient intellectual challenge;
After two pilot StUdieS a final form of the
queStiennaire was produced and three articles were
selected as follows:
Burt ('971)

(1)

The_Mentai Differences between
Children (4800 words).
Pines (197G) - A Child's Mind is Shaped before
Age 2 (3200 words)
hoyld (1950)- The Expanding Universe (3800 words)

(2)

.

(3)

This version of the questionnaire contained the
felloWing qlestions designed to cover level of
understandlng previous knowledge; knowledge of
details contained in the articlei and approach to
learning.
_

(1)

C'ene-ra-1 Understanding

'write down what you
have learned from the article.
Iinagine you
were going to describe what the article was
about to a friend who hadn't read it;
What

would you say ?'
(2)

Attitude Statements

(including an index of
'Rate your attitudes
to this article and the ideas it contains by

previous kilo-WI-edge).

underliningone Of EACH Of the three adjectives
or phrases.'
Interesting

Idedgfamiliar to me
Enjoyable
(3)

Average
Average
Average

Boring
Ideas unfamiliar to me
Ndt enjoyable

Knowledge of Details
'Here are some specific
questions on various aspects of the article.
Tty to answer each question as fully as you can
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anti wilere necessary explain your answer.'
Examples of typical questions in this section
are:

are the stars formed?
What evidence is there that the universe is expanding?
Within the new cosmology" what is the explanation of the expanding universe?'
(4)

'Students tackle the task
Approach to Learning
of reading articles or bookS in many different
ways; and with different expectations of what
is required of them and of what they_should be
How did you
getting out of their reading.
Was this approach typical
tackle this article?
of, or different from what you would do in your
normal studying?'

Groups of students were invited to take
Procedure
part in -the experiment_ The purpose of the study
was explained in general terms, students were_then
asked to read the article as they would normally do
There was a
in preparation for, say4 a tutorial
generous time limit with no pressure to complete the
Students could make notes, but
reading quickly_
After reading the
could not use them subsequently.
article students were asked to complete a 'Uses of
They
Objects' test to avoid easy verbatim recall.
were then asked to complete the questionnaire.
Students wrote on average about 150 words
Coding
This was
in response to the first question.
effectively a short essay and thus created familiar
problems in coding the level of understanding reacheth
The choice is essentially between impression marking
in relation to Marton's descriptions and a reliance
Since these studies
on specific marking criteria.
were carried out Biggs and Collis (1982) have published a classification system for coding the quaiitative outcomes of learning (the SOLO taxonomy), and
this has been used in studies_relating approach to
outcome (Biggs, 1979; Schmeck and Phillips, in press).
In the absence of a classification scheme, simpler
In the first_study_the
approaches were adopted.
number of main points mentioned was used to identify
'high' and 'low' categoriesi but in the third study
a more effective procedure involved impression marking against the specific criteria described by Marton.
The coder made dichotomous judgements of the response
against the following questions.
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(a)

(h)

(c)
(d)

((as_ a'. uttempt_been made to integrate the
presentation of the Main points and /or- facts?
(i.e. has the student reinterpreted and reorganised what has been read, rather than

calling pointsin theorder read from memory ?)
Have_a 'sufficient_number of main points -been

mentioned?
('SUffidient' being defined_so as
to produce roughly a 50/50 distribution between
categories).
Has the author's message been understood?
Are details (e.g. numerical fattS, specific
names) mentioned?

Thesum of the first three Codes was used as a
summary variable indicating general understanding.
The second question related to attitUdeS, and
students responded on the three-point scales shown
in the previous section.
Question (3) contained 12
specific- questions.
These were diVided into two
groups for scoring:
one group had questions about
main points essential to an under-Standing of the
author's argument;
the Other questions concerned
incidental facts.
Each question was scored on the
basisof two marks_for a full answer which was
correct; one mark for an incomplete or partially
correct answer.
The two groups -of marks were
summed separately to give tetaLsfor essential points
and incidental facts.
___The final question again Creates great problems
in coding;
The initial approach was impression
coding into 'deep' or 'surface'; ItUt the last study_
used a similar procedure to the first question; where
the coder was asked to_make dichotomous judgements
against_a_series of questions; three Of which were
indications of a deep approach and three which
suggested a surface approach.
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

Was there a clear intention of trying to
understand what the author WAS Saying?
Was there an intention to integrate what was
being tead_with other parts of the artiele,
or with facts; or with preVious experience?
Was there an intention to try to reach own conclUsion_or make use_of ownperSOnal experience?
Was there an intention to obtain facts or
information?
Did the - experimental COnditions appear to_have
affeeted_performance (for example; time liMit,
artificiality; consciousness of questions to
be answered, anxiety etc.)?
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(f)

Was there an intention to memorise Ot try to
leatii by rote?

The_sum of the first three ratings was used as
the sum
an overall indication Of a deep approach;
of the second three ratings-- provided a similar indiA different_ coder
cation of a surface approach.
was used for each article; but a sample of each set
of questionnaires was checked_to ensurethat the
criteria were being interpreted consistently.
This version of the questionnaire was given to
248 first-7-year students from various subject areas
in two universities (N = 85); two colleges of
education (82) and first7year sixthformers in a
further education college (81) _
The articles proved to be different both in__
difficulty level and ease of coding._ There could
therefere be no comparison between the levels of
resunderstanding reached_in_different articles:
ponses had to be analysed separately by article,_
Table 6.1 shoWs the mean scores of students in'the

different types of institution.__
There are Some marked differences_between the
university students and sixth-formers an the college
Note; for example, -that while
Of further education.
on both the BUrt and Hoyle articles the sixth-formers
rate themselves as almost as familiar with the ideas
as the students; they show on_average only_0.77
indications of a deep-approach (out of a possible
3); while the university students have 1.53 such
The university students also have
indications.
higher scores on each of the three measures of the
outcome of learning
The intercorrelations in Table 6.2 are shown_
separately for the Hoyle and Burt articles.
the Hoyle artible;, the pattern of relationships is as
expected; with general understanding sheWinq a
substantial positive correlation with the deep_
approach to learning (0.45) and a negative relationThe Butt_
ship with_the_surface approach (-0.29).
article showed much Weaker relationships; as did the
Pines article (not reported).
Tb check on the justification for combining
codings within queStien (1) and within question (4)i
and to look for further evidence of connectiehS_
between understanding and approach; principal components analyses_without iteration were carried out
With oblique rotation using the SPSS program (Nie et
Application of the criterion of eigenal, 1975).
values of unity was supported by scree plots to
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14b16 6;1

NEAN SCORES AND STANDARD

ImlWw- -

DEVIATIONS BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION All
ARTICLES

.

Batt

Hoyle

Pines

Coding Category (N)

--"iiTUIE.Unilr.
(10

Ceneral understanding

1;31
(0.95)

Essential points

5;44
(2,48)

(25)

(46)

FE

Univ.

Coll,

(36)

(35)

(33)

(57)

1.04

1.75

.1,34.

.1;94.

1;12

(1.82)

(1;30)

(1,26)

(1.03)

(0.92)

9.33

8,54.

_5;13.

5;12

(3;96)

(3.10)

(1.84)

1.39)

2.91

3,03

2,57

8;33

7;88

(1.82)

(1.50)

(1.15)

(2.45)

(2,49)

1.98

1.94

1.91

2,06

2.19

(0.80)

(0,15)

(0,85)

(0.90)

(0.17)

0.70

1,61

0,83

1.45

1.42

(0,61)

(0.63)

(0,89)

(0,79)

(0,97)

(MO)

0;92

1.04

04

.1,20.

.1;21.

.1;18

(0.59)

(0;74)

(0;68)

(0,74)

(0,71)

20.76

23,83

0.06_

24,21.

23;56

(7;22)

(5.52)

(7.27)

(6.90)

1.36
(0.91)

3.48
(2.16)

3.22
(2.22)

Incidental facts
t.,.63

(2,00)

Familiarity

2.19
(0.83)

Deep approach

1.38
(0.72)

Surface approach

1;19
(0,66)

Uses of objects

24;63
(7.54)

2.52
(1.83)

2,32
(0.15)

0,72

(0.57)

22.64
(9.86)

(5.59)
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Tablv 6,2

1NTERCORRE1ATI0NS BETWEEN THE MAIN CODING CATEGORIES

0

EP

IF

FM

DA

SA

U0

rt

0

General understanding

Essential points

*

40

15

07

45

-29

15

47

A

46

27

32

-25

29
P.b

0

Incidental facts

19

53

*

Familiarity

20

01

05

08

10

-06

08

*

17

-08

03

0
P.

0
Deep approach

11

19

27

-40

-01

24

5
H.

0

Surface approach

Uses of objects

Notes:

-05

01

12

04

01

14

21

-08

11

13

Correlations above the diagonal refer to the Hoyle article (N

07

-01

96);

those below the

diagonal refer to the Burt article (N 47),

points omitted.

Correlations significant

at

the 5% level where r

0.20 (Hoyle) and r
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0.21 (Burt).
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suggest_Lhat live factors shOUld be extracted.
These factors accounted for 63Z of the variance; on
average. _These five factor solutions Were hot altogether satisfactory, as the Components of general
understanding andapproach to learning tended to be
associated together in rather different combinations
for the different atticleS.
The connection between
approach and level of understanding can;_ hOWeVer, be
seen_clearly in the three-fattersolution of the
responses to the Hoylearticle (see Table 6,3);
Factor I combines the three indicators of general
understanding and both detailed knowledge variables
with the first two criteria for identifying the deep
approach,
Factor_iri shows its high loading on
memorization, which is associated with a tendency not
to look for meaning, and a failure to mention the
maim points when asked fbr_d summary.
Factor II
shows a greater weighting on those variables relating
to facts (with the rather important exception of
'incidental facts').
Table 6.3

FACTOR LOADINGS FOR THE HOYLE ARTICLE

Factor Loadings

Coding Categories

I

Ceheral
understanding

Detailed
knowledge
Previous
knowledge
Deep

approach

Surface
approach

Integration
Main points
Understanding_
Factual details

52

Essential points
Incidental Facts

73

II

III

21

-43
-54
-43

61

64
27

48

-24

43

Familiarity

32

LOoking for meaning
Use of experience
Relating facts and
conclusion

26
37

30

-56
-51

40

Looking for information
Situational anxiety
Memorization

-32

48
20
68

Decimal points and loadings belOW 0.20 omitted.

At least with the Hoyle article it was possible
o
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to demonstrate the predicted links_between the
approach to learning and both the level of underStanding reached and the extent of relevant knowledge
The valife Of keeping each index of
retained.
either approach or outcome separate (as opposed to
Marton's method Of accepting any of three indicators
as sufficient to categorie as overall deep or_surfeee) was clear in_the fuller interpretation of the
relationships which became possible;
_

STUDENTS' COMMENTS ON APPROACH TO LEARNING
Besides the_quantitative analysis, it was also
possible to eXaMihe qualitatively the comments made
In
by students about their approaches to learning.
Many of the answers the distinction between_ideep'
and 'surface' came thrbUgh clearly; and in ways
which paralleled Marton's own examples of student's'
continents (see r,Itton & Sdljo,_1976ai p. 9).

Consideri for example, the felleWing extracts
What
in relation to the coding instructions.
approach has each of theSe students adopted?
"Whilst reading the article; I took
Student A
great care in trying to underttand what the author
was getting at looking out for arguments and faett
which backed up the arguments ;;; I found myself
continually relating the article to personal expbtiehtb; and this facilitated my understanding of
it ... The fact of being asked questions on it
afterwards made my attention more intense."
"In reading the article I was looking
Student B
I read the
but mainly for facts_and examples.
article more carefUlly than I usually wouldi taking
notes, knowing that I was to answer questions about
I thought the qu,?.stions would be about_the___
it
. Thit did influence the way
facts in the article
I tried to rramorize names and figures
I read;
quoted etc."
"1 tried hard to concentrate - too hard,_
Student C
therefore my attention seemed to be on 'concentration'
rather t17.an reading, thinking, interpreting, and
find happening all the
tbiifettibetitig; something_that
time I'm reading text-buokS;"
"I read it in a_cesual interested
Student D
manneri not being influenced by the fact that 1 was
to be questionedi mainly because I did not expect
the questionnaire to ask for any details from the
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article.
Conseguent_Ly I read it with impartial
interest - extracting the underlying meaning but
letting facts and examples go unheeded."

Although these are selected extracts chosen to
demonstrate particular types of answer, many of the
replies followed Marton's examples so closely that
it seemed almost as if the students must have read
about his ideas before - but they had not.
Using Marton's approach to coding (i.e. accepting one 'symptom' of the approach as a sufficient
indication), students A and D would be classified as_
having adopted a_.deepi approach, while B and C would
be coded as 'surface'.
Yet students A and D have
clearly adopted very different approaches.
In each
of our studies there has been a distinct group of
students who look for meaning but:do not_interact
with the article relating facts to conclusion.
This group has been labelled 'deep passive' to distinguish it from the 'deep active' approach shown by
student A.
One interesting point about the two students who
adopted the surface approach is_that both of them
recognised that their approach had been rather ineffective.
A later question asked 'Were you satisfied_with your performance (in answering the questions)?
to which student B replied: "I feel that some of my
answers are vague and need more detail ... I made the
mistake of trying to retain everything, rather than
just the important features,"
There is_at least a
hint here of_the possible advantages of helping
students to become more consciously aware of their
approaches to studying._
The use of the questionnaire
proved fruitful, even though only one of the articles
seemed to be fully effective.
It has provided
evidence which; in conjunction with findings from the
approaches to studying inventory, has helped to
elaborate the concept of 'approach to learning' as
originally outlined by Marton.
More recent studies
at Gothenburg (561jd, 1975; Franssoni 1977) have
independently confirmed the necessity to subdivide
approach to learning in terms of whether an active or
passive stance has.been taken.
_Sd1j8 described a
!technifiedi deep approach in which the student
looked for meaning without interacting with the detail
or the argument.
This approach has since been
equated with Pask's learning pathology of 'globetrotting' on in less extreme forms_an_over-reliance
on comprehension learning to the exclusion of operation
learning.

The possible connections between the differing
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categories of Pack and Marton were pointed up by th
Taking the twe,
factor analysis shown in Table 6;3.
sets of categories together it seems likely that an
intention to approach learning initially in what
Svensson has called a_holist (deep) or atomistic
(surface) way will reflect,in part, the characterThus the
istic learning style of the individual.
connection between a deep approach and_comprehensioR
Similarly operation
learning becomes inevitable.
learning; particularly_ where time or interest is
limited, is likely to become improvidence and so re-s
flect at least one component of the surface approach
A holist strategy (in terms of the questionnaire rest
ponses) should be shown by an emphasis on integration
and on_the use of personal experience; while a
serialist strategy might be expected to show a great
Up to
reliance on main points and factual details.
a point; the distinction mentioned earlier; between
factors I and II in the three-factor solution shown
in Table 6.2; contains this characteristic differThis analysis continues the
ence in emphasis.
pattern of results now familiar from previous
The empirical findings contain hints at
analyses;
ways of conceptualizing learning styles, as distinct
But clear empirical
from approaches to studying.
separation of these constructs is rarely possible;
In the study by Schmeck and Phillips (in press)
relationships between levels of outcome (as measured
by the SOLO taxonomy) were related to scales from th
They found that_
Inventory of Learning Processes._
deep outcome correlated -0.37 with 'deep processing'-,
but only 0.12 with 'elaborative processing'. Schmeck
comments that Marton's 'deep approach' includes "the
search for personal meaning" which is a part of elaBut the separation in Table
borative processing.
6.2 between two distinct types of deep approach reinforces our view that there are contrasting styles
in seeking understanding - one in which personal
__
meaning is emphasized, and one in which the_evic.ence ;
In Schmeel4IP
isrelated carefully to the conclusions.
scheme; the first would be described_as elaborative
processing and the latter might, at first, be thought
But there is a
to be close to_'fact retention'.
Exammajor problem in accepting this equivalence.
ination of the items within the 'fact retention'
scale (Schmetk; in press; Table 1) shows that the
two items having loadings of above 0.5 are :
- "I do well on exams requiring much factual information"
- "I am very good at learning formulas, names and
dates"
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These items, and indeed all but two of the items in
the scale, are; explicitly or_implicitly, self-ratings
of outcome: they do not strictly describe processes
at all.
Indeed the nature of the items can be used
to explain the differential correlation with levels
of understanding.
The 'elaborative processing'
scale is truly a measure of_process - every -item
describes a process, while 'deep processing' contains
an unfortunate mixture of process and outcome.
Two
of the items in this scale (both with loadings of
over 0.40) are self-ratings of academic performance
- "I de well on essay tests"
- "I get good grades on term papers"
Thus the higher correlation between 'deep processing' -and levels of outcome must, in part, be a
result of having self-ratings of prior learning out comes- within the scale.
This criticism becomes even more powerful where
Schmeck report that "the most successful college
students were deep, elaborative, fact retainers".
He comments that his inventory shows higher relationships with academic achievement than some other scales
of learning processes.
In Chapter 47 we used
students' self-ratings of their academic progress
(which would be based on essay grades and test marks)
as our criterion.
In relating proce:;s to outcome it
is essential to keep- indices of process entirely
separate from criterion measures of attainment,
otherwise the circularity so produced interferes with
the_interpretation of how the various processes and
styles relate to outcome.
Only by a_combination of
conceptual_and_ factor_ analysis in scale development
can such circularity be avoided.
ALTERING STUDENTS' APPROACHES TO LEARNING*
S'aliO (1975) reported an experiment in which
detailed factual questions about an article appeared
to shift students towards a surface approach to subsequent articles.
He also showed that questions
about overall meaning moved some students towards a
deep passive a.echnifiedY approach; without making
an impact on the level of understanding reached.
In
our questionnaire variant of Marton's original experiment we -had shown_how_the content and level of difficulty of an article affected the clarity with which

*The research repotted in this section was carried
out by Sarah Morison.
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relationships between process and outcome could be
Finally Fransson (1977) had shown how
demonstrated.
interest or perceived relevance affected the approach
to reading an article.
These findings suggested that we should extend
the use of the questionnaire variant_of Marton's
method of research by asking the student volunteers
who had taken the psychological tests to carry out a
learning experiment in which both content and The materials and
question -type were varied.
instructions were sent to the_48 students (out of 60)
who agreed to continue their involvement with the
programme beyond what had originally been negotiated.
Each student was sent three_short articlesi each
The first article was a
of dust under 2000 words.
shortened version of_extracts_from Hoyle's The Exused successfully in the earlier
The second was based on ideas presented by
study.
Geoffrey Ashe in his book Camelot and the Vision of
Albion which described evidende linking the hiStetical Arthur with an iron-age fort at South Cadbury.
The final article was a summary of research on styles
of learning and thinkingi intended to have personal
relevance to the students as it mentioned some of the
tests they had taken during the previous year and
provided_the rationale_for_our research programme.
Students were assigned randomly to two conOne _group was given entirely specifid
ditions.
questions on ideas or facts presented in the article.
The other group was given a general question asking
them to explain to a friend' what the article was
Both groups were asked after each article
about.
to suggest implications stemming from what they had
read, and after the final article both types of
question were given to all the students.
Both groups were also asked to ccmmant on their
approaches to reading and how the questions asked
had_influenced their strategies in tackling the
They were also given a
second and third articles;
set of self-ratings about each article to indicate
to what extenti on a five-7point scalei they were
familiar with the ideas; found the article interesting or difficult, were able to concentrate, felt
tired4 found illustrations_usefuli and could
The
remember the main theme and the details.
instructions to the students asked them to read each
The instructions were
article on a separate day;
as follows.
"Read this article carefully in your own time
in the same way as you would if you were preparing
Take notes if you would do so
for an examination.
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normally, but you will not be_allowed to use them
afterwards.
When_you have fihiShed reading the
article put it badk into the_envelope together with
your notes and reseal it
Take a break of 20
minutes then open (the next) envelope and answer _
the questions in it, putting the questionnaire back

in the envelope- afterwards:"
The general question was coded as before with
dichotomous codes (1,0) on five indices of outcome
describing whether or not the Student had
(a)
reinterpreted, reorganized or integrated
material
(b)
mentioned an above average number of main points
(c)
understood the author's message
(d)
used evidence appropriately
(e)
US-ed irrelevant facts

An overall indication of a deep outcome_ was_
+ (c) + (d) - (e)
on a scale-of -1 to 4 (although no One obtained a
score of -1).
__The answers to the specific questions were
Scored right or wrong in two groups - essential
pointsandincidental facts; while the 'implications'
Obtained by- calculating (a) + _(b)

question was coded on a .four -point SCAle.
Approaches to reading the first article_ were
coded as before with three indices of deep, but ih
this case with four criteria of -a surface approach.

Criteriabf a deep approach were
a clear intention to try to UhderStand
an intention to integrate separate parts
an intention to reach own conclusion or to use
personal experience
_

A surface_approach was indicated by
being inflUenced by the anticipated form. of the
questions to concentrate on either -(a)
the
general themes,_or
(b)
the detailS
skimming through the article with likely questions
in mind relying on memorization
The questions about changes in approach when
reading the second and third articles Were boded in
ways which distinguished various reasons for_an
altered strategy_- in particular the types of
questions experienced; the differeht nature of the
article, greater or less interest or familiarity;
In this exploratory_study only simple analyses
could_really be justified.
Four main questions were
considered.
Was_there evidence that the,four groups
of students; as originally classified by the inventory
97
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of approaches t,.) studying, were categorized in
Did students
different_way. in_this experiment?
show cons.;.stenLy in the outcomes reached for_aIl
To what extent did the student
three articles?
appear to be influenced by the_experimental treatHow did students describe their reactions
ment?
to the different articles?

APPROACHES AND OUTCOMES OF CONTRASTING GROUPS OF

STMENTS
Table 6.4 summarizes the outcomes and approaches
Of the four groups described in Chapter 5 - strategici
meaning, reproducing, and unmotivated - in terms of
the percentage_of_occasions on which they had been
The differences
coded into each of the categories.
are distinct and to a large extent: make good sense.
In terms of outcome; the_meaning-oriented_group
have the highest percentage of responses classified
as showing reorganization or personal reinterpre-__
tation of the material and the lowest percentage of
The reproducing group contains
irrelevant detail.
four times as many instances of irrelevant detail but
is also coded as having an 'above average' number of
These two
main points almost twice _as frequently.
groups also differ markedly in the proportions of
students who provide a 'good answer' to the implications question;
In terms of approach, the individual indices
differ in their discrimination between these groups.
The meaning orientated group have far_and away_the
highest percentage of students classified has having
a 'clear intention to understand' and 'an intention
to reach their own conclusion or to use personal
While the reproducing group do have
experience'.
the highest percentage of each of_the three indices
of a surface approach, the main difference is in the
tendency to try to extract specific facts by skimming.
Although the strategic group also uses this tactic,
these students apparently do so without relying to
The strategic
the same extent on memorization
group showed a very high success rate in understanding the author's messagei combined with very little
Most correct answers to
use of irrelevant detail;
specific questions were given by the meaning and the
strategic groups; while the fewest came from the
The unmotivated group did
reproducing group.
reasonably well on the general question, but were
remarkably unsuccessful in recalling incidental facts.
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Table 6.4

PERCENTAGE OP STUDENTS IN EACH CATEGORY OF OUTCOME AND APPROACH

WON

Croups

Approach

Genetal

Specific

Deep

Surface

cations

Interpret

Under-

Detail

stood

Points

Good

Answer

Incidental/
ESSential

Under-

Personal

Skimming

stand

Evidence

Integrate

Questions

(N)

Strategic

(12)54

88

17

63

Memorize

33

25

75

25

88

13

38

49

39

Meaning

(8) 57

46

60
31

Reproducing (9) 48

89

13

6

63

41

58

25

88
91

55

60

25

44

75

17

78

44

39

68

Unmotivated (19)50

.

53

84

83

34

33

58

45

78

42

58

37

50
42

(Nom

50

91

the percentages are taken across all three articles read)

16
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EVIDENCE OF CONSISTENCY OF OUTCOME AND APPROACH
Looking at the codings of the responses to the
general_question, it was possible to discover on
how many bccasions_students were put into the same
category fdt all three artieleS; thUS providing
evidence about consistency of outcome.
This
analysis could; of course; only be carried out for
the 24 students who were given the general question
each time.
There_ were five codings made for each
Student -and thUS there were 120 betaSiOng when thtee
iduntical_codings could_be made.
By chance a run
of three identical dichotomous codings would be

fOUnd on only 15occa8ions.Inreality three
identical codings were observed on 49 occasions and
4 other times the difference was only a single

'undecided' code,There ishereconsiderable evidence of consistency in the outcomes_of reading
atticlea; even under Conditions deliberately arranged
to encourage change.
Neverthelessi it is possible
to point to the fact that different outcomes are
foundmore frequently (56%) tnan consistent ones,
and evidence of deliberate changes in approaches can
be found in the students' open-ended responses.
Evidence_of consistency was already implicit in
Table 6;4-where there was a good deal of- agreement
between the assignment to groups on the basis of
inventory scores and the_codings made of the approach
and outcome in the learning experiment:
The agreement is all_the more striking -when it_is_recognized
that the inventory was given a full twelve months
befbre the experiment was carried out.
CORRELATIONAL ANALYSES TO IDENTIFY CONSISTENCY
Table 6.5_presents the correlation coefficients
between the codings made of outcome.
The stability
of the values presented_is low_due_to the small
sample (N=23 for each group;_ one student had incom-_
plete data);
It is clear that there are some marked
differences between articles.
The historical
article showed lower and 1088 consistent relationships with the oth -'r two articles,_while the corre7
lations between 'The Expanding_Universe' and 'Study
Styles' were quite high and; With One exception
(implicatiens)_consistent.
_It_seems_that the
implications question proved unsatisfactory as
StUdentS interpreted it in different_WayS_in
relation to the different types of article.
Table 6,6 shows the extent of consistency between the various measures of outcome derived from
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table 6.5

LORRLLAIIONS SE1WEEN THE SAM CATFCORIES OF
OUTCOME FOR DIFFERENT ARTICLES

Expanding Universe
Categories
A:thur's
Camelot

Lodrhirig

Styles

Arthilt'S

Camelot

LeaChing
Styles

4:W:;t:OH
Personal Reinterpretation
Main Points
UndetStood
Used Evidence
Irrelevant Detail

11

20

04
-16
13
23

65
26

-10
39

40

-08
Op

24

57

-09
21

31
37

-13

-20

-30

-26

--.----------

Essential Points
Incidental Facts
Implications

38

(deeiffia1 points omitted)

the 'Learning Styles! article; for Which a total set
of variables is available for all 46 students with
complete_data.
Given the uncertain nature of
impression marking, correlations between different
indices of deep outcome would not -be expected to
rise much_above; say; 0;25 or 0L30;
inthe_complete
set of correlations some negative correlations_might
be expected (for example. between- indices Of A deep
outcome and both irrelevant detail_andincidental
facts)
Ih practice rather more negative
n
corrolatiens emerged than. anticipated:
The highest positive correlations came between
three of the deep outcome categories (main points,
understood and used evidence), as was hoped, but it
was not expected to find such_high correlations between these categories_and 'irrelevant detail' and
'incidental facts
These latter correlations imply
that a majority of the students were relying on
operation learning in seeking understanding, and this
is confirmed by the negative correlations between
'pot-citil reinterpretation' and -all of the otter
categories with the exception of,_'understood'.
This
pattern of correlations is in line with the two
101.
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factors within deep approach and outcome reported
_It was thUS_
in the earlier study (Table 6.3).
decided to run an exploratory factor analysis on the
'Study_Styles',article with the complete set Of
variables (including self - ratings and approaches)i
although the sample_size (N-,48) hardly warrants the
use of this technique.
Table 6;6

INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN CATEGORIES OF OUTCOME
FOR 'LEARNING STYLES' ARTICLE

C:itc of Les

MP

U

Personal Reinter
pretation
Main POints
Understood
Used Evidence
Irrelevant Detail
Essential Points

39
*

OS
40
i,

UE

ID

EP

IF

IMP

14

20

23

06

21

39

63

37

26
31
*

43
38
49
46

20
26

*

05
34
05

09
*

15
*

IncidOeitn1 Fitts

19

06
07
28
*

implications

(decimal points omitted)

Table 6.7 shows the five-faCter solution._ The
first two factors show the distinction within deep
outcome already seen in the pattern of-correlations.
Factor I_is the clearest deep outcome facter and this
is also linked to self-rating.:. of 'finding the
article interesting' and 'easy to concentrate', toAceerdihg
gether with an intention to reinterpret.
to the tedings of outcome, however this intention
Factor II shows a high
has not been fulfilled.

positive loading on the remaining main category of
outcome, 'persehal reinterpretation', but it -is
negatively related to 'main points' and to the
The
intention to 'concentrate on urdc-standiug'.
'personal reinterpretation' coded !tere thus seems to
imply at most a 'deep passive' approrachi_perhaps
verging on casual globetrotting (note the use of
Factors IIIand IVarethe two
illustrations).
main 'approach' factors with what appears to be_a
Factor IIIi
clear stylistic difference between them.
With its highest loadings indicating the use Of petsonal experience, as opposed to skimming for likely
102
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Table 6.7

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF OUTCOMES, SELF RATINGS -AND
APPROACHES ON 'LEARNING STYLES' ARTICLE (N=48)

Factors

Categories
II

III

IV

V

Qucaion
Persotlai Reinterpretation
Main Points
Understood
USed EVidenee
Itrolevant Detail

58
45
59
43

Essential Points

34

1i-c/dental Facts

70

59

55

41

implications

Interesting
FaMiliar
Easy to Understand
Easy to Concentrate
Net Tired
Illustrations Useful
Rommtbered Theme
Remembered Details

42

59

(29)

30
43

35

44
37
44

36
51

91

47

57

Appmacn
Concentrating_on Understanding
Intehdihg to Reinterpret
Using Personal Experience
Looking for Theme
LOOking for Details
Skimming
Memorizing

54
39

(26)

35

62

59
75

44

73
45

32

Decimal points and most loadings below .30 omitted
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questions or relyiny_on memorization, can be des-,
Factor IV,implies a surface
bribed as deep hoiism;
approach relying on looking for details rather than
for the themei but the_positive loading on 'essential
points' rewinds us of the efficacy of operE.tion
learning for some students.
_

EFFECTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The main differences between this experiment
and theprevious one were the use of different types
Table 6.8
of question and of contrasting articles.
presents a summary of the categorizations of
students under the two experimental conditions
(general question about meaning and specific questions about detail) by article.
The initial impact of the first general question
on the meaning group seems, at first sight, to have
with a rise in the percentage
been_as intended
reaching a deep outcome_and, a drop in_'irrelevant
But
detail' in relation to 'Arthur's Camelot'.
this pattern is reversed with the 'Learning Styles;
article and the meaning group his an outcome almost
If there has been
identical to the detail group.
any general effect at all of the experimental con-_
ditionsi it seems to have been to push students under
the detail condition towards remembering incidental
facts, yet being better able to_discuss the impliHowever the large differences between
cations.
articles (with the historical article again being
most different) suggest that the effects of experiencing different types of question has been slight.
In order to explore this negative finding more
fully we need to look at the comments made by students
about their approaches;_ After answering the 'Expanding Universe' article, there were marked differences in some_of the problems reported by students
By
under the different experimental_conditions.
chance, as an initial strategy, far more Of the
detail group had concentrated on remembering the
theme than the meaning group (42% compared with 17%).
The general question created fewer problems than the
_

specific questions ,(46% had -'no problem' compared
Half the detail group reported diffiwith 21%).
culty in remembering details because they had concentrated on the theme.
The meaning groupi with only one exception,
maintained their_initial approach after_experiencing
the first general question, while 46% of the detail
This greater
group changed or_attempted to change.
emphasis on detail seems to have helped this group
104
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Table 6,8

PERCENTAGE OF MINTS CATEGORIZED
CONDITION All ARTICLE

AS WWERING CORRECTLY OR IN DEPTH BY
EXPERIMENTAL

II
0
n-

:1

çt

0

Category
Expanding Universe

Meaning
(N=24)

Deep Outcome

Detail
(Nt24)

Arthur's Camelot

Meaning
(N;24)

Learning Styles

Detail

Meaning

Detail

(N:24)

(N:24)

(N:24)

58

56

29

25

611

88

83

86

45

56

29

29

38

PL4

to_Geteral

Question ,(gut of four

Categories)

Irrelevant Detail

61

74

42

21

5

ESSential Points

90
Incidental Facts
51

'Good Answer' on

Implications
42

25

33

1-1

0
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71%
Lii answering gaesiLons on the final article.
(CL; 38%) experienced no problems; while the meaning
group reported difficulties in remembering details
because they had concentrated on the theme (46% cf.

The failure of the initial analysis to detect
evidence of change can now be attributed Lo the fact
that a majority of all these students seem more
ready to concentrate on the theme rather than on the
BUt it also seems that the detail group
details:
managed to concentrate on remembering specific fadtS
without sacrificing their overall grasp of the meanThis can be seen in several of the comments
ing.
mode by students which describe how they had read
the article through as a whole_first;_and_then_gone
through concentrating on remembering details which
It
they thought might come up in the questions.
shoUld not be surprising, perhaps, to find students
alter Lwo years in higher education adapting readily
Lo specific demands without sacrificing_understandHowever, the general impression left from
reading the answers was that few of the students had
gone beyond a deep passive approach to these articles
but again comments suggested that this in itself
might have been_a tactic based on an evaluation of
the amount of effort that they were prepared to put
into the experiment, or that these particular
articles merited.
Although no systematic qualitative analysis was
possiblei given the rather brief comments made by
most students, illustrative descriptions of
In particular
approaches are worth recording.
these show something of_the_ithematized1 _interpretation of learning developed in higher education, and
of the ways in which students recognize that their
approaches are affected by assessmentdemands; subject
content; and level of interest.
_

"I began to read the article and knowing_I was
to be questioned afterwards, I was immediately
I_noted these
aware of examples and figures._
before reading on, but found that distracting.
So stopped taking notes and read through the
Then I took notes again; but
article twice.
Then
only when I understood the concept.
wondered if questions would want facts or extoo many numbers to keep in my head;
planation
(found the simpler illustrations eg. grapefruits; bees,_ much easier to remember than
millions and billions) so I memorized a couple
of important numbers and reread the theories.
106
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"The LALLur wore so clearly explained that I had
no difficulty understanding theM and being able
to explain them to myself verbally.
I did -not
attempt to memorize themor concentrate hard on
them.
They were Straightforward, despite my
being_completely_ignorant of the subject;
sketchy
ketchy notes on the theories bUt didnot
re -read them haVing written them down.
Most
ofthenumbers had jumbled themselves up by
this time
glanced at the notes on the numbers
then put them in the envelope; thinking further
reading would confuse me;"
Mcpand'in,; Un.r3e, ULtaI ii

;11.:g;: on deep appPoach based
;;OP,!;;; d6,(11Z condition)

"I expected a few factual questions (eg.
tanceones)i therefore made notes of th-686.
Made a note of the content of the main theory expansion(bound_to_ask something on it).
Itowever _you wanted a ree-ol.1 Of the article so

when I did this I also remembered things not
inthearticle but ones which_jogged my memory
(eg. parsecs = light years) which made me_
remember other related figures.
My general
pl4n was to note the important ideaS, figures,
metaphors from each section.
I generally read artic108 in thiS way.
I try
to obtain a prJcis of the original.
If_ articles
are_just a string of paragraphs without headings.
l_find I try to ihClUde tee Much of the original.
If it is sub7headedi_ I just note_the_heading and
a few key words_.
This works well if I'M
interested in the article and my concentration
is
__Otherwise I stick to a lengthy
pr6cis approach so that I have a good copy for
revision purposes.

The problem I would expect it that I'm bound by
facts.
Revision would be based on my strength
of memory.
Fortunately it werkt well, but I
have to work hard before exams, testsi etc.
It's a swot approach largely; - I would like to
be able -to just write a page Of notes (3-4 pares.)
and 'believe' I have everything there.
I_
suppose this reflects a lack of under-Standing
in some way.
Nonetheless, my approach works
for me but from my reading and study habits it
is not particularly recommended.
I think I
need a better plan to get the most out of articles;
(E±p;.cznding Universei student high on suaTace approach;

meaning condition);
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"1 concentrated more on the details since the
article did not seem to be introducing--- new conThey
cepts in the way the first one was.

were more_logical and easier to grasp (for
instance I find it easier to understand how to
date a piece of pottery than to understand how
In this article the details
a star is formed);
did seem more important, dates and names were
far more vital Lo the theme, since the essence
Of thiS article was the use_of these details to
In the first article details
solve a problem.
tended to be simply to help you understand
something better, such as how great -a distance
actually was, the details could be disregarded
and you'd still have your own representation of
But in this
how great that distance was.
article if you disregard the detail (eg. the
presence of Tintagel pottery) you lose_a vital
clue Co the date and consequently you lose a
part of the central theme;"
Lot, e tted;olt low on both deep and ourface
t.a!

t lea)

"Generally I go through slowly, often reading
a paragraph over more than once if necessary,
take notes on details, and prompts to (indicate)
I basically try to underlines of thought.
stand the passage and get the idea 'mechanism'
If I can get that and learn the
behind (it).
factual details, I can usually reconstruct the
content.
As a scientist I generally expect questions
requiring detail and so I tend to take note of
such_things and just try to get the 'feel' Of
It is what I want out of an
the background.
article (rather than its type) which dictates
how I read it.
(This article was) psychology, which having
done in Part I, I usually avoid like the plague!
It was necessary to force myself to concentrate
on it, and as you can see from the answers, I
I find it
haven't done so well (and knowit!)
difficult to find a way to tackle this kind of
If_I'm not interested in a subject
article;
it is rather doomed.
(I had a feeling that_the_style of questions
I don't think anything could
might change!
108
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alter the wty

f

rcad the article!

"I think I concentrated more on this One because the material wasn't as familiar as the
first one.
It I get into
it doesn't
realty matter as far as questions are concerned
(Whether theyaredetailed or not).
The_combined effort_ of memory concentration, and
thinking enable me to answer your rather simple
task,"

;::.;;I

0,2 :,:t1V.(Z(...12.,

I thought I'd have to explain in more detail
about the theories ... and I'm sure this inthe way I picked tip infOrMatiOn.
skimmed over what I thought was irrelevant and
wouldnt be asked questions -on
if I (was
readingl for an essay I would read it with the
title of the essay in_mindi only picking 613
related points.
Therefore what influandea thy
approaches depends on my reason for reading the
article."
(IV.17,4mh:ni

"I tried to pick up the names because there were
so many I felt sure they'd be questionedi but I
couldn:_t remember them very well
couldn't
keep my interest or concentration ... as I wasn't
all that stimulated_by_the article.
(The main
problem was) that through trying to remattibet; it
seemed to help me forget.
I was correct about
the type or questions_being asked but felt
unsure -of my_ answers."
Cl

C11,1,!1.00

"(This time) I concentrated very.hard and kept
going over_ paragraphs trying to work it out in
relation to what I knew and to the experiments
you had given }is - to try_and find out which
cognitive style I had
Why?
It was very
interesting and I feel I took it in better than
the others.
I don't think I will forget -the
main ideas; whereas I had already alMbst fbtgotten the other two
I could see its relevance to my own situation."
(1,:aeni.n3

coed ti-On;

:;ttietc.nt low on Lott <t cn and oiciTze,2,
-abbv,2 t;2r,7
csavT Lac )
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These quolaLLons indicate some of the ways in
which the context and content of learning influence
students' approaches to studying.
These comments
came from a somewhat narrow experimental situation.
The next three chapters report the attempts _to look
at studying in its broad natural context and to
discover what aspects of departmental organization
arc _most likely to affect students' approaches to
studying.
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Chapter 7

IDENTIFYING STUDENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF DEPARTMENTS

INTRODUCTION:
CONTEXTS

THE STUDY OF DEPARTMENTS AS LEARNING

There are good reasons why a research programme
dealing with British students' appreadhes to learning should want to examine the academic departments*
in which they study.
On_theoretical grounds, it
has been argued that curricultm (what is to be
taught and learnt)f_pedagogy (how what_is to be
learnt is transmitted) _and assessment (what counts__
as valid realization of knowledge on the part of the
learner) are_those,components of the academic
ment which are most intimately related to learning
(Bernstein, 1971).
British university and_poiytechnic departments possess a high degree of autonomy
in the organisation of courses, teaching and_assessMent.__ Moreover; European universities - unlike
American_ones_- are relatively heMegeneous
institutions in_whichmost students have little contact with more_than one or -two academic departments:
Although many AMerican studieshave compared
institutional environments_ in- higher education (See,
e.g.; Pace, 1967; Stern, 1970; Petersen, 1965;
Long; 1978); the relevant_focus of analysis -in
Britain_is probably the main discipline StUdentS
study or the one department in which they spend most
of their time,-rather than the university as a where.
On a conceptual level, a number of distinctions
between departmental contexts might be drawn.
A
department could be characterized in terms of its
relative commitment to teaching, to research and
* 'Department' is used here in the Sense of 'smallest
baSit academic unit`? -it includes units_calied
faculties; schools; course teams; etc. in Some institutions.
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scholarship, ou Lo technology (translation of
theoretical ideas into practice) _(Boeller and Kogan,
The structure of knowledge in the main
1980).
discipline the department is concerned with is
to what extent
another possible analytic category
is the knowledge studied relativistic and contextual,
(see e.g.,
or absolute, cumulative,_and sequential?
Other distinctions
Hajnal, 1972; Schwab, 1964).
which have been suggested include the cohesiveness of
curriculum content (Becher and Kogan, 1980), the
degree of control over what may and what may not be
Learnt and taught; and the strength_of boundary
maintenance between areas of knowledge in the
The perceived
department (Bornstein, 1971).
'quality' of a department (either in terms of its
reputation as a research unit or in terms of its
students' evaluations) is another possible basis for
Each of these distinctions might
categorization.
be thought to have correlates in the teaching, ass'essme nt, and course structure of a department_- the
formality or informality of teaching methods, the
specialization or interdisciplinarity of the courses,
the openness of students' choices over content; the
use of final examinations or continuous assessment,
and so on.
No empirical investigation, however, has examined
all or even a majority of_these possible conceptual
Indeed, there are remarkably few
distinctions.
research studies of academic departments as such.
Two groups of related investigations throw_some
The first set of
light on departmental differences.
studies has looked at the cultures of academic disciplines in terms of theoretical differences between
areas of knowledge and staff and student attitudes.
The most pervasive difference identified in the
modern literature is that between arts and social
science departments, on the one hand, and science
departments on the other: a version of the familiar
In fields of study
'two cultures' of C.P. Snow.
variously labelled paradigmatic, formal, or codified including the sciences - lecturers are more formal
in their teaching methods and less "permissive" in
their attitudes to students and student learning
they are more likely, for
than arts teachers:
example, to see assessment_as a way of motivating
and classifyinc students than as a way of providing
them with feedback _(Roe, 1956; Gamson, 1966;
CorresThompson at 41, 1969; Wilson et al, 1975);
ponding differences have been observed in the
students attracted o arts and science departments,
differing student orientations and personality
_
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variables boln,i
y!:Iomatically related to field of
Study.
Arts_and Jocial science departments appear
to attract -more nonconformist, radical,'perSbn-

orientated', neurotic, flexible, individualistic,
and divergent students;
scionce_department8 are
populated more_heavily With stable, 'thing-orientated'
convergent students; _practical and applied fields
not surprisingly contain more students who are
vocationally-orientated.
The second group of studies has not been directly
concerned with learning contexts.
These investigations haVe, however, identified what seems likely
Loloeanother dimension -of departmental contexts:
students' evaluations of teaching.
The studies
reVeal Many similarities in the components students
use to assess the perceived quality of teaching.
Kulik and MeKeathie (1975) reviewed eleven factor
analytic studies of ratings of lecturers and identified considerable overlap in the factors_discovered.
The lettUrer's skills as a teacher, his rapport With
students, the amount of structure in the Courses,
and the amount of work students were expected to
taCkle,were common components
Other investigations
(e.-g. Payne and Hobbs; 1974:
Entwistle and Parcyi
1971:
Brennan andPercy,_1977: Amir and Krausz,
1970 have noted the importance to Stlidents'
evaluations of lecturers' concern for student learning, the amount of _choice available over method and
content of learning, social relationships between
students; interpersonal relationships between staff
and_studentsi and clearness. of grading procedures.
Taken together these investigations suggest that
teaching and courses -are evaluated by students in
different countries and disciplines in btbadly
similar ways; and indicate that_it_may be possible
to characterize departments in terms of students'
evaluations of the quality of the learning environment they provide.
Studies of academic departments thet801V08 have
been few and far between.
An early study which
suggested that -the intellectual climate -or -ethos of
individual_ departments in the same field Might vary

was carried out at Birmingham_University (Beard, Levy
and Maddox, 1962).
Two engineering departments were
found to differ in the demands they made on their
ableSt students.
Concommitant differences in student
attainment and attitudes to the subject were discovered.
Gaff et al (1976) conducted a promising study
of students in four departments at a Dutch university.
The aUthors used a questionnaire survey to examine

---
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'atmosphere'

in the departments, and concluded that:

"Although there are some similarities among the
that they
four departmentsi_it_is_apparent
constitute markedly different learning environ-_
The pressure-packed, heavily prescribed
counts.
nature of chemistry; the relaxed somewhat unthe memory-oriented,
certain climate in law;
highly structured environment in medicine; and
the free-wheeling, independent atmosphere of
psychology - these distinctive 'atmospheres''
of each educational environment_are apparent
(Gaff at a1,1976).
from this initial analysis."
A cluster analysis was then performed to_identify groups of items which were answered in similar
Ton scales_were derived, ranging from the
ways.
amount of time students felt they must spend in
course- related activities, through the personal
attention given to students in the different departments, to the extent to which the course programmes
were prescribed by staff or defined by students.
The soles were used to identify educational_'problems
in the departments, and the authors concluded that
steps needed to be taken to offer more attractive
learning environments if the departments were not to
suffer high_rates_of student attrition; __Hermans (1979
has since identified similar dimensions of_departmental environments at another university in the
Netherlands.
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DEPARTMENTAL OR COURSE CONTEXTS
AND STUDENT LEARNING
Gaff et al remark that the effectiveness of
learning in the departments they studied might be
related to the type of learning context provided.
How does the context of a department relate to
One obvious parallel is between the
learning?
different styles of learning described by Pask (see
chapter 2, pp 22-28) and the differing demands of
Simply put, comprearts and science departments.
hension learners_are likely_to be attracted to
departments in which knowledge is most amenable to
personal interpretation (which are mostly arts and
social science departments), while operation learners will probably gravitate towards departments in
which the knowledge is hierarchically structured and
related to accepted paradigms_ (i.e. science departSimilarly, it is likely that science
ments).
departments reward and encourage operation learning,
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arts and soc1,11::eichce_contexts comprehension_
learning.
On the other hand; there may alSO be
differences within subject areas: different departMents of engineering, for example; may favour
different_ styles of learning.
AnOther intriguing possible relationship is
that_between the characteristics of a department its size; commitment to teaching, staff-student
ratio, its assessment and teaching methods; and so
on_- and the_quality and quantity of its students'
learning;
Perhapssurprisingly; research has not
demonstrated any connection between objective
measures of learning contexts in higher education
and student learning,___Dubin and Taveggia (1969)
found no consistent significant differenteS betWeen
teaching methods in relation to student learning.
HartnettandCentra (1977) used criterion measures
achievement tests to assess departMental 'effectiveness' in a studyofAmerican universities.
They
then attempted to find correlates of effectiveness.
The analysis took into account various characteriStitS of the departments, including size; staffstudent ratio; staff interest in teaching (selfrated) and Salaries; students pre-entry levels of
achievement were controlled.
Although large
differences in effectiveness were found between
departments teaching the same disciplines; no factors
consistently associated with effettiVeneSs were discovered;
The authorsspeculated that student -perceptions- may be more-- important in the explanation
of effectiveness;
Student perceptions of departmental quality do not, however, appear to be
associated with other measures of departmental
differences;
Gaff et al (19761, for example;
found that student -staff ratio and sice were not
connected with students' desctiptiOhS And evaluations
of the departments in their study.
_There is some evidence from the work on StUdentS'
approaches to learning carried bUt in Sweden and
elteWhete_(see chapter 2)_ that levels of approach and
outcome are related to the organisation of teaching,
courses; and assessment.
Fransson, for example;
(Fransson, 1377) -has shown that deep approaches are
functionally related to interest in the learning
material, and surface approaches to threatening
assessment conditions, in one-of the experiments at
Gothenburg;
Laurillard (1978) shows how students'
_

approaches to learning tasksin_their everyday
studies are associated with their perceptions of the
purposes of the task.
It would seem worthwhile to
explore the deduction from these findings that
115
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academic departments, particularly as perceived by
their students; can encourage different levels of
There is certainly no shortage of
approach.
historical and theoretical argument to support this
possibility._ Writers as diverse as Newman (1852);
Pattison (1876), Veblen (1918), Whitehead (1932) and
Rogers (1969) have variously argued that rigid assessment systems, impersonal staff-student relationships
and lack of choice over method and content have
damaging effects on the quality of students' learning experiences, while commitment to teaching amongst
staff and freedom in learning facilitate student
understanding;
There is also empirical evidence to suggest that
assessment; teaching; and course structures in academic departments are critical variables in the_
determination of student learning, and that student
perceptions are a useful way to measure these conBecker et al (1968)
textual characteristics.
studied Kansas University students' perceptions of
_Using the sociological
their academic experiences.
device of "perspective" (consisting principally, in
this case; of the students' definition of the
"the ideas describing the character of
situation:
situations in which action must be taken"), the
authors argue that students react mainly to the
environmental emphasis on grading.
Students learn the requirements of the social
situation which rewards a high grade-point-average
and turn themselves into the sort of persons the
Grades are described by
academic context demands.
High grades
Beek-et as "the currency of the campus";
in assessment tasks are seen to be the most important
goals by students; even_though the members of staff
Students come to perceive
deny they are so crucial.
a conflict between grades and learning and speak of
using strategies to get good grades at the expense
of understanding the material they are expected to
The process of assessment comes to have the
learn.
unintended consequence of inhibiting rather than
facilitating learning.
Snyder (1971) pursued the perceived conflict
between manifest and latent functions of assessment
He argued (as a result of a study
a stage further.
of students at M.I.T.) that the formal curriculum
a
of universities eMphaS4_SeS academic values:
problem-orientated outlook, creativity, independence
of thought, originality (c.f; Entwistle and Percy;
The hidden curriculum, on the other hand,
1971).
requires an answer-orientated_outlook; rote learning;
Research in this country has
and memorization.
-
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uncovered the operation of hidden curricula:
Miller and Parlett (1974) noted the 'bureaucratic'
assessment systems in some of the university departments they studied; and found that the adademic
environment defined by examinations in one department
10d to Lho_distinctive strategies of adaptation
already, described (chapter 2
pp12-13).
Even the
cue-800kihgstudentswere often uncomfortably aware
tha.,_the strategies they used - although preddetive
of good degrees - were detrimental to learning.
Other Studieshave_explored relationships between
students' attitudes to learning; Student achievement,
relationships with staff, and perceived quality of
teaching,__ Ramsden ()976) found that a perceived
lack of any direction or helpfUl guidance by lecturers
in an ihdependentstudy_course led to_the development
of negative attitudes to learning.
One student
commented:
,

don't think that they haVe really put enough
thOUght into creating learning situations;_
think
they thought 'It's a good idea,'StUdehtcentred. education: wenn apply it to higher
education'_.
But it's not a very stimulating
environment;
Staff seem to expect students
to geherate everything
they seem to_have
thought that students would de things like
coming to them and asking for series of lectures.
As I see it; an improved version of the course
would be -if studentS fitted into projects
generated by staff.
They_- ought to_take more
initiatives themselves;.. On an Ordinary course
80 per cent of the leCtures may be pretty useleSS, but at least they can be a source of
stimulation";
When more guidance was provided in subsequent
years of the course; although no compromises were
Made about the amount_of choice given to students;
their attitudes to learning and to the departMent
improved;
Students in Miller and Parlett's study
(1974) spoke -of the way in which a_quite different
kind of context - impersonal, highly fOrthalized, with
'bureaucratic' staff-student_ relationships_- could
have similar effects in discouraging learning.
Pascarella and Terenzini (1977;
1978) studied the
association between student- teacher informal_
relationships and educational outcomes.
IhferMal
relationships were defined as out-of-class; not_
formally arranged_contacts; for any purpose.
A
positive correlation between theSe relationships
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and three dependen( variabLes7 academic performance,
personal development, and intellectual development The first of these variables was a conwas found.
ventional assessment (students' performance in
examinations and assignments as measured by the

the others were students' self - ratings.
department);
Students who interacted more with teachers were al8O
found to be less likely to Withdraw before the end
The authors include in their
of their courses.
discussion of these results, however, a caveat on
the direction of causality in these relationships.
Recently; Fearn-Wannan (1979) has_attempted to
develop a path__analysis model to explain Australian
StUdentS' perstudents' performance in chemistry.
ceptionSoftheit lecturers' behaviour and satisfaction with the teaching were found to be small,
bUt Significant,. mediating variablesin the deterResearch -also exists which
mination of performance.
seems tentatively to support some of the assertions
of writers like Newman and Rogers, to the_effect that
'earning in higher- education is facilitated when
stUdent8 are permitted greater freedom over methods
and contentofstudy, and that negative attitudes
are developed when choice is perceived to be absent.
Brennan and Percy (1977), reporting the_analysiS of
data from a large7scale investigation of- students in
Lnylish universities and colleges, remark on the disjunction (noted also by Becker et al, 1968 and
Snyder, 1971) between the avowed aims of lecturers
to promote 'Critical thinking' and the relatively
few opportunities students said they were given to
work in ways which would enable the aim to be
Moreover:
realized.

"It seems ciear_from our research that students
in allfieldsof study believe that they would
learn more, and enjoy__learning more, if they
had greater control over the pace_of their
learning; morechance to determine the subject
Matter of their courses and_were leSS rigidly
inhibited by traditional conceptions of dis-

ciplinary boundariesandwhat constitutes the

StUdentS
very often made comments describing the 'most
satisfying aspect" of_their course as the work
which ihave been allowed to do myself' and
were highly critical of a curriculum structure
logic and sequence of learning
WhiCh imposed
on them which they felt was less educational and
less motivating than one suggested to them by
their own deVeloping_intellectual interests".
(Brennan and Percy, 1977);
pi-61)er study of a particular subject.
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_Subsequently Porby and Ramsden (1980) investi7gated two independent study schemes in a polytedhni-c
and a university;
It was found that most of the
students who were interviewed in the study valued
very highly the opportunity to work independently,
that some students would have left_university if they
had not been able to use the independent study pro grammes to pursue their own interests, and that the
standard of students'work_produced in both schemes
was generally acceptable and in some cases outstanding.

IMPLICATIONS OF PREVIOUS WORK FOR THE PRESENT STUDY

Studies ofacademic departments as leathihq_con7
te;:ts are unusual and feW of the possible discussions
suggested thebretiCally_have been explored-:
what
does seem to be clear from the work which has been
done on academic contexts in higher education is that
students' perceptions and evaluations are associated
with their approaches to studying,_ whilesystematic
differences exist in_the environment provided by arts
and science departments. _ Little has beendene_to
disentangle the effects of different subject areas
and perceived 'quality' of departments or courses on
students' approaches.
Limitations of time and resources in the programme meant that all_the possible
distinctions between departments which have been
suggested_could not be examined._
It was decided;
in view of the clear_ importance of these variables
in earlier investigations, to concentrate in_particular on students' perceptions_of disciplinary and
Otbet differences in the departments in which they
studied.
However; exploratory work on defining
departmental environments was carried out in the
preliminary stages of the programme, and this is described below.
PRELIMINARY WORK

During the first year of the programme, a
number of interviews were held with staff and students
in two university_departments.
One of the purposes
of these semi-structured interviews was to see whether
differences in departmental learning contexts could
be identified.
Ten social science staff, thirteen
social science students, three_applied science staff,
and nine applied science students were interviewed.
The staff were asked about their aims as teachersi
the - structure Of their courses,_how they thought
Students tackled the learning tasks they were set,
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their perceptions di differences between students and
the reasons for their success or failure, and the
The
kind§ of contact they had with students,
students were asked, inter-ala, about the characteristics of the courses; teaching and assessment in
Specific questions were-put
their department.
about the content of lectures, seminars, and tutorials, and about the student's relationship with
members of staff.
The staff interviews were complemented by a
study of course documents in the two departments.
These- included recent examination and test papers,
syllabuses, and course handbooks outlining the second
It was hoped that these
year courses for students.
documents might provide 6, source from which an understanding of the context of the department might be
gainecL

The interviews revealed that students in both
departments used similar constructs to describe the
These
environments in which they were learning.
constructs were consistent with previous research
on students' perceptions of departmental environments
_Particularly important
Gaff et al; 197) .
(c. f.
to students were the effects of their lecturers: the
extent to which they seemed to encourage learning,
lectured effectively, and offered help_ with study
Assessment methods and workload were, also
problems.
important to Students in -both departments; although
they were seen rather differently; the applied
scientists felt that a great deal of pressure was
needed in order to 'get through' the_syllabus, while
the- social scientists would have preferred a much
Formality or informality of
lighter workload.
teaching and learning (e.g. lectures versus discussion
methods) ware also often mentioned by the students.
Although students could Identify differences within
departments on all these criteria (e.g. between the
teaching abilities of different lecturers) they were
also able to speak meaningfully about the department
Moreover; students related their
as a whole;
approaches to studying to a number of characteristics
On occasions the use of a
of the learning context.
deep or a surface approach was attributed by the
The
students to the influence of the environment
periodical tests used in the social science department, for example, seemed to encourage surface
These relationships between perceptions
approaches.
Of the context and approaches are described in detail
in chapter 8.
It was more difficult to discern any clear
There were wider
patterns in the staff interviews.
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differences in the coumlents made by staff in the
same department than by students in_the same department.
It was; however, apparent that many staff
had little knowledge of how students actually tackled
learning tasks.
The_study_of course documents
yielded information aboUt the structure of the
courses which was useful briefing material to help
focus tne student and staff interview questions.
But again it was not clear how the information could
be used to define differences in departMental contexts.
In view of the demonstrated effectiveness
of the student interviews, and the_parallels between
the results they provided and previous work on
academic learning contexts, it was decided to concentrate attention on identifying the characteristics
of departmental environments by means of students'
perceptions.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE COURSE PERCEPTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE
(CPQ) - 1

Similarities in the constructs used by students
in both departments in_the preliminary interviews
suggested that a questionnaire might be an appropriate instrument for identifying and comparing the
course perceptions of larger groups of students in
a number of departments.
The first task was to_
collect together a number_ of items descriptive of
the context_of learning through students' eyes.
The
items came from two principal sources: the proliMinary student interviews and an earlier study of
students' perceptions of courses (Ramsden, 1976);.
The 47 items thus derived were sorted into scales
reflecting hypothesized dimensions by which students
were expected to characterize their learning environments.
An attempt was made to choose scales which
would be capable of distinguishing between subject
areas or distinguishing between_ departments in other
ways (e.g. quality of_the teaching).
The components
were as far as possible related to previous -work in
associated fields.
The concept of frame strength
(Bernstein, 1971), which refers to the amount of
control over what may and may not be transmitted in
the pedagogical relationship, was incorporated into
one scale;
The recurrent notion of "rapport" in
teachers' understanding of .students as a component
of,effective teaching (see, e.g., Rogers, 1969,
Kulik and McKeachie, 1975; Gaff et al, 1976) was
included.
Most of the scales used in the most
closely corresponding study (Gaff et-a-1, 1976) could
be incorporated, while two of the distinctions
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between subject areas discovered in one_of the
AMerican studies of lecturers' perceptions -7 existence
of -a_ paradigm and concern -with application (Biglan;
1973) - also found a place;

The items were provisionally grouped into the
following eight scales:
the degree to which students
Staff understanding:
feel their teachers to provide an acceptanti understanding, and sincere environment for learning;_
Sample item:_ "Lecturers here frequently give the
impression that they haven't anything to learn from
(negatively sc-'red)
students".
the extent of formality or_
Sample
informality in staff-student relationships.
"Lecturers in this department seem to -go out
item:
of their way to be friendly towards students";
Formal relation -ShdpS:

how Closely students feel the
curriculum relates to vocational requirementS.
Sample item: "Much of the work I do here will be
relevant to my fUture job".
Re-levance to work:

items thought to relate most closely
to the amount of discretion possessed by students in
organizing their learning, selecting its content, and
"The_
Sample item:
evaluating their progress.
courses in this department are highly organized".
Frate--S-ttengtht

the extent to which the
Formal instruction:
department emphasizes individual_learning_or atten7
"A great
dance at lectUres and classes. Sample item:
deal of my time is taken_qp_by formal classes
(lectures, practice's, tutorials, etc.)".
the extent
Workload and External pressure to work:Of pressure placed on students to conform to deadlines
for submitted work, and the amount of material which
students feel they are expected to cover_in_the
"There seems to be -too
Sample item:
syllabus.
much work to get through in the courses here".

the degree to which
Homogeneity-ofthe-dep-artMenti
students perceive themselves to_be in a department
in Whith the goals of their study are_clear to them
Sample item:
and shared by most other students.
"It can be hard to know how well youre_doing compared to other StUdehtS in this department".
(negatively scored)
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The_first version of the CPQ was administered
to second year students in four university departments - psychology, engineering, history, and physics
during 1977-78.
A slightly amended form was used in
two further departments (rnglish and independent
studies) in 1978.
The results were examined by means of item
analysis:
item-scale correlations and percentage
agreements to each item were calculated; and alpha
factbr analysis (chosen_ because it is specifically
designed for use in scale development) was carried
out, using the SPSS programs.
All the significant item loadings in the first
factor were from the original 'staff understanding'
scale or the 'formal staff - student relationships'
scale.
This_factor clearly represents students'
perceptions of the quality of teaching and staffstudent relationships_in their department.
Thd
second factor appeared to identify a dimension _
relating to the amount of work students are faced
with in their department: with one exception, all
the loadings werefrom the 'workload' or 'external
pressure to work' scales.
The third factor combined
items frcm the 'formal instruction', 'relevance to
work', and 'strong framing' scales, suggesting that
this_dimension was one of clearly relevant curriculum
contents transmitted in a formal way.
The next factor was concerned with the social
climate or amount of interpersonal contact in a
department.
All the significant items were in the
'homogeneity' scale:, but referred to aspects of
students' relationships connected with their work_.
Factbr V was similar to Factor_IV, while the sixth
dimension identified clear goals and standards in a
department's teaching and courses (item_40, for
example, is "You usually_have a clear idea of where
you're going and of what's expected of you in this
department ").
Only two items reached_ significance
in the last two factors extracted.
The first, item
38, was "Students have a great deal of choice over
how they are going to learn in this department";
the_second (in Factor VIII) was a relevance to work
item.

A second analysis was run after removing a
number of the weaker items and produced similar
results.
The CPQ scales were _now revised to produce eight dimensions (Figure 7.1).
The 'staff
understanding' and 'formal staff-student relationships' scales were re-ordered to the two new scales
of_commitment to teaching (dealing mainly with the
teaching climate of the department) and relationships
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with students Arcfcrring chiefly_tothe quality of
It
relatienShipS between students and staff).
seemed useful to maintain a conceptual distinction
between formal teaching methods and_relevanceto
although theSe two aspects seemed to be
work;
empirically inseparable in the factor analyses,- it
might be that other samples would reveal a_different
The former 'Workload' and 'external
picture.

pressure to work'_ scales were combined into one
The earlier 'homogeneity comocale of workload.
ponent was subdivided into two scales: social climate
The former strong
and bleat goals and standards.
framing items were mainly tediStributed_throngh_the

Other scales; and_another dimensionoffreedoM in
learning was added; corresponding to Gaff's 'room
for student interests' and 'prescription in the
'program'' scales (Gaff et al; 1976).
Fii;tied 7.1

DIMENSIONS OF LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS DERIVED FROM
FACTOR ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST VERSION OF THE CPQ

MEANING

DIMENSIONS

Rnldtionships with
students

Closeness of lecturer/student relationhelp and understanding shown to
ships;
students.

Commitment to
teaching

Commitment of staff_to improving teaching
and to teaching students at a level
appropriate to their current understanding.

Workload

Pressure placed on students interms of
demands of the syllabus and assessment

ForMal teaching
methods

Formality or informality of teaching and
learning (6.g. lectures v individual

tasks.

study).

Vocational
relevance

Perceived relevance of courses to
students' careers.

Social climate

Frequency and quality of academic and
social relationships between students.

Clear goals and
standards

Extent to which standards expetted of
students are clear and unambiguous.

Freedom in learning

AMount of discretion possessed_by
students in choosing and organising
academic work.
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Inspection of the CPQ results in terms of the
cight_dimensions in Figure 7.I_revealed that students
saw -the process of learning and teaching in quite
different ways in_the six departments (see Ramsden;
1979).
The engineering department was thought to
have very formal teaching methods, clear goals of
sLudy,__Oign vocational relevance, and an extremely
high workload; combined With close and cooperative
telatiOnships between students.
Physics students
also experienced a fairly formal curriculum, with
little personal choice over method and content; the
psychologists worked in an environment which was
thought to be friendly and informal, but felt they
had a hdavy workload and__only a very small amount of
freedom over what and how they learnt.
EngliSh and
history students said that much individual study was
required in_their departments and that the courses
had little relevance to their future employment;
relationships with staff were rather formal_ in
hisLory, but informal_ and helpful in English.
Independent studies was thought to havethe_best teaching,
and not une xpectedly; the highest- freedom in learning
Staff were said to be friendly and to make real
OffertS to Understand difficulties students were
hiving with their work, although the goals and standards expected of students were perceived to be unclear and students worked in a poor social climate.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE COURSE PERCEPTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

-

Further interviews of a sample of students who
completed the CPQ in its original form showed that
the eight main components of perceived learning
environments appeared to be stable and replicable
(Rpmsden, 1981)i although the relationships with
students and commitment to teaching scales could not
be bleakly separated,
A revised version of the
questionnaire was next constructed, consisting of
eight six -item Sbales.
Items in the previous
version which nad not had_ significant loadings in
the factor analysis; or which had low item-scale
correlations, were deleted; other items were -added
to some scales (especially to the freedom in learning
scale) in Order to produce six-item scales in all
cases.

This revised CPQ was administered to a sample_of
767 StUdents in nine departments at three - universities
during 1978.
Item analyses largely confirmed the
integrity of the revised scales, although the distinction between the relationships with students and
commitment to teaching scales again failed to emerge
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Alpha-iocLoring of the iteMS; extractumpirically.
ing_eight factors, followed_by oblique rotation,_produced a clearly comprehensible structure: Factor_I
represented relationships with students plus commitFactor II, vocational relevance;
ment to teaching;
Factor IV, clear goals
Factor Iii, formal teaching;
Factor VI,
Factor V_i___wor!c.load;
and standards;
Factor VII, commitment to teaching
social climate;
Factor VIII, freeand relationships with students:
dom in learning (together with smaller loadings on
In
several relationships with students items),
Spite of large differences between individual_items
in terms -of percentage agreements f:,r the nine___
departments, item -scale correlations did not differ
greatly betWeen the departments; suggesting that the
dimensions tappet by the scales were generally
applicable.
Mean scale values for the departments; discipTheSe COhlines and subject areas were calculated.
firMed thu ability of the questionnaire to identify
The
different departmental learning contexts.
scales of formal teaching methodsi vocational relevance, and (to a lesser extent) clear goals and
standards, social climate, and freedom in learning;
distinguished between science_and arts and social
The other scales mainly
science departments.
Seemed to differentiate between departments rather
The scales were understandably
than discipliheS.

related to each other._ _Freedomin learning; for
was negatively related_to formal teaching
methods (freedom in learning and informal teaching_
are both more common in social science and arts), but
was also positively associated with relationships
with students (i.e. it is also an evalUatiVe
dimension).
The final research version of the CPQ was
developed by re-ordering the items in the relatiOnships with students and commitment to teaching scales
into two new_scales of good_teaching and openness to
The questionnaire as a whole was_shortened
students:
to 40 items in eight scales :ay deleting the weakest
item in each scale, and some of the items were rewritten.
This questionnaire was administered to 2208

-

_

_

Students in 66 departments at the same time_asthe___
approaches to studying inventory (see chapter 4;_ the
relationships between these two sets Of scales Will
_It was expected - from
beekaMihed in -chapter 9)
the earlier work described above - that some of the
dimensions of the CPQ would describe differenceSbetween subject areas and disciplines; while others
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would represent studoul_s' perceptions of differences
between departments.
The second group would be
evaluations of the learning context in the departments.
On the whole the results confirmed these expectations.
As will be seen from Table 7.1; formal
teaching methodsi vocational relevance, and clear
goals and standards were found to be very much
related to subject area
much more so; incidentally;
than any of the approaches to studying subscales.
The highest scores on all three of these CPQ scales
were found in the engineering departments; and the
lowest in the English or history departments.
It
was equally clear that the two evaluative scales;
good teaching_and openness to students, were not
related to subject area.
The wide ranges of
departmental means within -each discipline on these
scales illustrate how different the departments were
perceived to be by -their students
(see Ramsden and
Entwistle
1981
for details).
The remaining CPQ scales appear to describe
differences between departments and between subject
areas.
For example, although the freedom in learning mean values were higher in arts and_social
sciences than in scientific subjects, the range of
mean scores within each discipline was wide.
Factor analysis of the CPQ_scale totals alo
revealed a familiar pattern (Table 7.2).
Factor I
is the evaluative dimension suggested in_the interview study and the preliminary work, with its highest
loadings on good teaching and openness to students.
The next highest coefficient in this_factor, for
freedom in learning, invites the explanation that
this scale is also a component of students'_ evaluations
of departments.
Social climate, clear goals and
standards, and workload play lesser parts.
Factor II
represents differences between subject areas;
The
dimension_is one which distinguishes between formal
vocational teaching and loosely-structured informal
teachingi the former being more common in science
departments and the latter in arts departments.
Departments with clear goals and standards; high
vocational relevance; and formal teaching methods also
tend to have good social climates.
These results
are consistent with those presented in Table 7.1.
The scales and items of the final version of the
CPQ are given in Appendix AS together_with Cronbach0-4.
values which_indicate a satisfactory level of internal
consistency for each of the scales.
An interpretation
of the factor analysis of_scale totals in conjunction
with conceptual analysis based on the results of the
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Table 7.1

STUDENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF LEARNING CONTESTS IN
DIFFERENT SUBJECT AREAS

Scale

Ke=aft

S. D.

_

(1) Science
(2) Social science
(3) ArtS

Analysis of
Variance
F (df 2; 63)

Openness to
students

(1)
(2)
(3)

9.04
9.31
8.36

1.47
1.82
2.14

1.42

Social climate

(1) 11.19
(2) 10.78
9;33
(3)

1.48
1.40
1.72

7.64*

Formal teaching
methods

(1) 12.17
(2)
6.67

1.61
1;37
.77

232.86*

(3)

Clear goals_
and standards

3.06

(1) 11.83
9.62
(2)

.89

37.88**

7.35

1.87
1;94

(1) 11.19
8.86
(3) 10.58

2.26
2.71
2.33

Vocational
relevance

(1) 11.21
7.21
(2)
4.27
(3)

2.96
1.42

Good teaching

(1) 11.63
(2) 11.74
(3) 11.63

1.02
1.48
1.65

06

FreedOM in
learning

(1) _8;24
(2) 10.21
(3) 11.54

1.72
1.46
2.67

15.35**

(3)

Workload

(2)

* p <.01
** p (.001
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Table 7;2

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF COURSE PERCEPTIONS SCALES
(N = 2208)

Factors (56% variance explained)
Variables

Coed teaching
Freedom in learning
Openness to students
Social climate

II

I

76

57
76

42

32
71
57

Formal teaching meth-oils

Clear goals and standards
Workload
Vocational relevance

30
(-24)

72

Decimal points and most loadings less than .25 omitted
Factor I

Po,itive evaluation of teaching and courses

Factor II

Formal vocational teaching

interviews of 57 students in six departments (see
Chapter 8), suggested that the_second7order evaluation
dimension_-_Factor I in Table 7.2 - might usefully be
subdivided into two components each containing two
scales.
Good teaching and freedom in learning were
combined into the scale of perceived student-centredness
0.75), while freedom in learning and work.,
load (the latter scale negatively keyed) were joined
to form a scale of perceived control -centredness
(cam= 0.75)_in a department.
These measures of a
department's learning context were found to be
significantly associated with characteristic approaches
to learning;
the relationships will be discussed in
Chapter 9.
CONCLUSIONS

The course perceptions questionnaire appears to
provide a useful means of describing_ certain important and consistent differences.in the way students
perceive departMents.
The relationships between
the present results and previous research into
academic environments in higher education seem to
make sense.
Dimensions of teaching quality; workloacL and clarity of goals have_been found to occur
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consistently in factor analytic studies of student
The only other research directly
ratings of teachers.
comparable to the investigations reported in this
chapter (Gaff et al, 1976) discovered similar
dimensions (and relationships between the dimensions)
to those of the CPQ, with a sample of Dutch students.
Studies of differences between the disciplinary 'ethos'
or 'culture' _of different_fields_of_study have also
produced findings compatible with those of the CPQ
fseei e.g.; Smithers; 1969; Gaff and Wilson, 1971).
It is hoped that the questionnaire may prove to be a
valuable instruments for use by academic departments
as a means of obtaining information about students'
reactions to assessment and teaching methods.
The limitations of the CPQ are also apparent,
Firstly; the picture provided of the perhowever.
ceived learning context is incomplete, because the
questionnaire is unable to examine the detail of the
relationships between an individual student's
approach to a learning task and his perception of its
Nor can it allow_for differences between
context.
Exploration
lecturers and courses in a departMent.
of_these matters requires a different methodology,
and attention is turned towards them in the next
chapter.
secondly; the_examination of students' per7
ceptions offers only one way (although a demonstrably
valid one) of describing departmental environments.
Within the compass of the present_research programme
it was not possible to examine other potentially
important distinctions between departments except in
Lecturers' attitudes and
a very limited way.
experience; curriculum structure, research and teaching orientation; and the type of institution in which
the department is situated, are among the differences
which might fruitfully be explored in future research.
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Chapter Eight

STUDENTS' EXPERIENCES OF LEARNING

In the previous-- chapters we hay:: dealt mainly

with research findings arising from MethOdS
traditionally used to investigate student learning.
Theapproaches to studying inventory made -use of
typical psychometric techniques;
tests of ability
and personality were the focus of chapter 5;_
chapter 6 reported experimental data on reading
academic articles.
These approaches to understanding student learning have a common factor;
They are all to some
extent removed from the immediate reality of being a
student in the_natural setting of an academic
department;
Even the development of the course
perceptions questionnaire inevitably tended_to constrain students' experiences into a mould shaped by
the researcher.
AlthbUgh indications of the effects
of_the_context and content of learning_ were given in
the students' comments in chapter 6, these comments
themselves came from a rather narrow experimental
situation.
It is important that our choice of research
Methods does not-undervalue the dynamic, tentative
character of_student learning in faVOUt Of a 6tatiC,
consistent view.
Nor must we exclude potentially
critical variables in the real world_of a student's
encounter with a learning task in Order to achieve
experimental precision.
The research methods_used
by Marton and his colleagues (see chapter 2) Offer
an experiential, phenomenal perspective on student
learning whichcan be-seen as an alternative to the
experimental and correlational approaches.
Typically, each student's unique experiences are examined
by qualitative analysis of interview data;
A_
potentially richer and more accurate picture Of the
links between student learning and its context and
content is the chief return to an investment in thiS
-
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Of course; the_qualitativeappreach is_
approach.
not without weaknesses of its own, perhaps the most
important of which is the danger of bias from the
subjective and impressionistic way -this sort of data
But careful controls can be
is sometimes handled.
used to.minimi7e these difficulties.
This chapter describes the findings of a series
of interviews designed to draw upon the strengths of
The
this qualitative; experiential perspective.
interviews were used to examine students' approaches
to academic tasks and their assessment strategies,
and to provide a detailed picture.of students' perceptions of the contexts of learning in which they
The results extend previous work at
worked:
Lancaster, and the research of Marton (see, e.g.,
Marton and SaljO, 1976a, _b) and Laurillard (1978;
The analyses -which
1979) in several directions.
follow will show how categories of levels of approach,
typos of context, and individual differences in
approach and strategic study methods were developed
and subsequently used to identify differences between
Relationships between the
students and contexts.
content and perceived context of the student8' work and
their approaches to academic tasks, and between
approaches and degree results; will also be examined
in detail.
METHODS

This is not the place to begin a discussion of
the complicated issues surrounding the use of qualitative methods (see Marton and Svensson; 1979;
Ramsden, 1981, for more extensive
EntWiStle, 1981;
It is, howexaminations of the relevant issues).
ever; important to bear in mind that a qualitative
perspective assumes that it is valid to consider
categories of description - e.g. of different
approaches to a learning task to which meaning is
attributed through the learner's own perspective as results in themselves; and not only as sources
of categories to be later used in a _quantitative way;
In the present study a total of 57 Lancaster
Table 8,1 shows
University students was interviewed.
the composition of the sample, which was selected by
examining students' scores on one or more subscales
of the approaches to studying inventory; students
The final
with extreme scores were those chosen.
degree results of the students, and in the case of
the engineering students, the distribution of the
chosen group's second year marks as welli_suggested
that the sample was at least broadly representative
132
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Of different levels of ability.
Table 8.1

Dkscipline

COMPOSITION OF THE INTERVIEW SAMPLE

Year of Study

Psychology
Engineering
Physics
History
English
2
Independent Studies 2 & 3

Dates Interviewed

February Match 1977
June 1977

13
_9

10

January-June 1978

11
5
9

TOTAL

57

The preliminary interviews used a broad range_of
questions,__And experience with these interviews led
to the development of A ShOrter schedule for'students
in the main part of the_study.
This contained three
groups of questions.
The focus of the fitSt group
was on reading and essay-writing (for arts_and
social science students) and on- problem- solving and
report writing (for science StUdents).
Appropriately
specific questions about relevant learning tasks
(How did you go about -it?
Why are you reading it
Were you looking out for anything in particular?
Did you_do itdifferently from another task of the
same sort?
_Why? - and so on) were asked.
The
second set of questions concerned assessment
strategies_and the perceived outcome of the Student's
course.
Finally, several questions about the
learning contextof_the student's main subject
department (teaching, assessment, purpose of lectures
relationships with staff and other students) were
asked.
All the - interviews used a semi-structured

approach;theorder and phrasing of the questions
varied somewhat_depending on the way in t4hibh the
student answered eh-et, and exactly the same questions_
were_not asked_of every student;
The semi- structured
approach did not, however, mean that the interviews
were uncontrolled.
It was always ensured that the
same main points 7. see_above - were raised.
Great
care was taken not to be over-directive.
At the
_
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same Limci_the interviewer made a continual effort
LO be aiett to comments made by the student which
related to the hypotheses of the investigation, and
which ought to be probed more fully.
The analysis of interviews of_this kind presents
perhaps a greaLexthreat to the validity of the data
it first, consideration was
thin their conduct_.
given to using methods such as network analysis and
critical incident techniques; but the results
Obtained in a cOMparable study of- students'- approaches
to learning (Bliss and Ogborn, 1977) seemed trite in
comytrison_with_the sophistication of the methods.
More useful guidance was Obtained from the methods
of qualitative analysis used in the research carried
out by Marton and his colleagues at Gothenburg.
These techniques are designed to extract full value
Transfrom the_eomplexity of the interview data.
cripts of the interviews are read and re-read until
emergent qualities of students' experiences are conThe constructs are verified
SiStently identified.
by several judges.
The present study_adapted Marton's techniques
Practical. conto a ditterent research situation.
straints made it impossible to have all the interviews transcribed in full (a sine quit non of the
More importantly, it was felt
Gothenburg approach).
important to -avoid the dangers of a strictly inductivist approach by Specifying certain_guiding_hypothesez
derived from pre,,ioos research, inclUding the work of
The. oatc,..2.- of responses eventually used
Marton.
to classify the transcribed extracts were validated
by means of inter-judge comparisons.
These constructs were used to direct the
analysis:
Categories describing different levels of
approach;
Evaluative -and descriptive categories relating
2;
to the context of learning indifferent departments: in particular, categories relating to
teaching, assessment, and course structures.
The dimensions discovered in the factor analysis
(1976),
of the CPQ, those reported by Gaff et
and those reported in_studies_of Je-4 .cer
1975),
evaluation (e.g. Kulik and McKeachie,
were particularly considered;
Differences between individual students in "cue
3.
behaviour" (Miller and Parlett, 1974);
4
Differences between individual students in
approaches to academic work (especially the
hoiist- atomist dimension identified by Svensson
_

(1977);
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5;

RelaLiOn:Thips but_wcon approaches and_contexts
(e.y. Becker's "selective negliyence" in response to assessment pressures), including
associations between the conditions of the task
and-the typo of approach used (b.f. Fransson;
_

1977) .

__Fuller details of all the techniques used in
d ehdicting and analysing the interviews can be found
in Ramsden (1981);
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

A preliminary_analysis was made by listening to

eich tape - recording several times and making full (or
very lengthy) transcripts of a_sample of interviews;
With the help of Marton's_judgement instructions ftir
categorizing deep and surface level responses it
OVOhttililly became_clear_that deep and surface
categories of description could be applied to the
responses of students in every department.
Subd ategories_differing from those used by Marton were,
however_, needed to classify the responses satisfactorily;
It was possible,_in this analysis, to identify
different strategic approaches related to assessment
which distinguished amongindividual students.
For
e kathple,_a small number of students in all the depart-

ments took a highly strategic, assured approach to
assessment tasks, while others adapted to -the constraints of examinations and assignments in 16SS
positive ways;
Relationships between students' perd eptions of_p_articular tasks and the approaches they
used to them were also indicated_in_the analysis.
Studeht8 who described favourable conditions for

learning in relation to -a- subject or topic (0..
helpful teaching) were likely to describe a deep level approach_toa task connected to it while the
reverse was true -if the conditions were unfavourable
a surface level approach_was described; often
bythe_same student).
An association between a
student-'s level of interest in a task, or his background knowledge_of_the subject to which it referred;
and level of approach, was also identified.
Poor
background knowledge (especially_of concepts in_
science) or_a_low level of interest (particularly in
arts and_sociai science subjects) were associated with
surface level approaches.
These preliminary findings
have been described in greater detail 61S0Where
(Ramsden; 1979).
_
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CATEGORIES DESCRIBING DEEP AND SURFACE APPROACHES
The first task_in the_main_analysis was to
develop a model of deep and surface which described
the approaches used _by students in a wide variety of
The
tasks in different disciplines and departments.
framework was established by means of comparing
students' responses to the _Interview questions dealing with approaches to academic tasks with two other
those of Marton
sets of judgement instructions:
(1975) and Laurillard (1979).
Marton used one set of judgement instructions
to classify social science students' responses to
interview questions about their reading of academic
articles under experimental conditions, and a somewhat different set to classify responses to questions
Laurillard interviewed
about their normal studies.
science students about their approaches to several
She did
tasks fOrming part of their normal studies.
not require students to work under experimental conditions, nor did she ask them questions about their
The present study
general approaches to studying.
was similar to Laurillard's in that students were
interviewed about their approaches to tasks carried
But the tasks described
out in their normal work.
they included
by students were much more diverse;
problem-solving, project work, essays, reading of
books and articles, and examinations, in a number of
It seemed advisable; __
different subject areas.
moreover, to leave open the possibility of identifying
consistent approaches to studying -by the same student.
It was found necessary to modify the categories
used by Marton and Laurillard in order to provide a
model which adequately described the_variability in
An effort was made to develop a
the present data.
set of sub-categories which was both theoretically
parsimonious and generally applicable to all the
The definitions appear in Figure 8.1.
departments.
Four categories used by the previous researchers to
define a deep approach are generalized to become D,
which has no equivalent in Laurillard's
D
and D 3'
descriptions, was found to be essential to classify
students_. indications of a close personal relationship with the academic material with which they were
dealing._ It resembles one of the sub-categories
used by Marton and his colleagues to_classify a
ThiS substudent's approach to his normal work.
category; which describes a tendency on the part of
the student to see knowledge as part of oneself, is
an important component of Marton's conception of a
_
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CATEGORIES OF DESCRIPTION FOR DEEP AND SURFACE
LEVELS OF APPROACH

Figure 8.1

D-

Personal experience

Integrating the task with oneself.
Indicate desire
to relate the task or the subject to personal or real
life situations:
to compare a task with personal
experience (outside the course);
to see _a task as
part of oneself or one's_personal development;
ex-_
press a wish to use the khowledge forming part of the
task outside its immediate context in relation to
oneself.
D2

DEEP

Relationships

Integrating the parts into a whole.
Indicate desire
to relate parts of the task to each other or the task
to other relevant knowledge; _indicate active attempts
to think about the relationships between different
parts of the material (e.g. relate evidence to conclusion);
try to relate material from different
sources;
try to see connections between previously
studied materials and currently studied materials.
Meaning

Integrating the whole with its purpose. Indicate
intention to impose meaning: think about the underlying structure; or the intention of_the whole task;
try to 'stand back' from the task and see it in a
impose a pattern on the whole task.
wider perspective;
Unrelatedness

S
1

Defining the task as separate or its parts as disIndicate intention or tendency to treat the
task as an isolated phenomenon: _confront the
material as separate from other ideas and materials,
or from the general purpose of the task to which it
focus on the elements of the task rather
relates;
than the whole.
crete.

SURFACE

S-

Memorisation

Defining the task as a memory task.
intention to mcmorize the material.
S-

3

Indicate

Unreflectiveness

Indicate unDefining the task in an external way.
indicate
reflective or passive approach to a task:
intention not to extract meaning from the material;
see the subject-matter as external to oneself.
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The
deep level appruaHl (sec, e.g., Marton, 1976) .
three surfAce subcategories in Figure 5.1 closely
resemble Laurillard's modifications of Marton's cute

gories,althoughSiandS-3 are here more generally
defined.
Figure 8.1 also shows the instructions used to
But the meaning of
classify students' responses.

each of the categories is properly shown through the
use of repeated instances from the student interviews.
Given_below_ure extracts from the interviews which
exemplify the use of the subcategories in relation
to different tasks.
Personal experience

1)

tend quite a lot to relate (this reading) to my
think
L
Try and think of instances where
own experiences as well.
these experiments would be proved_right._ So it takes a bit
I think if they're talking about
of time reading yeah.
things like field independence I try to think about whether
(Reading
know are field dependent or independent.
people
academic articles; psychology, student 6).
1.

I

I
got into the poem and could feel what it means.
[
became part of it... L found it interesting because it had a
deep theological meaning_, and I'm interested in that subject.
(Reading poetry; English, stiident 23)

I suppose [Ini trying to imagine what the experiment is_
sort of_get a
think, in a physical sense.
talking about,
I

picture of what Ws about... This one says an ultr;, violet
lamp emits one watt of power; it says calculate the energy
.I'm just thinking
falling on a square centimetre per second.
of_the light and the way_it spreads out, so therefore _I know
physics;
it's the Inverse square law ... (Laboratory work;
student 8).
To start trom scratch, to basicalIy_put together infor
and actually build it and test it and see
mation and use it
that the thing; there is a fair degree of correlation between
your test results and what you actually expected the thing to
produce; I think is good... You select certain formulae to use
and by using chem... and seeing that they produce the results
you hoped they would, then, you know, you prove to yourself that
(Project work; engineering,
chose formulae could be used.
student 2).
I).;

Relationships

You read it, a section on precipitation hardening... and
think well; fair enough, the material is about as strong as
mild steel or something, and I'll remember that if T can; but
I'm not going to remember that it's 297 Newtons per square mm.
if it's in such and such a state ... There are one or two
I
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RelaL i onsh ips

(-on( i nued)

things that dd stick in your mind like the strength of mild
steel, and so on, because we've
- it it' tIi projects, so
you have A SOVC Of telatiVe Sean
..reby you can say it's
nearly as strong as mild steel ...
Aeading textbooks;
engineering. student 6).
You know a method of approach; so you find usually the
thing simplities itself greatly after you've removed a few of
the non-essentials and put it into a logical form which
relates to something you've done previously:
(PrObleinsolving;
physics, student 12).
I'm trying to relate it to the course as a whole.
It's
not just writing down a load of notes and thinking 'that's it
for my essay' ... You try to sort of keep a logical progression
in history; so you've some idea of the themes ... (Reading
texts;
history, student 1).

You read it, you see what it's about: and usually it's
got,oftenit has sonic hearing on_something 0180 you've read
before;

It surly dunfirm that or just add another side to it
or be completely different.
(Reading academic articles;
psychology, student 2).

D3

Meaning

The ideaS Are started by the actual question.
You realize
that_it presupposes a few points_ that you
get into the
essay
I list the ideas that have got to
go into the essay,
betaUSd the essay, you know, entails these things.
(Essaywriting; English; student 6):
r.

If I feel_ that the article is going to be very relevant
to what_I!ni doing - and you can often glean that from the title
- then I'll tend to go through it fairly slowly.
Rather than
skim through it I'll read through it in_a full way:
I suppose
I've -got these various probleffi areas Which I'll be looking into;
and I'll be looking, I'll be reading the article with_these in
mind.
(Reading academic articles;
independent St::dies,
student 6).

I was looking for a pattern which I could relate to the
I was drawing graphs ... I knew from the script what
was supposed to be happening
and I was looking out for it
to happen on the graph ... fortunately it did.
(Laboratory
work;
physics, student 6).
script.

You have to go through quite a few different designs to
get to the right one ... I'm sort of .sways thinking abbUt
what I can put in the conclusion when I'm writing the project...
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Meaning (emit inuedl

have achieved, weld, understand; from__
1111 try and show what
engineering, student 3).
(Project report writing;
the project.
1

It was a good chapter becausejt. organised the readings
that were to follow ... which led me off to further articles,
was_reading,
and at the end 01 It, making notes on 'he things
had an idea Of
hod a_great wad of it, which by that time,
how my initial conception of the problem could be used to sort
And it all Sort of fitted
out all the information I'd now got.
thinkas I was writing I was
Because
together quite nicely.
was going to, how the :inal product was
thinking about how
going to e_ome about, and that sort of directed my reading in
(Essayprevaratiou; psychology; student 5).
fact.
I

I

1

1

I

s-

Miro tatudness

don't exactly write down all the steps you should do.
1
this is the
write down those sort of things
should
If it didn't; did something else
result, did It work or not?
Well, I just
That's the best way of going About it
do it?
just do the calculations
sort of write down what I've done.
engineering; student 7).
(Projects;
and work back from there.

This problem here, you're asked co say if it's_an eigen
function, but you don't really know because he hasn't mentioned
He's mentioned what an_eigenfunction is,
it in the feet:fires.
but no way of telling how to work it out... You put in a
formula to get the eigen energy, but to get the eigenfinctiO6,
Whether it's applicable or not; there's no way of knowing
(Problemsolving; physics, student 5).
_

I tend to write very confused
tend to give up on them.
I
have all these ideas going through My head,
essays; because
and I write them down; but 1 don't pot them down in any
particular logical sort of plan ... 1 tend to do better in
exams; because the confusion doesn't matter so much, as long
I

as the relevant points are there. I don't scm to be able to
link ideas together.

(Essay writing;

history, student 7);

1 think it tends to be the case that I get bogged down in

I'm sure that's the case _I mean it explains why
detail.
really don't
I
I'M so longwinded about any work that I do.
find it easy to pick out the skeletal argument and just be
psychology, student 10).
(Reading;
satisfied with that.
S:

2

Memorization

Preparing for an exam, you learn your facts; then -you have
to memoriz them, and sort of vague, sort of aspects of it...
history; student 2).
(Examination revision;
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MemorI.Lation (contiflu(d)
I

hate to sayit,butwhat you've get to do is have _a list

the "facts".
You write_down ten important points and
memoriae those
then you'll do all right in the class test.
(Revision;
psychology, student 5).
of

Formulae ... just go to (to the examination) with as many
Formulae as possible, no you _learn those parrot-fashion:
And
approaches to the way you work out prOblems, techniques
involved in maths__... lseem to remember, just sort of one day
or two.
(Revision; engineering; student 8):
I'm trying to remember it all
physics; student 8):

what's useful in exams.

(Reading;
SJ

Unreflectiveness

(his project) cis just a matter of grinding_the numbers
out, getting some kind of solution.
If it was adequate, Lair
enough.
If it wasn't really, go back and pick different
Values.
(Project work; engineering; student 11):
You just go straight for the section which is relevant_ to
that particular question
Therell be a topic in the book
which the question comes under, and then you hunt through that
section toseeifthey've got any ... Hopefully; they'll have
the exact question and you can copy it straight down without
doing any work at all
Usually you have to hunt out the
various related equations; then you just apply these _to the
problem.
Thar'
all, really.
(PtObleiii-solving;
physics,
student 12).

It's a bit confusingthissubject)... I tend to rush
through the books I'm reading for the essays; so I still don't
really understand it when I've finished teading.
And because
th re's such a loi_ofinformation I think you can oversimplify
or go into too much detail._
And I think I tend CO oversimplify;
(Reading; English, student 31).
loo don't need_to do as much background reading (for
these essays).
I just sort of set aside a_day to do it and
just write it.
I..don't think about it.
(Essay- writing;
English, student 38):

THE MEANING OF DEEP AND SURFACE IN DIFFERENT CONTEXTS
_Analysis of the student interviews revealed
important differences in the meanings attached to
deep and surface approaches by students in different
subject areas.
In the previous section we lbbked at
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the_concopts An 0 general form in order to identify
differences which make sense in all the departments
here we examine characteristic differinvestigated;
ences in the meanings of the categories in different
It is clear that what goes_
learning environments.
to make up a deep or surface approach in one discipline
Moreover,
is not the same as in another disciptine_
while the moaning of the deep- surface dichotomy is
fundamentally the same in different subject areas,
The
there arc important variations in emphasis.
analysis concentrates on the clearest distinction to
This was (hot unexpectedly) between arts
emerge.
and social science departments (psychology, history,
English) and science and technology departments
(physics and engineering) .

poop 1

to the physics and engineering departments, this
sUb-category is typically indicated by attempts to
relate the experience of the physical mo-rld to
Students fre7
theoretical concepts in the subject.
guently speak cif "getting a picture of the problem"
Student 8 in the
and linking theory to practice.
physics department provides the definitive example:
"I suppose I'm trying to imagine what the experiment is talking_abouti I thinki in a physical
Sort of get a picture of what its
sense.
I'm just thinking of the light and the
about
way it spreads out, so therefore I know it's the
inverse square law ..."(physics, student 8).

The category is also indicated by a student's
expression of the experience of personal satisfaction
while doing or in successfully completing a task:
First
"It's just seeing_it worke you know.
all is looks as though it's impossible to do_and
you lust geti sorting through, the satisfaction
of knowing you've understood what you're doing'
engineering, student 3).
(Project work;

Arts and social science students also speak of
this may be
the_experience of personal satisfaction;
combined with the linking of personal experience of
For
other people to the subject matter of the task.
example:
"I'm very interested in social sciences generally.
I find it very enlightening, very entertaining;
very satisfying, to learn theories and then to
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observe them in reality;
Casually; _tb
"Christ; -look;
happening, you know, the
theetY'S tere,_thaYs what_'s going on;" and I
think it adds so much, you know, Lb my life, to
be able to perceivewhat_happens_in everyday
socicty, through the eyes of a sociologist or
of a psychologist, and put a structure on what's
w
going on."
(psychology, student 7):

The important differenceto be appreciated here
is the contrast_ between the emphasis in arts and
social science on personal contact with the learning
task deriVed frOMthestudent's experience of_other
people and the emphasis in science on personal
experience of the physical world,
There is a
greateremphasis_also on personal interpretation and
uniqueness of experience in the arts Students' indicationS;
the interpretive element is most common in
English;

In the uciencedepartments, indications are most
frequently of attempts to relate- together the Various
aspects of a problem, particularly in a_ logical way
(to "See hew it all fits together").
See; for
example; physics_ student 12 above,p.139: you "put
it into a logical form which relates to something
you've -done previously".
This extract also exemPlifies another typical
indiCatien:
the_connection of what is known about
another problem or topic to the new task - usually,
but not alWays, in a very specific way.
This also
happens in reading:
_

"YOU read it, a section on precipitation hardening .,._and I_think; well; fair enough, the
material is about as strong_as mild steel or
something; and I'll remember that -if I can_;_ bUt
I'm not going to remember that it's 297 Newtons
per square mm. if it's in such and such a state

... There are one or two things that do Stick in
your mild like the_strength_of mild steel; and
so_onbecause we've used it in_the projects; so
you have a_sort of relative scale whereby you
Can say it's_nearly as strong as mild_steel ;;."
(Reading textbooks;
engineering, student 6).
generally trying to relate what the book
says_to what you know about it already".
(Reading textbooks;
physics; student 8);
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"This book's about the relationship between the
artist and society, which is quite relevant to
the essay v^pic I'm doing, so I'm reading it
very thoroughly ... I'm reading and underlining
And then I
things that I think are important.
find it a bit difficult because sometimes it
talks about some of the poems of the author that
I haven't read; so then I go back and read the
poems ... then afterwards I go back and make
quite detailed notes on the book, looking back at
the things I've underlined and trying_to integrate it into the main topics that he's talking
(Reading;
English, student 5).
about."
_

"One of the first necessities with essays is to
I'm concentrating very
have it well-planned
much on the organizing aspects, trying to read
through and see if it makes sense; you knowi
from point to point".
(Essay-writing;
history;
student 8).
.

_

Indications of attempts to relate ideas from
different topics or fields to the tas in nand, or to
relate ideas within the topic; are also commonly
found (see, for example, history, student 1, quoted
The process of relating ideas appear:
above, -p. 139)to be done much more specifically in science tasks:
concepts are related to particular problems in
science, while in arts the focus is wider and -ideas
from different topics or fields are more freely
-

related.

Deep 3

The expression of a sense of purpose in carrying out a task is common to both main_subject groups.
There is a somewhat greater emphasis in arts and
social science on underlying meanings and uniqueness
of experience, possibly because scientific fields
are characterized by single paradigms an_
consensus -about appropriate_content and method (c.f.
For example:
Biglan, 1973b).
It was a good chapter because it organized the
readings that were to follow ... which led me
off to further articles, and at the end of -it;
making notes on the things I was reading, I had
a great wad of it, which_by that time, I had an
idea of how my initial conception of -the problem
could be used to sort out all the information
And it all sort of fitted
Id now got.
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tiige_her guiLonieeIy.
Because I think as I
was writing I was thinking about how I was going
to; how the final_product was going to come out,
andthat_sort of directed_ my reading in fact'
(Essay-preparation;
psydholegy, Student 5).
'What I'm trying to_do is find out Whether
Tennyson compromised his art to the age or
whether hejust wrote what_he_really wanted to
write.
_That's what I'M thinking about all the
time as I'm reading it, and reading his poems
as well':
(Reading; English, student 5)

"There arealways underlying themes in any
period of history; and if you can sort of pick
out these themes and really understand what was
.joing on_and:what it was all about; then you've
got a good chance of diSdeVering it on an equal
Sett Of basis with your tutor_or in an exam':
(Reading;
history, student 1);
"You have to go through quite a few different
designs to get the right one ... I'm sort of
always thinking about what I can put in the -conclusion when
writing the project
I'll
try and show what I have achieved, well, understood,_from_the project."
(Project report
writing;
engineering; StUdent 3).
"I was looking for a pattern which I could
relate to the script.
I was drawing graphs ...
I knew from the_script what was supposed to be
happening
and I was looking out for it to
happen on the graph ... fortunately it dJd."
(Laboratory work;
physics; student 6);
"If you follow the instructions to the letter;
it's not so interesting.
The instructions are
only one way of doing the experiment, but_ypu
can develop variations that get a better answer,
if you_ just start from scratch; really ... You
know what you're heading_ for - say this measurement of a nucleus - so -that might imply Measurements of field versus frequency, say.
And that
keeps you on the right lines:
(Laboratory work;
physics; student 10);

Surfee 1
This sub-category is concerned with students'
descriptions of not thinking about roMtiou8hip-8 in
_
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both science and arLi:.
in science, however,
students cm.mphasite over-concentration on procedures
in performing a task:
using formulae, calculations,

figures in tackling a problem without reference to
their relationship to each other or to the purpose
of the. task.
Two extracts already quoted above
exemplify this sub-category (engineering, student 7;
It is
page 140 ;
physics, student 5, page 140 ).
sometimes difficult to separate this sub-category
from descriptions of serialist strategies demanded_by
the type of task and the student's unfamiliarity with
Particularly in science, it seems that
the topic.
it may be necessary to use procedures which are
empirically inseparable from surface approaches as a
stage prior to taking a deep level approach
Engineering and physics students also describe
a tendency to focus on factual details (in reading,
loot:tiros, and writing reports) which are deliberately
This is ununrelated to other parts of the course.
mistakably a surface approach:
"It's something completely separate from what
It's just one
we're doing in- the lectures
very narrow subject ... it didn't relate to
anything else at all really ... Facts, and just
facts;
Nothing else.
You get the facts down
sc that anybody else can read them without any
padding or anything else."_ (Project report
engineering, student 8),
writing;
_

In arts, the emphasis is more likely to be on _
detailed factual information which is unrelated either
to the meaning of the task or to personal meaning.
Art8 and social science students are also more likely
to speak in general terms about not relating ideas.
For example!
"A point I didn't make about the essays was that,
I think, you're meant to express an appreciation
of diversity, whereas in the class test, if you
can_give a bit of factual information - so-andSO did that, and concluded that, for two sides
of writing, then you'll get a good mark."
psychology, student 5):
(Tests;
I tend.to write
"I tend to give up on them.
very confused essays, because I have all these
ideas going through my head, and I write them
down, but I don't put them down in any
I tend to do
particular logical sort of plan
better in exams, because the confusion doesn't
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Matter so mu'eh, au long as the relevant points
are there
1_,dan't seem to be able to link
ideas together."
(Essay-writing;
history,
student 7).
Surface 2

Indications of this category among the science
StUjents'transcripts typically consist of_descriptions of memorizing formulae; data, faCtUal paints
in reading; or transferring_lecture information or
reading_to_the_memory without thinking about it
The stimulus is often an impending examination, and
the approach may be either calculated or simply
anxious:

"YeS, a lot of preparation to get proofs off
pat_... It's no good trying tb Work it out when
you're in the exam."
(Revision;
physics,
student 10).

"YOu'Ve just got to go over, reading the notes
There's not really any questions you can
attrmpt ... It's just reading the notes and
hoping it sinks in".
(Revision;
engineering,
student 3);
Similar indications are given by the social
scientits and artists, although these students also
Mention an emphasis on memorizing_ vague generalities
as well as specific procedures and fadtSt
"Preparing for an exam, you learn your fattt;
then you have to memorize theM, and sort of
Vague, sort of aspects of it ..12 (Exam; revision;
history, student 2);

"What gets tested in_the exam is short-term recall, that's all
S0 in revising fer an exam
I just cram my mind with_such facts as I con.7.
sider to_be pertinent, to be able to trot off
these names of people or places, dates or whatever
"
(Revision, history, student 4).
Surface 3

This sub-category is very often combined empirically with Si;
The conceptual distinction, however,
is between_
purposelessness and unreiatedrieSS-;_ S3
is frequently seen by students to be dissatisfying,
but necessary because of contextual constraints
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(such as lack td. interest. in a required subject) .
Indications of the sub- category in engineering and
physics are_descriptiens of the unthinking use of
procedures (e.g. equations) in solving problems; or
the glossing-over of the meaning of the problem:

"The first one, well I know that formula off
It's just a simple formula.
from last year.
You shove in a number and it comes out straight
physics, student 5);
(Problem-solving;
away."
"There'll be a topic in the book which the
question comes under, and then you hunt through
that section_ to see if they've got any ... Hopefully, they'll have thi; exact question and you _
can copy it_straight dawn without doing any work
at all ... ftsually you have to hunt out the
various related equations, then you just apply
That's all really."
these to the problem.
physics, student I2).
(Problem-solving;
_

Alte77latively, science students describe a process of s t-ting through data without trying to
understan: it; just_learning techniques, or "just
getting it done withoUt enjoying it or thinking
Psychology, history and English students'
about it".
indications of this category often consist of descriptions of a passive, unthinking, vague approach to
for example:
a task;
_

_

"_The topic was causes and consequences (of the
Reform Act) so I was sort of looking through for
causes and consequences, as opposed to anything
else that was relevant ... I wasn't really very
interested, so I didn't spend a lot of time_on
it basically ... I just read what it said, I
student 2).
(history;
don't know really."

A slightly different indir, ion is of being
easily distracted by similar (i),c irrelevant) material
when reading, and of oversimplifying, or "going off
the p-int" when writing:
"I have too many ideas running through my head
and if I_let_myself run away with my ideas, I
can completely come off the subject of the
question; and I used to be really bad about
(Essaythat; but I'm_not so bad about it now."
writing; English, student 6).
"I tend t0 be a bit specific initially; but I
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do tind th,ii_l_yeLmisled_very easily and as
soon_as another area comes up which
perhaps,
not_quite to do with the topic that I'm wanting
to look at specifically but has interesting
connections then I go off on tangents.
Very
regularly end up sort of miles away from where
I originally started."
(Reading books and
articles;
psychology, student 10).
STYLES AND PATHOLOGIES OP LEARNING IN DIFFERENT
SUBJECT AREAS
The differeno:s we have deSeribed above are
clearly related to the different nature of typical
learning tasks in lifferent La:bject areas.
It is
difficult not to i.e aware of a parallel_ between the
difference-a descrived by Pask (1976;
1977) in
relation to learniny strategies and styles and the

prosont_ tindinqs.
Iii arts and social_ science; it
.it fears that. a deep level approach relies relatively

more - at Mast initially - on a holist strategy
(an emphasis_on_personal experiences; uniquene88 of
experiencei interpretation, illUStration, the general

relation 01 ideas).
In science serialist
strateyies are more common (an emphasis is Apparent,
for example; on seeing relationships_within the context of the taskrather than in a more genera/ way,
or in making relationships between theoretical
ideas)

Itwould appear that the holist- serialist and
comprehension-operation diStinctions describe
differendeS not only between strategies_and individuals within -a_ subject area (Pask, 1976;
Laurillard, 1978); bUtMalso differences between the
demands made by learning tasks in different subject
areas.
It is Important to recognize the difference
in the Meaning of_thedeep-surface dichotomy which
hinges on this distinction
Deep approaches in
science may contain elements whichin arts terms
wouldusually_be_classified as surface; a serialist
strategy may involve rote learning or -a very narrow
focuS on procedures as_a_stage prior to a deep
approach.
This-strategy is not of course, unique
to science tasks;
but it is more common in science
taskt than in arts ones.
It is alSO possible to_see similarities between
the surface sub-categories in -the students' descriptions of their experiences and Pask's concepts of
globetrotting and improvidence.
In so -far as
holist strategies are more commonly used in the
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first stages (d arts and social science tasks or
topics, and serialist strategies in science, it
might be deduced that science students are more
likely to display improvidence,_and artists globeThe evidence from the interviews_Is__
trotting.
Arts students are more 'gendralied" in
equivocal.
their indications of surface approachesi but this is
describes
S
not the same thing as globetrotting.
something close to improvidence (over-cau1 tious reliance on detail and failUre to use valid analogies
or to see.relationships), but it occurs at least as
commonly in arts Lrld social science as in science.
On the other hand, S-3 contains some suggestion of
globetrotting for the arts and social science students,
WO Shall look at
but not for the scientists.
further evidence concerning the presence of patholodifferent subject areas in
gies of learning
chapter 9.
_

CONTEXTS 01' ',CANNING

All the tntetviews included questions specifically concornol with the students' perceptions of
The questions dealt with
the learning environment
a
teachincr asse:Jsment, -ad course structures;
the student's perception of
t r
genera1_,1,1!st:on
fcarares of the courses and the
the good .ind
Except in the psythoi.:gy
frelnded.
department
departments, the student=, were also
and enginuel.
asked about r: context of specific 3cnrning tasks.
For example; :f a student indicated a surfar'c
approach to one task and a deep approach to another
or differeet approacnes within the same cask - he
was invIced to give a reason for tl-ri difference.
By far the most important ca.ceory to emerge
from the analysis of students' descriptions of their
experiences was that represented in the earlier
versions of the CPQ by the commitment to teaching and
This category
relationships with students scales.
refers to the tlitlity of teaching in the department
and to the extent to which staff seem to understand
It was
the learning requirements of the students.
apparent in the interviews of students in all the
departments;
"The thing with the independent studies staff is
that they're all so amiable ... they're so helpif you go to them with a problem they_can
They all seem very_
usually find some answer
committed to the idea of independent studies, they
all feel that they're doing a worthwhile thing."
(independent studies, student 2).
_

.
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"Some (leoLureli) have been very good; partly
because they've been well not flippantly
deliVered:butcertainly humorously; and with
.in entertaini.ig streak;
Others have been
puttiilj across too many facts:, and they seem to
have been_badly prepared and badly put across.
There's ono- lecturer
who is very clever, he
knows it all, but I wish he'd try to share it a
bit more with_people; and just try and condense
the things he's saying, because he often-- repeats
himself and makes note-taking diffitUlt."
(history
student 5):

"There are some lecturers who Will think about
anything you say, and say, Oh; I hadnt
thought_of that, let's see what it leads to.
And there are other lettUters who will just go
on talking almost to themselves ..;" (physics,
student 10).
"AS long as_I'm doing a_subject that i't
interested in it doesn't really matter tg me
how they do it.. .I_prefer departments to be
organized and efficient; an
Lab; more important
that's caring about their students.
_

That to mg _isore
m important than the procedure
of the coursework; you know, what they decide
to do and whatthey_decide to leave out from
their courses doesn't bother me." (teiglish,
student 6).

"My criticisms will be very tlesely aligned to
I think; the lack of empathy that -some of the
staff-have about the ability levels of the
students relative to their subject.
Not
telatiVe to being able to be_good enough to be
at university if you like; bUt relative to the
fact that the concrete knowledge that they have
is virtually nil in some of the areas that we've
talked about, at a very:nigh level.
So you czA't
attach anything_that you've been told to something that you already know; Whith of course is
a very important point in_ learning ... I think
it's the overall problem of the experts coming
in and having to give courses in a few weeks_ on
their particular_interesti and they have such a
wealth of knowledge in that area that they start
at too high a level.___That's what I think
happens._ They've gone so far into their own
area that_they've forgotten that we knpw nothing;
essentially, compared with them."(psychology;
student 7).
_
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The interview data reveal an aspect of students'
evaluations which the CPQ does not: staff in the
same department are compared with each other; and
some are seen to be more effective than others.
While students do not seem to experience difficulty
in describing the characteristics of the department
as a whole, the - interviews show that these general
descriptions hide important differences.
Several other categories of 'description emerging
from the interview analysis appear to have an_evaluThe first of these corresponds to
ative element.
the freedom in learning factor discovered in the
questionnaire analysis:
"I'm not sure where the system.'s failing_ but
there isn't the exchange of ideas, the sharing
It's this very formal or
of information

objectified way of looking at work, at what has
been produced in work; instead of ... being
more informal and relaxed about_it, somehow
stimulating much more beneficial discussion ...
there isn't enough of that - you've got eo
stick to the structure and plough through it."
(psychology, student 10).
The assessment and workload category corresponds
to the workload factor:
"If I have started in plenty of time, then I do
thinking_about the subject itself, more
!:an perhaps if I've got to hand it in, but
basically it's all a bit of a struggle, just to
hand things in, as opposed to being interesting;
you're working against a time deadline instead
(history, student 2).
of for your own benefit."
"The exams_dor't exactly fill me with enthusiasm,
We've
particularly the electronic.; papers.
got six papers for two units, which seems an
I know even the_staff admit the
awful lot.
workload in the second year is high, really
(engineering; student 5).
tough on us."
"I look at (the topic) and I think to myself;
'Well, I can do that if_I can be bothered to
hunt through hundreds of textbooks and do the
work' - and you sort of relate that to the
value of the work in the course; which is
virtually zero because it's so much exam assessI just_don't bother with it until the
ment
exams come round ... my revis'on is basically
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for the exams, purely and simply_ aimed at passing the exams without_bothering too much about
studying the subject."
(physics, student 12).
Social climate -and clear goals
standards
also seem to be evaluative, although perhaps_ not as
strongly so as the categories already described:

"The Only thing I've got against_it ;._; is the
isolation that's involved for independent
studies majors.
I suppose to some extent that
is one's own bag, you know, and -it's up to one
to make_more contacts, but one finds oneself
rather isolated, because you're not going to
routinely convened classes, very often, and that
means you don't meet very many people.
They
tried having:seminars but they_were very poorly
attended ..." (independent studies, student 29).
"We all do the same thing, we all talk about it
more than people in most departments.
You can
learn a lot from this
everything's relevant to
everybody else._
I know 95% of the other
students socially."
(engineering, student 1);

The first term, I seemed to have done a lot of
work, and I hadn't got anything_back at all, and
I just had no idea_how I was doing.
I got
quite worried really."
(English, student 5).
Two further_ categories derived from the interformal teaching methods_and vocational
relev.ince - correspond exactly to the CPQ scales of
the same names.
They are descriptive rather than
vi:lw analysis

evaluve categories.

In a:Idition to_the more general descriptions and
evaluatic
of teaching, assessment, and courses, two
categories referring to the context of specific
learning tesKs were apparent in the analysis of the
intervieWS:
the student:_s_background knowledge of
the topic
subject of which the task forms a part,
and
_level of interest in or personal commitment
to a task.
These categories are intimately associated in the trc,nscripts with the approaches students
describe to different tasks and will be discussed in
a later sector..

The interview analysis confirms the finding of
the CPQ analysis that the six departments_ provide very
different contexts of learning;
The differences between the departments correspond closely to the

1 IQ
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differences identified by the CPQ (see Chapter 7),
and are not repeated here.
The categories of description themSelVe8 de not
appear to differ in meaning from one subject -area to
the deep and surface
another to the extent
The lain evaluat:on
approach cateqories co.
variable, Cettespondih.j to the relationships with
students and commitment to teaching scales (and
their later refinements) of the CPQ, occurs in_a_
One relatively
similar forM in all the interviews.
minor difference is that social science studeatS
attach More importance to close personal relat2.on7
ships with staff than students in the other. departThere are more differences in emphasis in
ments.
Peteeived excessive formality
the other categories:
of the assessment system and a lack of f.lexibility
in thebSing assignments is of greater concern to arts
In
and social scientists than to science students.
the vocationally-orientated engineering_ department,
a heavy workload was not exactly welcomed, -but was
Lecognised as being necessary in order to fUlfil the
professionally-defined demands of the syllabus.
.

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN STRATEGIC STUDY METHODS

We have so far focused mainly on differences
between categories describing levels of, approach_and
WO shall now look
types of departmental context.
at_some categories describing differences betWeen
IndiVidUal students which emerged from the interviews.

The interviews_included two questions taken
from Miller and Patlett'S study of studentsi_examination strategies in a Scottish university (Millet
"Do you think there is any
and Patlett; 1974):
technique involved in examinations, or not?" and
"Do you think the staff get an impression of you
To these questions were
during the ,ear., or not?";
added others aLout techniques in essay-Wtiting or
The purpose of these
project-report writing.
questions was to see N;41ietlier the kinds of strategies

identified by Miller and Parlett would also be
present in different environments - viz.; in departments in which continuous assessment as well as
assessment by final examinations was practised, and
in science as well as in Social science_ departments.
A preliminary analysis of the psychblogy
stUderit81 interviews suggested that Miller and___
Parlett's findingS were fairly closely replicated.
Most students could be classified into one of the
categories of cue - seeker; cue-conscious, and cue-deaf
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using judgeMcuL instrucLions similar to Miller and
Pariettit th,idified Lo include continuous_assessment
tasks.
students, for example, not only
tried_to make favoUrable impressions on staff; and
searched for cues to examination topics; but alSO
took special care to select essay topics, and -write
essays; beating in mind the likes and dislikes of the
particular tutor who had_set them;
The engineering Students presented quite a
different picture.
Cue7seeking; as defined by
Miller and Parletti simply did not exist.
Some
students were Mere strategic than others; but instead
Of using cue7seeking tactics, they used other i_thods
of maximizing- assessment outcomes. These included
paying special attention to the detailed requirements
of a tutor when presenting written work, and the
meticulous study of past examination papers:
These
students would _probably be_classified as cue - conscious
in Miller and Parlettis scheme, but this would fail
to distinguish a small_group within this category
who displayed a particularly strong determination_to
succeed by using these tactics._ Some of them were
aware that attempts to make good personal impressions
and to seek out favoured examination topics might
have the opposite effect in this environment to that
intended, because of the formality of the teaching
and staff-student telationships_in_the department.
These differences led to an attempt to deVe100
a more general model of strategic methods.
Miller
and Parlett'S study represents a special case within

this model._

There are three main categories: most strategic;
interMediate, and_least_strategic.
Students who
consistently indicate active attempt:. to use selective effort in relation to assessment tasks (e.g.essay preparation or examination revision) are Clattified as most strategic.
These students -(n =6) often
also indiCate the useof_impression management;
They are frequently critical of the assessment system,
but see it -as a game to be played and -won.
An
pression of a rather_ruthlessi calculating approach
is usually given (cf; Wankowski, 1973; Entwistle
and Wilson; 1977).
Within_this category, cue-seeking students can be identified in some departMents.
The classic_cue-seeking variant is best exemplified
in the psychology department:
"Sometimes I find Myself writing -for a tutor;
writing for a marker ... With that essay I was
just discussing; that reference group one, I
wrote with the image of the marker in mind; the
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personality, the person, J find that's important,
to know who's going to be marking your paper ...
Question-guessing is the most_important
Make a good stab at
{examination technique)
the questions that yol: think you are going to
come up - just rationalize it and just work on
the areas you think are going to be asked."
(psychology, student 7);

"I like to give the impression that I'm out to
get a First and hope that they'll treat me in
I think if I stress my
that sort of way.
intention often enough, they'll sympathize
with me." (psychology, stUdent 5).
It was also apparent in some of the history and
independent studies students. For example:
"Staff certainly get an impression of me ... All
I know of
essay marking is subjective.
instances where I've handed in a good essay and
I had a
got an indifferent mark for it.
I thought,
debriefing session with the tutor
Well, my next essay I'll get a better mark for
Arid I wrote perhaps not such a good
it
essay and got an excellent, mark for_it, which
But in the context
I didn't really deserve.
of the learning process the tutor has an
impression of you ... it all adds up to your
(history,
essay mark and your exam marks."
student 4)
.

In the_ engineering department the highly strateBut
gic approach was not at all like cue-seeking.
the approach was related to an extrinsic, competitive
motivation in this discipline mw:e than in- any other.
Notice how the next student relates the absence of
cue- seeking to the type of field in which he is
studying, and at the same time illustrates his
awareness of the assessment "game" in other subject
areas:

"The lecturer told us his marking scheme; and
16 of the_possible 20 marks went for the design, building, and performance of the bridge.
It was a model bridge, and only 4 marks, 20%
of the marks, were_available for the report.
So obvously I didn't put much effort into that
at alli obviously I didn't spend three weeks
Writing it up . . I'm well aware that I'm here
to get a degree you know, you don't write what
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iii think, you write what the tutor wants you
to think.
And in engineering in general there's
not muCh_room_forthat.
I think there would be
a_ lot more room for
jL more subjective things,
and I would do is even more then, presumably:
(-engineering, student 6).

The absence of cue seeking in the engineering
department_appears to be related to the degree of
formality in_the learning context.
While cue -seeking may be effective in a fairly personalized and
informal environment it is probably counterproductive
in more formally organized departments.
Even a
tactic such as selective revision of examination
topics may be less effective in departments where
khOWledge_is_more_hierarchically organised._
There were no students in the phy-sio department
who could be unambiguously clasSified into the most_
stratugic_,:dte,Tory, but another student describeS the
Association between strategies and subject area:
"You_sort of hear people in arts subjects
'Hu's bound to ask a qiiestion on such a
_But in physics the thing's much more
continuous in a way;
YOU tan answer a question on 01adstone'sforeign policy; but - there's
lots of ways of setting up a question ih physics.
You can never be sure exactly what questions
are going to come up." (physics, student 2);

The opposite extreme to the most strategic
students is demonstrated by the transcripts Of
students in the least strategic category (n=20).
These students do not use selective effort -in
relation to assessment tasks.
They are often not
interested in obtaining a good degree.
The assessment_System is typically- externalized and reified:
the students possess confidence in its reliability
and Validity as_a_means of classification._ They
think_ that the impression they Make Oh staff Will
probably not affect their grades; they may or may
not speak_of using specific examination techniques.
A very small number of stbdent6 from this category Can be further classified as cue- deaf.Nearly
all students in the prusent investigation, hb%74evet,
revealed at least a modest acquaintance with the idea
that some students might be able to influence their
grades_by a judicious choice of assessment techniques.
The following extracts examplify the least strategic
category:
2 5 7
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Just revise early;_try_and_ read through everything once
... I would have thought that (the staff's) impression of
you couldn't affect -your degree to any great extent.
(physics, student II).

You get this stuff about examination bias and all the
don't really think that teachers are
but
rest of it
that naive as to let their personal feelings about that
(psychology; student 4
person influence ille111 in any way.
I

L'm not sure how they do go about marking essays and
I mean they might just go off what is
things like that.
there, but they could bear in mind, perhaps, if you didn't
seminars ... I'm not sure;
(English, student 38).
t

in in Ling up projects) as long as you get down all the
facts you can, without padding it out too much, following
some sort of given, you know, they give you what they
think they_want; and you try and follow the list; then_I
(engineering, student 8).
think that's What they want.

he you think the impression staff get of you could
I!
affect your degree result?
;:ort of; the way I could work at all.
St
No, it's out
want to, not because
do it because
do something
If
That's
might get a 2i instead of a 2ii, or something,
(history; student 2).
not particularly important to me.
I

I

I

I

The_largest_gioup of students (n=28) was classiSome of the students were
fied as intermediate.
inevitably; doubtful
very difficult to classify;
Some students
cases have regressed to this category
were almost "beyond" cue-seeking, being fully aware
of the - possible biases of the assessment system:, but
determined to go their own way and study what they
wanted to study; despite any harmful effect on their
others were hardly conscious of the
degree result;
assessment "game" at all., except for an occasional
suggestion in their interviews that they might be
dwaru that perfect objectivity in gtading did not
This category cc'rresponds to cue-consciousexist.
there
ness for students in some -of the departments:
was an awareness of the effects of impression-management; and an understanding_of the presence_of cues
to examination topics displayed by 'hese students;
without active and consistent attempts to seek out
cues and make favourable impressions on staff being
shown.
think it's a fay arable impression (that -staff get of
me)... If people know you, know your capabilities and
I
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how you
it
you're writing a question they
read_into it a lot o: the_time what they know you'
meant... t think it L:in liaVe adv-zintageS.
Although it
shouldn't really.
(independent studies; student 5).

II you really make yourself noticed it could have an
effect (on degree results),... but
don't think it's
significant in my casd.
Student 13).
I

The. Main

technique is to study past pai-7.-era

as many as you can get hold of and for as long as you've
gbt the time
the study of past papers is very
essential.
(engineering, student 2).
There's a lot of bluftTing_ involved (in seminars).
If
you just know basically WhOt you'ce supposed to be
talking about and throw a few intelligent comments in
once in a while; you can create c;uite a good
hot the impression coUldn't affect my degree result much
I'm .1 close friend of -my tutor; but I don't play oh
it.
(history, student 13)
,

Yiu have to talk in seminars; and they hear What you say,
and they can make a lot of inferences about you from
what you say.
And also; of course; from_ other things
like your appearance and the way you speak, the way you
put yourself over
Theyknow I know_my stuff and that
l_speak when i've got something valuable to
(hnglish, stOdent 6).
(Lectures are useful to get) 0 person's idedS, possibly,
sometimes you get the lecturer's view on it; lnd you
think
ah; that could come in handy for khowi.,g What
she thinks, playing the game or something.
(psychology,
student 2).

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN DEEP AND SURFACE APPROACHES
TO STUDYING

Tae major conclusion of Laurillard's resarch

_

(Laurillard
1978) waa that students' strategies and
approaches to learning were context-dependent:

dichotomised descriptions of learning_such as deep/
surf2ce couId not be applied to indiVidual StUdents
but could be used to describe students in particular
learning E.,tuatiOns.
It is nevertheless possible to
maintain that While students are influenced by the
demands of learning tasks and their contexts
they
might also have relatively stable preferences for
one zipproac:h or the other.
There seems to be no
logical flaw in this argument for consistency and
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variability in approach (Entwistici 1979).
The Interview transcripts were therefore examined
again in order to see whether consistent differences
between individuais_couid be identified:, despite the
fact that every student had mentioned the use of both
The following judgedeep and surface approaches.
ment instructions Were developed in order to make
explicit the grounds for classification:
1.

What general approach to studying is mentioned?
"I usually find that I ,.."
e.g.
"I generally try to ..."
'On the whole I am able to ..."
(see student 7, historyi below; for a
more extended example)

If generally deep, classify as deep:
generally surface, classify as surface.

if

2.

What is the relationship between intention and
process?
i.o: Dees the student speak of succeeding in
carrying out deep intentions (classify as deep),
or_does_he contrast intention and process?
(classify as surface)

3:

Does the student concentrate in _his responses
on the technical aspects of studying when
asked about how. he goes about studying?
"I read this page, then I turned to the
e.g.
back of the book and spent ten minutes
looking up the index .;." (- surface)

4.

Does the student make a distinction between the
merely technical and the actual process of
(classify as deep)
studying?

5.

Is academic !:nowledge seen as a part of the
Is an interest expressedin learning
stuuent?
.Does
(classify as deep):
for learning's sake?
the student talk of the excitement of learning
tr
Is_he able to
express.a desire to learn?
fluentty about the process of learning
tiabove)i as if it had been reflected on
(= deep).
ro the interview?
'

.

6:

Is academic knowledge seen as.externali a threat
a source of distress or anxiety, not part of
oneself, something that happens to the learner?
(classify as surface);
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Catc,;orie,;
resemble the differences
described by Salj6 in his studs of the development
of sidbj,2,iive conceptions of learniny (Sdlje, 1979a,
b,c).
Learning in the "taken-for-granted" pors-_
pectiVe is essentially a reproductive process (c. f,
develOpMeht in Perry's model
(1970))3
Learning later becomes; for some experielied learners, "themaLizee: the learner becomes
aware of the influence of the context of learning,
is able t0 contrast Learning "fur life" with learninjin School, and typically Makes a diStinction
.k

1

t.

between rote learriin(l and "real learning" (tinders

rid)

distintion bot,deen consistent deep and con-r.
.:broaches is perhaps most effectively
illustrated by sc!:,e rather more extensive extracts
the intervieW transcripts:

sisto-nt

.

realize th,rc, there was
structure in
tnii , the:. were tcaLtilt.: us and it wasn't just
load
A
.oat's only a r,-.,;:ent, recent realization,
erbAp,
this term.
start,-.J 10 realize it when
thA
Li, Nn,:lish I'm doing for my :rec ninth, er,
I

.1

[u.

.1

I

I

i

.sc
..on, Led L.. pt,
110 1.0
the 110
Ii it
very
loSe to the psycholo;ist, oily he write
in , ,:reAtive 7 no; not_ creALive
A more artistic
: .

li

Lo

:fle

A:;,1

.

w'1,.:1

realLed th.it thoSe Wore So eloSe

I

I

re_Alicd how iiterelated All the topes in
were.
And that's when
also read some articles
I

on erea:i.:Ity:
.z1.1

A

that's when
suddenly realized that
,wn pattern on it would probably make a better
;:...r,7
,:tljoyable essay,
And the little

AnCdOte is that

I

4:.A.

I

An A tor the tirst 0!-;S:0' d nc in the

,:arried un.
lairly rcIOVAnt and I think,

can see Perry as brine;
couldn't have seen him as
hein.; relevant unttl J'd ot into Som,. of the Sta:;es mySoil,
So bin: taight about it in
first year didn't
redliv heip hidaUse
didn't tinders.
Hal; what they
were toa.:him:, or
thought;
tn0An;
.1eW the facts sort
01 iut
didn't
What was real!y y,:ant 'cos yon can't
understand there are tw,, :ides to an argument
if that'S
what yo,l'-e understanding
until you see there are two
sides
... I've become more interested in the
,Idhje::,
think.
I've bei:un to understand more o: the
,,dble,t, And perhapi4; learned, learned
tklat- can
everyday !lie
:ink:cessfully,
MA:l
my
1'v, learned perhaps, perhaps
h,tier wA ol
vchod, y, ,,'cadent 6).
I

1

I

.2

1

I

1

I

I

I
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SC-17..dett;
SUM:AU:

don't_really like seminars anyway.
Why nal?
don't know, er, they seem lalse to me, they, you've
S:
um; _you all know that: that you're not enjoying them,
you're Just the r[ because you have Co , because they're
supposed to be compulsory, your tutor's going to mirk your
essays anyway, so you might as well go and show willing
think there's a lot of
don't like seminars ...
but
mean the two practicals count,
holher_invaIved [11; er.
don't think it is, just the writing
and it's not just,
mean that
up the report at the end that you hand in
Might ho alright; lint it's the way you ho about organizing
you're in a statc and, you go and see
11
the practical.
your tutor; and you say, er, "can't get enough subjects"
or "somethlog's gone wrozw".. then, it's nur going to give
mean you're going to feel like that aren't
you much.
two inches tall_; and you can't help but think; well
you
S:

I

1:

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

when he's making it he's going to remember that learnc
to him all in a statu, I couldn't really organize it
fhink they give a tot of worry to people.
think,
(psychology, student S).

I

I

DELI':

What sorts oithings were going through your head as
1:
you were reading it?
Pleasure at somebbdy being able to handle such a com
S:
pleK.subjeet as what's wrong with society with great
lucidity and clarity; admirac ion at his achievement in
identifying the failures of the industrial worldview and
yet also positively being able to make positive suggestions
about what might be done to correct deficiencies ... I__
was happy too that it linked in with what I'd been reading
about the development of seience_and scientific traditions.
It just really wc.s a book which linked together lots of
L
different things_that I already knewin one pattern
was continually linking together. different things.
(independent studies, student 29).
SURFACE:

do you think you have to ... Do you think there's
We
1:
any special thing you have to do when you are preparing for
them, revising for exams?
Um; definitely going through problem sheets and the
S:
I suppose to find out;_ that
worked solutions and that.
way; you came across, all tho likely combinatrons of things
they're going to stick in; like_rotten things ... Then you
concentrate more on the, ins and outs of the problems
You know what might
related to this part of the course.
the prob, what might the er, what shall I say; roam; awkward
parts they are going to put in, you go through the past
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pi b oji sheC

you
u, see what, ins, intricate lILLLc
piecesthcy arogoin),. to put_ini_yon l_alow to try and fool
you d:Id
that
(engineering;, student 7).
DEEP:

though, that wig.; .iuite an iMC0170tiCiti$; (essay)

I

actually, hncinso it was somethir,! like "What scope is
there for individual initiative is a gronp?"; and that_
makes me think; oh what; [Is -c's .filite a few terms you've
to sort_ out here, cr,
thing, how can
you take it, and
decided that.; you can
me dnin
freedom to act independently of the group and
iiiiti.itive
freedom to think independently of a
group.
And
Look that_sort of lino oil It Whith I
thought would be a bit different
know how boring it
must be to mark thirty_essays all the ,ame
AC first I
was a bit ; -I thought, Ott Cod, how out 1 going LO start,
don't rOallyknowWhere my emphasis lies -at the moment
before I've done a bit of work vii it.
f know roughly
that I'm ;oing to do this ireedom to act/freedom to think
bit, how does it interrelate?
So I just started reading,
on the first chapter I think it was On that book called
%Coups". and, el- it was a good chapter 'cos it organised
all the readings that were to_follow
it was done by tht
editors themselves ... Which led me off to the readings
in that, all, which led me oft to further articles; and at
the end of it. making notes on my, on the things I was
reading,
had a great wad of it which, by that time; I
had an idea
how my initial conception of the probleM
could be uai,d co sort out all the information I'd now got.
I

I

l

it all gOrtoffitted together quite nicely.
_'Cos
1 was writing
was thinking about hOW I was
going N.). how the final prOduct was going to come about
and, er, that sort of directed my_reading in fact; I'd
read something and I'd think: well. hi:WS this fitting in
With what I've thought,Iboutso far, and once
got to
ALIO:. as

that stage I'd thinks -well; where do I go from here.
And
so I was using what I'd just read to determine what I'd
read next, and I kept going until I had to go to bed:
(psychology; student 5)
SURFACE:
You look for different people!s ideas; the
different authors'_ideas, and compare, then sort of work
out what you think'srelevant yourself ... I find it_
difficult trying to work out_in my own mind what I think
is relevant, because obviously so many people have written
pages and pages on one subject,
I_find it difficult to
find what's relevant for myself.
nrikiiig my owii mind up
T find very complicated.
You spend such a short p, iod
of time
the other people have spent year and years
(history; student 2).

ISO
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I
!..,1(
.0 Icol it's quite a challenge.
llWAC1.:
lit. to find a particular
like getting a lot ol ideas,
IiuL I _tend
bit more interesting.
angle for it, make
to give up on them (essays), I tend to write very confused
have all those ideas going through my
essays because
don't put them down in
wrIte them down, but
he
And
tend to do
,are particular logical sort of plan
because there the coniLsion doesn't_
butte:- in
as the relivant. points are there
matter so mnc11, as
de to link ideas together ...
don't seem L,
(history, student
I

I

i

I

I

I

.

I

It is possible to see a logical continuity between
the consistent deep category, Pask's concept of verVersatility
satility and strategic study methods,
in a "thematIzed" learner - shown by the ability to
alternate between a grasp of the whole and its implications and the process _of building up_an understand-7
is well demonst'ated
worKing Uirough details
by this student:
!'
tend to do initially on an essay or a
What
will make up perhaps a sh-!: or a long bibi:.1!.2p.ay,
ti

I

I

depending on whit it t4; or :Joks aad articles that
think are relevant as source material, and then at first
I'll Lend Lo jin t_go through those one by one, picking out
think are relevant; giving Me some
out points which
And tueL, .Ther I've
sort of framework to work on.
built up quite a large body of note1; puh_:, y; from thati
then I'll get to the stage where I've got a very good
idea of how I'm going to organise the essay or the
dissertation or whatever.;_and_there'll be particular
There may be one or
areas then which I'M looking tor.
two particular points which l_want to see what Ot.ner
Anu so_wher,! previously I've
people have written about.
been going through the source material perhaPs one by
get down to more
one in_a rather general way; then
student 6),
(independent
specific detailS
I

I

Similarly, the concQpt of strategic study
.,1eLhods implies an ability to choose the most effectstrategy for the task in nand (sometimes this
m, pit mean taking a surface apprcuch) ,,n-td an aware'

nessof 'he purpose of the task and the way it relates
Coraistent deep_approaches
to the c irse as a whole..
were foi:nd to be positive.. and significantly related
to s...1.-tegie study metaods (Ramsden, 1981) .

Tn the it-smainder of this chapter we shall examine
some functional relationships between the categories
that have been identified in the previous analyses.
We Shall deal first witP students' perceptions of the
164.
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relationships l'otwett different subject areat and

t:LiaLegies of learninit.

OP LEARNING IN

'rERENT SUBJECT AREAS

Wu have ,;Uun that the subjective Meanings
ALLachild to the sub-eaLegOries of deep and sur;ace
apt
differ from one subject arca to another:
--Inction between the arts and science sul-ject
.?:eis is related to Patk's descriptions of differ'n;
:-AYLesand_strategies of learning'
It seems that
difterent subj,.1ct are-at Make differcnt_demandp ,.)n
tykes Of t_-r-tegy used by students.
Although the
interviews did not measure itty108 and strategics of
learning direitly; hiStbry, Englishi and physics
Sttidentswureasked whether they felt that there were
dirterenees between the ways in which students in
different s6b)ect areas studied.
To _what extent
did the tttud,q1Ls themselves perceive differ-bribes in
the type ut 1=t1-AL-ugy,uca in arts and sciences; and
iii the 16rnia.1 contexts provided by the different
kinds of departments?
Learning tasks in Science are typically described as hierarchical, Logical; heteregenebbt, and
-a

rule- ancl. procedUte-governed:

(Science) seem:, L6 be a constant sort of builtling thine
they
one week and build on -it ... know
in:; the formula; and using tliat, And applyingitto solve
Another h,rmola, etcetera.
(history, student 9).
A lot -at -our scitti is just sort of, you know, teaching us
116W
arguments, observing certain resUItS,

conc.eptsand how they're rotated, Where-As ... (physics,

student W.

It's much mere
-exact isn't the right word
but in
physics you're right or wrong ..._nere you can't think it
it happens.
(physics; student
Butacrthe sciences, they have L. be 1-.:ore caltIlating,
they have- to know lopeal eOnepts, the: have to know
Logical thing.it a-d how an answer will c,m our of a cal-

culationor a
w statements whin haVe been written
dawn.
(E)WiTh, student 6).

Arts and sf,cial science tasks; on nu other
hand; are seen to be interpretive, comparativegeneralized, more self-coverned, and not as diffiCult
or time - consuming:

1_82
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.teem to have a mu.11 easier time
(Arts student
more; al course, they've got to
They road a
these books, but ... it seems much easier
be just going on and on about what you yourself
In these other subjects you can just sort of go
think that". (physics, student
"l think this,
I

I

of it.

read all
seems to
think ...
on and on:
5).

1110 work demands, in a way, a completely different
For is it's more interpretation, more
intelligence.
AnAlYsis, more penetration into the material ,.. They

hive to :ook ahead to an answer: we have to look in
0:nglish,
For English you have to See implicit meaning.
student 61.
The history or politic:.- student is trying to interpret
the physics student is perhaps being mlie and
made:;
more precise whilst the history student is tr.:jug to
:1g round
the history student Li
geuerali e more

and round, sort of thin.

(history, stud...

t):

you're not learnin. something one
It's hard to explain
tend
week which 4111 lead you on to something 'se,
to Jikip about ... you can see things running through the
lectures, but they're -Ivry sort of tenuous ... it'S
(history, student
not something that you can build on.
9).
A lot. of

do this?
student

(history) is just hypothesis; why did this guy_
(physic:;;
it's a lot less certain.
and so on

These subjectively-defined differences are surprir;ingly similar (the differencesin_workload and
difficulty excepted) to Pask'S definitions of
operation learners and comprehension learners:
Operation learners pick up rules, metliddS, and details
... (the operation larner) _assimilates procedures and
builds concepts for isolated topics.

Comprehension I-ur-ers readily pick up an_overall
pieuure of the s.bject_matter ... (they) describe the
(Pask, 1976)
relationships by .teen topics.

Moreover; althoujh the two subject areas are
seen to requir^ different ways of learning, students
in each field ;1(lree on what the differences are.
And both gre,aps relate the differehces they jointly
identify to charv.cterlstie differences In the environments of arts c.nd science departments, as the
extracts show:
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In physics, in the .0
s, it's laid nut in the lectures,
everythiniz, tLat you do comes down; it's_wrttten on the
blackboard, it you Miss the lectures it's very I. min) r i:111 ,
really, because you miss out whole sections of the courses.
.,:hercas with the art:- vole could to a certain dcgrc.2.
think, be given A rt ding list and an e3sily list, an-! be
I

lett

to tutorials and seminars ... just left to do it AI
yoursell, with guidelines being set through the
tutorials ... It's guidelines in the arts, in the sciences;
i! 's just lines ;:long which you have to work.
here's
lu ;;ttidiug
you have to do this, and you're not given
any treedom of expression.
(physics; student 12).
There is a big division between science and arts.
My
friend does bioloi,y, and she seems -to have to learn so
many more facts than us, and there's so much more pressure,
especially this }roar.
She's always being given exams; at
the beginning of each term; so she has tb week hard in the
and yoti've got lots and lots of assignment. to
do each w,.e1,. and the actual exam is a
vast
She ean'c_ just_revise particular ;topics, because there's
a multiple
(exnntitition). Sometimes she just has
to memorLo tames, and things_ like that.
I know some
times she fec!s that she'd like to be able to think a
bit more about things, critically ... It's
rich more
speciti, kind-of silljeet, it's more systemat.le;
we're
lett to wirselves a lot ... we Imve much my
work to do
outside the actual set hour::.
(English, sti bent 5).

Ve do a lot more work than they do ... more often than not,
you hear people sy; "Oh; 1.
get an extension for my
essay for another two weekE
dr something;
if we asked
for an extension for our tutorial sheets, we'd he three
weeks behind ... (physics) is far more relevant to life
than the study of history is.
Admittedly; if you can
See what's gone on in the past, you can, it might help
you, but whereas if you get
:.;C:clu:IC.! degree you can go
directly into a scientifL, job
:iictory degrees,
there isn't much you can :JO
fr.i)i teaching, if you
specifically want to use his:or.) ..
'They perhaps don't
take it as seriously;
don't
it perhaps means as
much to them as ours does.
(physics: student 11).
I

:1

I

We call hand it

in -arid compare it with some other guy,

right or wron, wits fellow students; but there it seems
to b
just );eing
arni on about what you yourself think,
so y.01 can't really compare it waft other students to see
whit they thought of it.
(physics; student 5).
leeture timetable is pretty sparse, whereas I've got_a
triend who does eifilicering; and he's got days just lull

1S4
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slut!. hot I've of to do a hell at a lot more reading.
go Lo a lecture and it just introduces me to a subject,
suppose, guts an awf,d lot of it from
whereas he.
re. gets a lot more
seminars. practicals, and so on.
get an introduction to it. I
itttormat ion; whereas
of
I

I

I

;Tose .

(history, student.

I I).

Chink you have to learn things you don't
(In science)
want to learn a lot more than in English; you can't
(English
select as- much, because it all fits together.
student 38).
I

These contrasting descriptions of tasks and contexts certainly support the view that Pask's concepts
effectively measure differences betweeu_subject areas.
Subject area and learning strategy are functionally
related in the students' subjective conception-.
The match is remarkably accur=ate and makes ge
:;cience departments are seen to ri-we.
!car
goals; greater vocational relevance; less _f;:eedom in
all these things
Learning, and more formal teaching;
make for an environment in which serialist strategies
are encouraged (and probably rewarded); while the
reverse is true for arts students and in arts
Although both science and arts tasks
departments
may require both types of learning strategy (we have
seen that the ability to alternate between the two
is a characteristic of some competent learners); the
mixture is different.
The students relate t:,e
differences in learning strategies_to the way in
which the departments arc organized, as much as to
A
inherent differences in the subject matter.
matching process; whereby studc.rts w'th a preference
for comprehension learning gravitate towaids arts
departments; and operation learners towards science
It would
uepartments, presumably takes place.
seem that the distinctions are continually reinforced
at university
I;ent;e:

THE EFFECT OF TIIE LEARNING CONTEXT ON STUDENTS' LEVELS
APPROACH

Another important objective of the interview
-Qis was the exploration of posible relation_etween students' perceptions of the cpnLext
of learning and their levels of approach to learning
ana

tasks.

Eow do students exolain the fact that the -'

take different approaches to different tasks?
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Per students in all the depoi-tments, the guality
of Juacning and the eXtent Lo wliicli Staff lave help
and advice mn apprmaches to studying were related to
gmnerally 'avmnrahle mr unfavmurablia ,ittithdeS towards !earning and stui.slts' interest in what they
were studying.
The Iollmwing extracts froth the
interviews imuivide eNampleS of these relationships:
a

Interest

in sttdeuts; helpiultess ol ieahina

Certainty dn't

it you uet
itortls where th-e
sit:
.111,1 111.1k ,ti you stand
Hp arid di: the Work on 'he blackboard.
t:sually he picks
'ti people that can't do it; whick
[hunk tS
because yo,i
stuck up at the blackboard and made to_
it

kis I,

I

Bilk A tO61. And it switches you
of
chiuk
it, do fAif it this guy's going to It that lo
Ause
don't le. ru .inythinff;
nobody else le a r11 S
anytbin OeCAlUle it Likes you so
to do
qu,stion:
and it
you Yery Unhappy with that particular
course, so
Iosc interest in [he course.
(physics,
student l21.
I

PA

,

I

I

lin,' that the courses
do most work
. ar clue courses
where
get on with the tutors best ... A tutor can put
you otf the subject ... some of them don't like students;
I

I_

s they're noLiutere,Led. iu what students have to s;:y
unless
student

relevant

approAcb.

1.0

18).

Luckily I'm doing ssme courses with some aee,, tutors on
[hem
ul know, !::..2y make the 11,wks aomo al i0, heaUSO
they can talk abOilt rhoiii
direct you Lc a

l211ptlr Or

paStiagO, Ond

you ould si-ond an hour
eorio [o what von Clink

Yonta

.

r

of

I:,

f,-m

tne

all

aid I'm quite

;

In having someone wI
In iii
godsend.
(history. student 5).
(b)

and then just

i

IA

,

t

IC 11

IL

Comaa:cment co the subject
If
they (tutors) have enthusiasm, [hen
real!fire
[heir Own students with the subject, and the s'.udeuts

reallypick if up
really ;,00d at -arid otijoy
subject) but [hat' i-J
a particular tutar I've
had hai-I 1i-eau: so euthlsiastic that Le'ti given me :-:(1 enthnsiai4m for IL and new
really love the suhiyct.
the he:;inniu,; 01 ,another course) Ihe tutor win
I

At
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I..oat-niii()

ic_qtLia.:-; U I

HY

it

I

r

L.

i

It

."

a

1."..1

'

,

'

OV

it it 's tit

i gen-

he hasa

I

;

. I

Lit

.

I

.

.TI 1:1' t

:

larking in

tutu;

ii

st

I

I

mentioned what an
. is, lea a., w.ly 01 Lel I i ng how lo work IL
a
put iu a formula to get the eigen energy, but
it's applicable or noL,
ei:Leotun.tfaa.
(raySics, student 5).
t::.re's no WAY at knowing.
Tit
0i. oh
:

...

a

the

It',': it's.

think,
isms will he ...el.,. 0.osely aligned to,
i-.11pathy that s me of the stall have about the
tovels al the students relative to their subject.
ti h0ing able to be good enough to be at
ic.
':t rel
.OHOiSity, i: you like, but relative to rhe_fact_that the
.:1 tete ka.,...dedec that they have is virtually nil in some
its that we've _talked at, at a very high level.
too
atta0h anything that you've been told to
that you al.,.tdy know, which of course is a very
it t'
think it's the overall
it Icarniw2. ..,
tut_
ac Oft it'll H
Tait tilt in and having to give
le::: o t
011 their particular interest, and
'ty .rit

I

lick

iliZ

.

t

I

;

,,t knowledge in that area_ that

n a Wt'

it

'hunt's what I think
love' .
it
lit0y've gone so far into their own area that
y":, mu_..oftea that we know nothing, essentially, Com (psychol,gy, student 7).
them.
w'
leeturi

iii

ft_usually
oaaoepts are really difficult anyway.
certainly like to sit
think most people like.
Now the lecturers
,tad go -it my own sp,.!d.
hwn oa mv
5.

I

t

and they just keep going.
L
1.11. Wt!
(2::1a
T';T e caa s.t!,; "slow down" but people of course are
he tends
uride: st,?ad it.
t !icy don'
11. I ant I
behind IL, yen know, you
and once you
::.cp
.
(ens:incur ing, student
::et hack on terms.
t-O.T I
:

t

I

::.

doin,L i.tirivr analy,:itT, arid Lhe lecturer
that i t was some., hing ithttclt they used
t; .0
iii iii t Ttloon pi c L. res hack to earl'

e

eut

'dos.s i n : 7

i

l i t ey t
A
101
*::

ritiet,'

:ior ey..mlitl,2

ye:
-I

.

0: di:terence, vou can

.;

.,,L
,

I

it

1 .1..

i

T

i

is

t

wh

.,;,.
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being used

about why when you hang a
sounds. rzithet LIT :in when
one

note

.

Carl see why - and he was

:ktUdOnt-S' LY.periences of Learning
riAt ,
student

(,)

I

see why,

tt

aid mak,

(physi,s,

;

FCL111.1, i.

,11

pC1'1,11111.111,:l1

n
An c,;SAy :n
1n kW(' At
the l'canniw.: it
the s,:,:na team and
didn't yyt ;hose ha. .1: till this
term .., v.ul know, it's A hit
ult., when you're
writial
the Hest es:;ay, bra ans, y,11 want 1.,/ know where
ue W1,11,1 tutu the points 111.1A hAvc been Alright
ou'_
I

I

..
ti

By the time you've pot it back atter waiting A whole
m you've torcotteu what it's all about and it doesn't:
(Engl:sh, std iota

really 7:1,111 much then..

ii).

Unfavourable attitudes to studinq; lack of
interest, and, sighificantly, surface approaehes, were
related by the students to deficiencies of the ossessnt
sy-ita
(L.,specially inappropriate assessment
motho,is) , ro.ltri,-ted opportunities for self -di rection,

:caa

Uhl

wor}:Load:

Inappr.yri a o

.1,1:1,5:4Ment

MCL110A1i

look at (the topic) and
think to myself, "Well,
can do that it
an be bothered ti hunt through hundreds
ot te-::.thOoks and do the work" - And you sort of relate
that. to :he value of the work in the coukse, which is
virtually ::ere because it's so much exam assessment ...
ii:St
hother with it until the exams come around
... my revision is basically for the oxams_, purely and
I

I

I

I

simply Aimd at passing the exams without bothering too
much About .studying the subject.
(physics, student 12).
In independent studies you've -tot CO do the koursework
he good.
,jhereAs
know sunk' history
stude.:ts who've just got phenomcnally good memories and
have i,ot a very gook k2xam teclaiique, and did very little
revision, and just got good marks on the basis of,_ you
know parror.-fashion learning.
..independent studios,
and it's trot

1_,

In this ,....partment,

I

it

(the dc ign) tails that's like a

black mark.

P. sb.,uldn't be ... the l'rcrich civil
engine, who was
leadi:kg authority on the
de,' ;:k ct
sail :!.ere wits more
be learned from
lai It
than sncress.
He's
right of course.
So

if you nave A tAiltti..!, Lroviditig -.)u can .kccuunt for it,
then Co MC tints'_; A1, valid as something that passed.
(engine,ring. student 2).
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.111,1
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'Idepeodent
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in.xesled readilw, and suggested
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in idH.endent studies; so yoit have Co be
HIA7

it

i

hi.
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Learning

"

.:tudent:: to
t tijo:a and
It
It IL Ii
their
t

: , ulra:Jle oi_unfovourable attiif
,:111
learners
dopartmL,n:
t hit r

Tho ,dalont 's inteioSt. in an ac,demic task (or
studyinq 7. particular
to! hls prim pos:-_-,ession of somo Under-Standing

I

d

the !jell or
In Which a task is sitUatec
.1111,I
to he .u;intoioted with the probability of
:oop .11,1,1
toil
to the Lit*.
FOr example:
i

inteest
titO

i;:frestin:, there wasn't that mnolt ihere.
it
re:lily intently, it was more skimmha: throu:t11
k iii
lOr rert:1111 wyrds. science, the
revolutiota; dates as well, just to sort of
the points that
wanted.
(history, student
It

I

:t

I

reaain

t

I

I

I

:)0 you ary to get a graspof thv, the whole thing
'»Ilco you're teading an artielo; or .;.?
YcJu,
try,
try to,
don't often. qometimes,
'pink whit it's about, or
try to.

I:

I

I

I

I

I:

;hit
!aIII

y,u tind it difficult?
wouldn't 3ay
fo:tnd everythmig,
I

I

I

I,tunI

I

it difti 1111

,,trnd

I

would

ac,ordng to wlbt

it was about.
me;-, the
t lye readinF
was
telIiog you about,
;,t_ist couldn't be bothered to
pay Attention and see how one argument 01.) n!cted
wit h t he ot her.
-:chology, student 8).
I

I

,

I

.

tet:l
t

nit coutuin, (this subject).

Wi'cn
t
0mes CO
essays. beeans, I'm not very interes'ed in it,
rnsh t'iroall the books I'm reading tor tly essays,
still don't really ,..derstand it when I've il::shed
I
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:ftudLffitLf'

c.iI it

Ileac'.; sioli

,od

tnink
detail.
student
1

Itt of information

A

u calf citir.i ov,rsimPlif:2 fo ffo info too nnich.
(Inlish,
tend to oversimplify.
think
And
I

I

flo

Mlle best way to study) is to go through some work, and
IL depends
It's diflicult.
tfy dod g;t some solations.
IL's easy to
on how well one knows the subject as well.
You just
write questions for something you know well.
sort ot plod through And try and understand bits here and
(engineoring,, student
there in something you dont know.
l).

already know something abort the subject
think it
Because then
want to write, it helps.
About which
can write something out without having to reler to the
hooks first, sketch something ofit in much more detail
... this question was about
ratlwi than 'fist
and were aLtiLndes to them clifinging.
popular recreatio,
onnded in Folklore
a consuming
having beep
know gnats a lot
passion for Hu, I. _ eight ye:irs
kiat kind of wrote out 3 or
tio
About that. alread.
was
ve d basis fOr it ... menially
:,00 words whieh
.iccemplishing something useful.
muck more twin
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

(history, stn.'

I).

' -ii was A particle in a box, askin,.,, you

he actual quf_

ild describe ... we have come across at
had a picture
know,
In chemistry ...
similar prob
vas doing; MoSL definitely.
,71
what
in my mind's
think that_ is possibly because I've
could see IL
hadn't I'd just
already do it in ehemistry, awed if
it a lot of' figures and a lot of complicaLed1:AV.0 f_11010;nr_
(physics,
looking formatae, and left it at that.

want shape it

I

I

I

:

I

I

:-ftodetic

i).

It was like ono of the questions from a previous course,
ohien
ft wain a Schroedinger eqration for
could rHate.
A particle in A box whi4 I we'd solved generally before in
could see a picture of
could reiaLe
chemistry. so
knew basically what sort of answer
what.
wanted.
should met, anu from chat I could work my way through it
quite simply, sin problva
I

1

I

I

I

liasically
I couldn't do it.
The other bit was differL,Lf
gay- uf, with IL, because it was a function, which I've
thought
looked at it and
never really understood
"That foks complicated" .._. if_ .:gas very short; it looked
like it would nee- a lot of rearranging.(physics, student 6).
I

:

I

_
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Prom an entirely different standpoint, a recent study
of students' attributions of reasons for success and
failure in essays and examinations has produced comInterest (or the lack of it) in
plementary results.
an essay was found_to be the most commonly attributed
reason for a good (or poor) level of performance in
it (ilughes-Jones; 1979).

A somewhat more unusual_finding is the close
association revealed in the interview transcripts
between good_teaching;:favourable attitudes, and
(by implication) the conditions for deep level
The accepted view has been that quality
approaches.
and type of teaching is unrelated to student learnRecent
ing (see, e.g., Dubin and Taveggia, 1969);
Centra, 1976;
evidence (Hartnett_and Centra; 1977;
Fearn-Wannan, 1979) does; however; seem to suggest
that student satisfaction with teaching, and per,ceptions of lecturers' student-orientation, may be
positively related to student achievement.
STUDENTS' ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE
LbVOIS of approach and strategic study methods
are known to be positively related to the outcomes
of learning measured either qualitatively or quantitatiVely (See Marton and .51j8;_1976a; Miller and
-The
Sa"lj6, 1981).
Parlett; 1974; Svensson, 1977;
final section of this chapter looks at relationships
between outcomes and two of the categories derived
consistent deep or
from the interview analysis:
We
surface approaches and strategic_ study methods.
should expect deep approaches and highly strategic_
methods to correlate positively with the measure of
outcome used (degree result).
Final degree classifications were obtained for
the student sample, after each student had been
categorized on the approach and strategic dimensions.
It was possible to obtain the results of all bUt
(At least one of the_three - classithree students.
withdrew before final
fied as consistent surface
The results were coded by the conassessment).
ventional dichotomized measure of good degree (First
and Upper Second Class Honours) vs. other degree
(Lower Second or below).

1;1

cqp:vcioh (md tigreo renult

Tables 8;2 and 8.3 give the degree results and interview classifications of the_42 students who could be
placed into the consistent deep or surface categories
The
and for whom degree results could be obtained.
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pattern of the rutuLionhip is clearly in the hypothesized direction.
Only 5 of the 16 surface
studentS achieved Firsts or Upper Seconds, while 16
of the 2G deep students gained good degrees.
mct%/o,i (yid acfp,

These results appear in Tables 8.4 and 8.5.
Table 8.4 shows that strategic_methods are positively
but weakly- associated with good degree results.
The size of the relationship is reduced by the -large
"intermediate" category; which contains several
students who were difficult to classify.
Comparison
of the two extreme groups reveals_that_five of the
six most_stratogic students gained good degrees.
Table 8.5 shows that the difference between the mean
degree results of the most and least strategic
students is statistically significant.
CONCLUSIONS

__The_results presented in this chapter have confirmed the remarkable explanatory power of the qualitative methods first extensively used in the
Gothenburg investigations of student learning.
In
particular, they have demonstrated clear functional
relationships between the context_ of learning - the
type of task, the quality of teaching, and the
characteristics of academic departments - and the
approaches students use.
The next chapter returns to the quantitative
data collected in the survey of students' approaches
to studying in order to examine these eddcationally
important connections from another standpoint.
Table 8.2

LEVEL OF APPROACH AND DEGREE RESULT

APPROACH
Result

Deep

Surface

Total

Good degree

16

5

21

Other degree

10

11

21

Total

26

16

42

Corrected-

2(

2

= 2.52

;

p (one- tailed} <.06
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Table 8: 3

NEAN DECREE RESULTS FOR DE" AND SURFACE STUDENTS
(n =42)
(where deep = 1, surface = 2, geed d-egt-62 = 1;
other degree = 2)
p (one-tailed)

S.D.

Mean

Group

Deep

1.38

.50

Surface

1.69

.48

.03

-1.95

Table 8.4

slibvrEGIc STUDY METHOD AND DEGREE RESULT

STRATEGIC METHOD
Result

MOSt Strategic

Intermediate

Good degree

Least
Strategic

Total

14

8

27

Other degree

1

14

12

27

Total

6

28

20

54

= 3:47

Table 85:

n.s.

MEAN DEGREE RESULTS FOR MOST STRATEGIC AND LEAST
STRATEGIC STUDENTS (n = 26)

Group

Mean

S.D.

Most
strategic

1.17

.41

T

-1.92
Least

strategic

178

1.60

.50
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p (one-tailed)

.03

Chapter Nine

APPROACIU

TO LEARNING IN CONTRASTING DEPARTMENTS

The development of instruments designed to
measure students' perceptions of their courses and
their_approaches to studying was_described in_chaptors 4 and 7.
The next stage of the research
examined possible links between the scales of the
two questionnaires suggested by previous research
and by the result:: of the student interviews (chapter
8).
In what ways might contrasting academic contexts affect approaches to studying?
The interviews
had identified functional relationships between
levels of approach and students' perceptions of the
teaching and assessment they experienced; it was
also clear that the way students tackled academic
tasks was related to the subject area in which they
studied.
The intention of the_next part of the investigation was to test the validity of these connections,
and to try to disentangle the effects of subject area
and departmental organization, by using a _contrasting
methodology:
the statistical treatment of quantitative data from a large sample of students.

METHOD AND PURPOSE
The results described in this chapter derive
from the_servey of 2208 students in 66 departments
of engineering;_phySics; economics, psychology;
history and English carried out in 1979-80.
Students
completed both the approaches to studying inventory _
and the course perceptions questionnaire; the methods
used are presented in more detail in chapter 4.
The
scales of both instruments and their meaning are
given in Figure 9.1.

This chapter is based on chapter 6 in Ramsden (1981).
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Figure 9.1

SUBSCALES

rHE INVENTORY AND QUESTIONNAIRE

Subscale

Meaning

Deep approach
Relating ideas

Active questioning in learning
Relating to other parts of
course
Relating evidence to conclusions
Interest in learning for
learning's sake
Preoccupation with memorization
Relying_on staff to define
learning tasks
Pessimism and anxiety about
academic outcomes
Interest in courses for the
qualifications_they offer
Awareness of implications of
academic demands made by staff
Unable to work regularly and
effectively
Lack ofinterest and application
Competitive and confident
Readiness to map out subject
area and think divergently
Over-ready to jump to conclusions
Emphasis on facts and logical
analysis
Over-cautious reliance on
details
Lectures and classes more
important than individual_ stud:
Assessment standards and ends

Use of evidence
Intrinsic motivation

SurFace approach
Syllabus-boundness
Fear of failure

_

Extrinsic motivation
Strategic approach
Disorganized study methods
Negative attitudes to studying
Achievement motivation
Comprehension learning
Globetrotting
Operation learning
Improvidence

Formal teaching methods
Clear goals and standards

of ;studying clearly Defined_

Heavy pressures to fulfil task
requirements
Perceived relevance of courses
to careers
Well-prepared, helpful, committe.
teachers
Discretion of students to

Workload
Vocational relevance
Good teaching
Freedom in learning

choose andorganizeown work
Friendly staff attitudes and
preparedness to adapt to
students' needs_
Quality of academic and social
relationships between
students

Openness to students

Social climate
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_

The itiaLyses were des caned to investigate the

fellbWirig :luestions:
1.

To What extent can differences in students'
appro hes to studying ani_perceptions of the
context o learning by explained (a) by type of
discipline studied (b) 111 type of department;
after controlling for cubject area?

2.

What links between the two sets of scales can
be identified by means Of factor analysis?

3.

Using departments a:: units of analysis rather
than individual students, what associations
between orientations to studying and course perceptions can be_identified?
In Other words,
do contexts of learning appear to influence
approaches to studying?
Do sow approaches to studying seem to be
rewarded wnre highly (in terms of Self-,rated
perfOrmance) in some contexts than in others?
_

DIFFERENCES IN STUDENTS' APPROACHES IN CONTRASTING
SUBJECT AREAS
FrOM previous work, including the interview
study, it was expected that comprehension /earning
would_be found to be more OOP-it-Oh in the arts and

social science disciplines than the sciences; while
the reverse_ would be true of operation learning.
The two pathologies of learning would also be
differentially related to subject_ area_ (although the
interview- results showed that both path-el-Ogles could

bb identified in science and arts students): improvidence should be more in evidence in science; and
globetrotting in arts.
The four sub-scales making
up the meaning orientation scale (deep approach;
relating ideas;_use of evidence; and intrinsic
motivation) would provide evidence of disciplinary
differences if the interview results were to be
replicated:
De6p approach, intrinsic motivation,
and relating ideas items are more characteristic
of arts and social_science approaches; while the use
Of OVideribe subscale is more descriptive of science
approaches to learning_tasks:
_Earlier work had
also suggested that science students would be more
likely to be extrinsically motivated and syllabusbound (Entwistle and Wilson, 1977):
The remaining
subscalas were not expected to show large differences
between subject areas.
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tible 9:1

NEANN

NUBSCALES BY SUBJECT AREA

Deep approach

Relating ideas

(2)
(3)

(1)
(2)
(3)

10.21
10;53
11.28

.90

(1)

9;55
10.54

9;47**

UL35

.95
.77
.75

9.83
9.51
9.46

.54
.70
:46

2.51

1.26

(3)

8.05
8.29
9.06

(1)
(2)
(3)

13.13
13.23
12.60

1.28

(1)
(2)

8.96
8.18
7.22

.64
.84
82

24.82**

(1)
(2)
(3)

5 :87

5.91
5.73

.74
:74
.69

:29

(1)
(2)
(3)

6.93
6.01
3;08

1.69
2.01
1;09

(1)
(2)

10.37
10.27

(3)

9.80

.79
=55
.85

(1)
(2)

9.74
9.70
8.77

.88
1.03
1.22

5.45
5;47
5.70

.75
.89
:63

(2)
(3)

Use of evidence

(1)
(2)
(3)

Intrinsic marl.vation

Surface approach

Syllabus-boundness

(1)
(2)

(3)

Fear of Failure

Extrinsic motivation
Strategic approach

Disorganized
Study methods

(3)

Negative_attitudes
to studying

*tzi
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Analysis of
Variance
F (df 2; 63)

Science
Social science
Arts

(1)

**-P

S.D.

Mean

St',112

(1)

(2)
(3)

.01
00'
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;81
.67

1.50

8.41**

3.12

.87
.94
1.19

1.64

25.45**

3.25

5:19*

.54
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Table 9.1 (continued)

Scale

MEANS 01: SUBSCALES BY SUBJECT AREA

Mean

S.1).

Science
Social science
(3) ArtS
(1)
(2)

Achievement
Motivation
Comprehension
learning

(1)

(2)
(3)
(1)
(2)
(3)

ClebecruEEing

(1)

(2)
(3)

Operation
Learning

(1)
(2)
(3)

Improviience

(1)
(2)
(3)

10.22
9.45

904

.88
.87
.64

1M8**

8.09
8.49
10.03

1.11
1.09
1.35

14.16**

7.45
8.04
7.48

.57
.57
.74

6 87*

10.68
9.91
9.12

.92
;96
.99

12.93**

7A2

;90
.81
.93

5.87*

7.82

6.88

* p 4.01_
** p k:00l

The differences were examined in two ways.
The
mean values for each of the subscales by subject area
(science_, social science_, and arts) are shown in Table
9.I.
The means for.. each discipline and each department were also calculated.
It is clear from the
average scores for departments and subject areas that
operation learning and comprehension learning are _
associated with types of discipline in the expected
way:
operation learning receives higher scores in
science, comprehension learning in arts and social
science.
Globetrotting and improvidence are also
related to type of discipline, but less strongly.
Globetrotting is highest in psychology departments, and improvidence in economics departments.
Globetrotting is no more common in arts departments
than in science ones;
On this evidence, it cannot
be unequivocally stated that learning pathologies
are e function of the type of discipline studied.
Deep approach and relating ideas are most
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common in arts and social science departments; confirmin9 the predictions, but use of evidence and
intrinsic motivation are only weakly associated with
subject area, although in the expected directions;
The other large differences between subject areas are
in the subscales of syllabusboundnessi extrinsic
motivation, disorganized study methods - rather
Most of
surprisingly - and achievement motivation.
these differences conform with the theoretical prefor some reasonL however, it would seem
dictions;
that arts students are less likely to have poor study
methods.
_ -Even when the effects of subject area and discipline are large and significant, it should be__
emphasised that there are still considerable differences between individual departments.
FACTOR_ANALYSIS OF THE CPQ AND APPROACHES TO STUDYING
INVENTORY
It will be remembered from chapter 7 that factor
analysis of tile CPQ produced two main factors:
positive evaluation of teaching and courses and formal
Analysis of the approaches to
vocational teaching.
studying inventory had revealed three principal
orientations: meaning reproducing; and achieving/
Factor analysis of the
disorganized and dilatory.
two sets of subscales together provides one way of
examining the relationships between students'_
approaches and the context of learning in academic
departments.
Table 9.2 gives the results of this analysis._
Three factors (numbers I,III and V) are recognisable
factors II and_
as the main studying orientations;
IV are the formal-vocational and evaluative dimensions
respectively; factor -VI describes confident students
The interviews
with good entry qualifications.
suggested that students respond to the departmental
context in which they work by- adopting different
Although there is not a lot of
levels of approach.
overlap between the two sets of scales in this
analysis, what there is makes good sense when comThe reproducing
pared with the interviewfindings.
orientation is associated with a heavy workload
(factor III), disorganized and dilatory attitudes
with perceived lack of clarity in goals (factor V)i_
the evaluative factor with intrinsic motivation and
use of evidence in learning (factor IV), and the
formal-vocational factor with extrinsic motivation
(factor II).
_

_
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Table 9.2

FACTOR ANALYSLS OF APPROACHES TO STUDYING AND COURSE
PERCEPTIONS SCALES (N = 2208)
Factors (54% variance explained)

Variables

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

Academic performunue
School

29

_

Higher education

(-20)

26

-45

AlTvoach,2:3 to studying

Deep approach
Relating ideas
Use of evidence
Intrinsic motivation
Surface approach
Syllabus-boundness
Fear of failure
Extrinsic motivation
Strategic approach
Disorganized study methods
Negative attitudes to studying
Achievement motivation
Comprehension learning
Globetrotting
Operation learning
Improvidence

71

(22)

-29

67
52
64

(21)
28
39

-29
-27

-38

61
53

26

58
47

26

37

27

-37

-28

31

-34
-30

-32

-51
-26

54
52

-32
60
44

56
65

-29

38
45 (-23)

-25

_

-30
-33

CO:trO, 1,,:roci,t.tono

Formal teaching methods
Clear goals and standards
Workload
Vocational relevance
Good teaching
Freedom in learning
Openness to students
Social climate

75
53
73

77

-28

50

25

47

79

Decimal points and most loadings less than .25 omitted

To what extent are the approaches to studying
factors:, and the relationships between the CPQ and
approaches to studying scales shown in Table 9.2;
artefacts of area of study differences in the
relationship between learning and its context?
When
separate factor analyses by subject area are_carried
out (Ramsden azid Entwistle_; 1981) meaning orientation
(factor 1) retains its emphasis on syllabus-freedom
and its stylistic component of comprehension learning
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This approach is
across all throe :hibject areas.
roiated to less formal teaching methods in science
and social science, to freedom in learning and good
teaching, and - in arts - to a good social climate
Reproducing orientation (factor
and clear goals.
III) is consistently defined in an the.subject
Factor
It is_related to a heavy workload.
areas.
representing a disorganized and_dilatory approach
V,
to studyingi is associated with the learning pathology
Of glebotrotting_and, especially, in arts, to comThis suggests that compreprehension learning.
hension learning carried to extremes (and unleavened
by operation learning) in arts subjects may lead to
A similar result was found for
globetrotting.
certain arts and social science students in the
Oh the other hand; operation learning
interviews.
seems to be associated with improvidence in all three
subject areas equally (factor
Factor iv (departmental evaluation) was linked_
to positive attitudes and meaning orientation in all
This result also conforms with
three faculties.
the interview data.
EFFECTS OF DEPARTMENTAL CONTEXTS ON STUDENT LEARNING
The next step was to examine in more detail the
relationships between context and approaches_to _
studying while controlling for the effects of subject
The interviews had shown that deep approaches
areas.
and favourable attitudes to studying were functionrally related to students' perceptions of gpod teachUnhelpful and uncommitted teaching was thought
ing.
by the students who were interviewed to encourage
poor attitudes to studying and_surface approaches.
Surface approaches were strongly associated with perceived deficiences in_the assessment system and with
In spite of the
a lack of freedom in learning.
controls used in the interview analyses, however,
theSe findings were still_to some extent impressionistic and subjective, althbugh the relationships
The connection
appeared to_be important ones.
between surface approaches and assessment methods
was in accordance with deductions from earlier _
findings, but the relationship betwen quality of
teaching and deep approaches had not previously been
Indeed, Marton's work had shown how
demonstrated.
diffieUlt it was to induce a deep approach experiMarton and Saljd, 19_76b):
mentally (Marton, 1975;
There are hints in the factor analyses that the
same processes identified in_the interviews operate
Silt the
in this larger sample of students.
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analysis so Car described are based entirely on
individual students as cases.
Clearly, it might be
argued, poor students will attribute their inability
to poor teaching and too_much work - A_morc con-_
vinciny explanation would be provided if a unit of
analysis representing departments rather than
individual- students; were employed
In order to do this a set of analyses of covariance was_ performed on the departmental mean
values of several subscales, students' pre-entry
levels of achievement, and composite variables formed
by combininy_aubscales_identified in the factor
analyses.
It was predicted that departments which
were positively evaluated by their students would
(a)
have higher meaning orientation mean scores;
(b)
have lower reproducing orientation mean
scores;
(c)

have lower disorganised and dilatory mean

scores
than departments which were negatively evaluated.
Composite variables measuring different orientations and evaluation dimensions were formed as
follows:
leaning orientation

Deep approach + relating ideas +
use of evidence
intrinsic motivation

Reproducing orientation

Surface approach + syllabus7boundness
+ fear of failure + improvidence

Disorganised and dilatory
attitudes

Disorganised study methods + negative attitudes to studying + globetrotting

Evaluation variable 1

Good teaching + freedom in learning

Evaluation variable 2

Freedom in learning

workload

These variables, all of which are measurements
of departments' mean scores, were constructed after
examining the results of the factor analyses and
also -took into account the interview findings.
A
third evaluation variable was used in the preliminary
analysis but later rejected.
It consisted of openness to students + freedom in learning + good
teaching.
A preliminary analysis showed. that openness to students was unrelated to any of the criterion
variables;
it seems to be a measurement of students'
satisfaction with the department but does not help
to explain the quality of their learning.
We can summarize the main analysis of covariance
results as follows.
The effects of the evaluation

,
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variables on orientations and attitUdOS were similar
in all the disciplines (there were no significant
A heavy workload combined
interaction effects).*
with a_lack of freedom in learning was strongly
related to an orientation_ towards reproducing in_a
Meaning orientation
department's students _(p .001).
was related to the perceived presenceof freedom in
learning combined with good teaching_in the departThe way_in_which a department
ment (p <.01).
organizes its courses; and_its methods of teaching
themi seems to have a considerable effect on whether
its students develop an orientation towards meaning.
one of the central results
The effect is positive;
of the interview study_isconfirmed.
The interviews revealed that favourable__
attitudes towards studying were associated with good
teaching and with choice over method and content Of
The inventory dimension apparently closest
study.
to_describing these_attitudes is the disorganized
,nd dilatory component shown in the factor_analyses,
with its -high loadings on globetrotting, negative
attitudes, and disorganized study methods. This
orientation was found to_be unrelated either to
discipline or to the evaluation variables, but
positive attitudes to studying were found to be
associated with good teaching and freedom in learning
This is consistent with the fadter
(p <;03)analysis result linking:departmental evaluation to
positive attitudes in all subject areas and; of
course; with the interview results reported in the
previous chapter.
Similar conclusions-are reached f011Ot4ihg
multiple discriminant analyses of the departmental
Extreme groups of departments were
mean scores.
formed to see whethertypical_orientations could be
Groups were
predicted by students' perceptions.
formed by selecting thetwo_highest and the two
lOWett departmental mean scores in each of the sik
disciplines, so that each group consisted_of twelve
This pjrocedure automatically controlled
department3.
One_set
for the 0.ffeets of different disciplines.
of departments was made up by choosing the highest
and lowest meaning_orientation_departments, an-Other
by selecting the highest and lowest_ reproducing
orientation departments, and a third consisted of the
highest and lowest disorganized and dilatory attitudet
-

_

-

It was also impossible_to_detect any influence on
the relationship between orientations and contexts
of the type of department defined by mean 'A' level
grade score of its students.
*_
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departments

Separate analyses were performed on

each.

The functions discriminating between departments
which had high and low mean scores on the disorganised and dilatory dimension were not significant.
Extreme departments in terms of meaning orientation
wore predicted best by good teaching and freedom in
learning.
Using these two variables alone, 71% of
the departments could be placed in their correct
groups, the prediction being better for the low
meaning orientation departments than the high ones
This seems consistent with the Gothenburg findings
concerning the difficulty of_ inducing a deep approach
and the relative ease with which its opposite can be
encouraged.
It seems that dr,partments without good
teaching and freedom in learning effectively act to
p- r --\ent the development of meaning orientation in
their students;
departments which are positively_

evaluuLed encourage meaning orientation by providing
the_ right conditions for it to grow
but it is not
a necessary consequence
The discriminant function for the reproducing
orientation _groups was defined mainly by workload
(;84), freedom in learning (-1.20), and vocational
relevance (.77), when all the CPQ variables were
included
_The prediction results for this group
were slightly more accurate, again in accordance
with the expectation suggested by the Swedish
research:

ACADEMIC PROGRESS IN DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTAL CONTEXTS
Relationships between approaches to studying
and academic performance (both self-rated and as
defined by first-year grades) in the different
subject areas were examined in Chapter 4.
The_use
Of the course perceptions questionnaire provided an
opportunity to analyse possible interactions between
approaches to studying and types of context (defined
separately from subject area) in relation to selfrated academic progress.
Do students with contrasting orientations to studying see themselves to
be performing equally well (or equally badly) in
departments of different kinds?
In order to examine the effect of different
orientations to studying on performance while controlling for discipline, groups of departments were
formed in terms of different extreme contexts.
Thus
the two departments in each discipline with the
highest mean scores on good teaching were compared
with the two with the lowest mean scores on good
-
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Correlations between self-_
ratings of performance and the composite variables
representing meaning orientatiOni reproducing orientatioht_and disorganiZed and dilatory approaches;
For the plirpose of theSe
were then computed.
analyses, another composite variable; accomplished
This was intended to relearning, was created.
present more accurately the consistent__ deep + straIt
teuic_approach identified in the interviews.
consisted of meaning orientation + strategic approach
+ comprehension learning + syllabus- freedom + positive
attitudes to studying (compare the loadings on these
variables in the factor analyses).
The correlations presented in Table -9.3 cannot
be reyarded as more than suggestive of the possible
interattienS between contexts and_orientations; but
Meaning orientation is
they are of -much interest.
perceived to be related to academic p rogress_most
stronyly_in conditions of freedom in learning -with
Reproducing orientation is least
tiyht,workload.
penalied When the teaching is_poor and there
little freedom in learning; While disorganized and
dilatory approaches are least effective under the
same conditions and are always fairly_ strongly
related to poor performance. _AccompliShed learning
is strongly favourable to progress in all conditions,
but particularly so wheh the teaching is poor and
there is freedom in learning.
All these associations are consistent w4th the
results so far presented and with the interview data
It requires no great effort of imagination to picture
the consistent di;ep-level; strategic students such
as those identified in the interviews (for example,
psychology, student 5) perceiving defjciencies in the
teaching:, and freedom of choice, as challenges to
perform better; nor -to see the disorganized student
hoping that the helpfUlheta of his lecturers will
It remains
enable_him to progress more effectively.
disturbing that the reproducing studentsi,responding
to a context of restricted choice over method and
content of study combined with ineffective_teaching,
feel that their strategy Will not be too heavily
penalized, while at the same time students orientated
towards meaning feel themselves least likely to do_
well when the workload is heavy and there is little
freedom in learning.
teachiny, Ahd 140 on.

CONCLUSIONS
The reSUltS we have described in this chapter;
taken in conjunction with the interview findings,
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Table 9.3

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ORIENTATIONS TO STUDYING
AND PERFORMACE UNDER DIFFERENT
EXTREME CONDITIONS, CONTROLLING FOR DISCIPLINE

glorimpy...11.m.Wn,IMM.1.

Meaning
Conditions (types of department)

orientation

Orientations to

shdying

Reproducing

Disorganized and

orientation

dilatory approach

Accomplishe.d

0

it

0
learning
ti

0
0

Highegt freedom in learning

Lowest freedom in learning

28

-25

-40

35

0
H.

25

-23

-35

29

0

4
Highest good teaching

23

-26

-28

21

H.

0

Lowest good teaching

30

-18

-42

36

n
Highest freedom in learning and

0
30

good teaching

-28

-37

36
rt
Fi

0

Lowest freedom in learning and
26

good teaching

-16

0
-47

34

rt
ws

Highest workload

23

Lowest workload

26

Highest workload with

-24

-43

31

-21

-21

32

4

1

lowest
22

freedom in learning

0
-20

-39

28

o
5

Lowest workload with highest

0
32

freedom in learning

.

I..'

Decimal points omitted

26

-33

37

.N.Wwwmfd/Wd.

0
rt

m
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show quite clearly that students' perceptions of
teaching and assessment methods in academic depart!-_
ments are sianificantly associated with, and probably
causally related_to, students' approaches to studying.
Self-rated student performance is related
both to perceptions of courses and to orientations
To have identified these effects -and
to learning.
interactions is not to imply that individual differences are unimportant_ variables in the explanation
BUt theab
of approaches and academic progress.
findings do suggest that it might_bP. possible to
make improvements in the quality of strident learning
in higher education by alterations to the contexts
_These implications are examined
in which it occurs.
together with conclusions drawn from the other parts
of the investigation in the next chapter.
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Chapter Ten

LEARNING AND TEACHING IN HIGHER EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

This_finalchapter is an attempt to highlight
what we think are the distinctive contributions to
understanding learning_and teaching made by our
research programme.
Our main aims were to explore
the contrasting ways in which students approach
studying and in what ways academic departments may
influence those approaches.
What can now be said
about these individual and contextual differences?
What practical implications can be drawn from this
research for improving teaching and learning in
higher education ?
And finally, how successful was
the attempt to make use of different methodologies
in investigating how student learn?
-

HOW STUDENTS LEARN:

APPROACHES AND OUTCOMES

The insistent contrast between students' ways of
studying revealed by this research is, of course,_
between_ deep and surface (or meaning and reproducing)
approaches to learning.
Several different studies
within our research programme show how the distinctions suggested in the work of Marton and Biggs have
been developed.
Repeated factor analyses of successive versions of the approaches to studying_inventory
confirmed the importance of the meaning and reproducing orientations in all the academic disciplines
we investigated
Although it is also possible to
identify other orientations to studying, the evidence
here is less consistent.
The final_analyses
suggested that the third main dimension - the
achieving or strategic orientation - would have to
be divided into positive and negative components
(strategic orientation and non-academic orientation).
The inventory has already been used with students
_elsewhere_-_ the Open University and Australian
National University - with similar but not identical
_
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factor stru;;tur.:: being reported.

The questionnaire variant of Marton's research
method tor investigating outcomes and processes of
learning with academic articles also showed the deepsurface distinction- between approaches to learning.
Lii site of difficulties in finding appropriate
articles and in coding the responses, the analysis
a(;,!in showed the clear links between approaches and
leve),s of understanding reported by Marton (Marton
Furthermore, it indicated that
and SaIjo, 1976a);
there were differences within the deep approach
between students who were seeking personal meaning,
and those who relied more on evidence and detail in
building up understanding.
Qualitative analysis of the interview data
(Chapter 8) confirmed the importance of the funda-_
mental difference between deep and surface approaches.
Although the distinction was seen to apply to many
subject areas, it had to some extent to be reinterpreted within contrasting academic contexts.
In other words, the meaning of the concepts subtly
In
shifts in relation to different disciplines.
science departments a deep approach involves considerable emphasis on detail and procedures, and may
even require a preliminary stage of rote learning
diffiCUlt to distinguish from a surface approach.
In humanities and social sciences, we saw how personal
reinterpretation, related especially to experience
of the world of people rather than things, was most
A hint
important in carrying out a deep approach.
Of a similar distinction was also found in the smallscale study of sixth-formers reported in chapter 4.
Deep approaches were associated with high A-level
grades in both arts and science, but successful
scientists also used attention to detail and
memorization;
Our research has confirmed the relationships
between approaches and outcomes illustrated in the
work of Marton and his colleagues. -- Approach and
level of understanding are closely linked, not
only in experimental situations but also in the
The
realistic setting of conventional assessments.
learning experiments and the questionnaire on outcome
and process (chapters 5 -and 6) demonstrated the
connection in a controlled conteXt, while the
inventory and interviews revealed similar relationships between approaches and either self-rated
academic progress or degree classifications.
Students in the interview study, for example, who used
consistently deep approaches, and those who used high1
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strategic methods LO handle assessment tasks, were
more likely to obtain First or Upper Second class
honours degrees.
The reproducing orientation was
related to poor self-rated performance and the
meaning orientation to higher self-ratings in the
inventory survey;
similar, although rather weaker
relationships between these orientations and first
year marks have been reported in the Australian study;
The strongest relationships with poor academic performance in the Lancaster research have_been with
the non-academic orientation.
It is also interesting
to see indications of subject area differences_ in_ the
correlations.
Reproducing orientation is associated
with poor results especially in arts, while strategic
orientation has its strongest positive relationship
with progress in science subjects.
These findings
undoUbtedlY confirm the usefulness of the inventory
scales and the deep_and surface concepts for des-_
crieiny realistic differences in students' ways of
approaching their work.
_

_

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL ORIENTATIONS TO STUDYING
It may be most helpful to see the difference
between deep and surface --roaches to academic tasks
in terms of the student's iiitention.
The deep
approach is internal - to the content of the article
or problem; and to the knowledge; experience and
interests of the learner.
The surface approach is
external - towards the task and its requirements, and
implies a_process_of learning in which alien material
is to be impressed on the memory for a limited period
and with the specific intention of satisfying external demands;
There is no expectation that the content will become a continuing part of the learner's
cognitive structure.
Using this distinction between external and
internal orientations to studying; we can see how
deep and surface_ approaches are a special case of a
more general tendency which can be found in several
very recent studies in addition to our_own.
For
example; Taylor; Gibbs and Morgan (1981) have discovered marked differences between students at the
Open University and a_conventional university in what
benefits they expected to derive from higher education.
The Open University students showed predominantly
personal goals, but within these_the orientation could
Still be external (compensating for earlier academic
failure) or internal (broadening horizons; interests;
and capabilities).
At the conventional university
the students showed mainly academic or vocational
_
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goals, but again these_could be subdivided into extrinsic (grades or qualifications)and intrinsic
(knowledge and skill) categories.
The distinction between external and internal
orientation is at the heart of our own meaning and
reproducing orientations as shown_in the inventory
subscales making up the two main dimensions.
Students relying on reproducing information allow
Staff to define learning tasks and are interested in
courses mainly for the qualifications they offer.
In contrast students_looking for meaning are interested in the work itself and interact critically with
The distinction can also be
what they are learning.
seen clearly in a recent interview analysis (Thompson,
1981) which contrasted two groups of students high or
low in scores on syllabus-boundness_(Parlett, 1970).
The attitudes of these "sylbs" and " sylbs" are
The sylbs accept the
dramatically different.
they
lectures and examinations without question;
In contrast
focus on the course as formally defined.
all the sylbs reject, even abhor, examinationsi and
actively dislike lectures (see Entwistle; 1981).
Other interview studies (Hodgson, 1981; Manook and
King; 1981)also bring out the way in_which students
see teaching in terms of its external (assessment
orientation) or internal (personal interest and
knowledge) characteristics.
This distinction between whether a student
focuses in the intrinsic (internal) or extrinsic
(external) functions of educational experiences seems
to be the broadest way of conceptualising differences
But by its very broadness_it_runs the
in learning.
risk of oversimplifying the complicated differences
We need to remember that
in how students learn.
most students will be both intrinsically and extrinsically orientated at different times; that
students' approaches_ are_ strongly influenced by the
characteristics of the discipline studied and the
It is also important to recogteaching received.
nize that students may have distinct preferences for
different (but equally effective) ways of tackling
It_is particularly important to
academic tasks._
bear these complicating issues in mind if we seek to
apply the findings of this research to_our own_
learning and teaching; as will be clear in a moment.
_

HOW STUDENTS LEARN:
DIFFERENCES

STYLES, STRATEGIES AND INDIVIDUAL

The research reported in this book has shown
that Pask's distinctions between styles and
196
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strategics ofloarning (see chapter 2) are an
additional dimension which needt to be taken into
account when we try_ to_ describe how students learn:
Some of the analyses of the approach08 to Studying
inventory made it tib-,It that Separate holist and
serialist tattors could be identified
The questionnaire study of students' approaches to reading,
described in thapter6,revealed that the deep
approach -was better defined in terms of two dimensions
One factor represented an OMPhasis on personal meaning, While the other showed higher_ loadings on
previous knowledge and the use of detail.
The result
of the experiments inchapt-er 5 also seemed to indicate stylistic differences in studying:
We saw how
personal reinterpretation was again separate from
concentrating on evidence> although it also seemed to
be linked to
rather casual approach reminiscent of
globetrotting - the overreadiness to jump to conClOsions on
uity evidence.
Where gIbbettotting
is linked with a deep approach, it is clear that we
are deSeribLn.1 no more_than a deep passive approach
which will shade into a surface approach.
In the
main approaches to studying survey a surface approach
was usually_associated with both learning pathologies
improvidence and globetrotting.
Thus stylistic
different-0S are apparent not only in the way different students reach understanding; but also in the
ways they fail to db
It also seems likely that students with
different styles of learning are attracted to
different subject areas.
We saw in chapter 8 how
contrasting styles of- learning are pert of the commonsense understanding of studentS.
Students! own
deSttiptionsof differences in styles and strategies
of learning in arts and science departMents were
strongly teMiniscent_of Pask's characterizations of
comprehension and operation learning and Of IlUdSbn's
(1968) descriptions of the stereotypes of arts and
science teachers__held by pupils.
How should we explain these contrasting ways of
seeking Understanding -_one relying more on personal
Meaning and interpretationi and the other drawing
more on previous,knowledge, concentration on detaili
and logical argument?_ Analyses of_the relationships
between learning styles and personality traits
suggested that it does make sense to regard students'
patterns of studying as being relatively stable and
consistent.
Although there were relationships
between approaches to_learning and both convergent
and divergent thinkingi the correlatiOnS Were small.
Much closer associations were found between the
ci
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indicators -of styles of learning and personality
The evidence must_still be treated as
traits.
tentative, but it may be helpful to view styles as
being more a characteristic of the individual; and
approaches as bbihq more obviously affected by_the_
As approaches and styles are
context of studying.
themselves quite closely related; this separation
should be seen as no more than a convenient simpliIf we stick closely to the ehlirital
fication:
findings, we shoUld be forced to_accept that style§
and approaches are both relatively stable over time
and consistent over subject areas; but that both
are also importantly variable between tasks_or
The apparent contradiction in this desteachers.
cription may be difficult to conceptualize; but_it
does reflect the complexity of the inter -relation-_
find among the constructs used in research
Ships
on student learning.
Another attempt at simplifying the patterns of
results reported in the previous chapters will be
ThiS framork indicates the
found in Figure 10.1.
OVerlappinl relationships between study orientations;
approaches to Lu-chrihg.; styles _of learning; personality; and_probable outcomes of learning.
ThiS frailieWork may be helpful in summarizing__
some of our main empirical findings; but it is also
It Overincomplete and potentially misleading.
emphasizes the relatively stable individual differences identified and presents a static Model of
Yet our research contains
student behaviour.
As we have_already
important additional elements.
argued; consistent differences in styles and
approaches to studying represent only part of the
It is clear that
whole picture of student learning.
the content and context of learning need to be taken
into account: students often adopt flexible
strategies to cope with different academic demands;
Our theory would also need to incorporate the
developmental changes which students experience
through learning more effective approaches to study_

ing.

HOW STUDENTS LEARN:

THE EFFECTS L

LEARNING CONTEXT

A very important part of the studies of student
learning carried out in Gothenburg was the demonstration of connections between students' approaches
Marton has stressed
and the context of learning.
tht the, approach to learning should not be seen as
a characteristic of the student, but as a response
The 'natural' approach is a deep
to a s!.tuation.
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one (Marton; 1976);
Although we should also want tc
argue that it makes sense to speak of individual
consistency in approaches; the results presented in
the previous chapters Show clearly the strong influebbe of the situation in which learning takes place.
There are_important interactions between the context
and individual differences.
For example; some
scudents a:-e better able than others to !Manage'
adverse conditien8;
The most crucial variable; as Frans801118
original experiment showed (FranaSen, 1977) is the
student's peceptlen of what he is required to do
The_efrects of contrasting perceptions can be seen
at more_than one level.
For example, at the level
Of the lbarning_task itself; perceived interest and
relevance undoub:.edly increase intrinsic motivation
and make a deep approach more likely to occur;
Taskswhich are perceived as_requirihg only reproduction; or on which the StUdent is mainly extrinsically motivated, increase the probability of a
surface approach.
These relatiOnShipa, Originally
shown in Marten's work, were most apparent_in the
interview study described_in_chapter 8
It was
also found that a student'S interest in the subject
matter of the task was a crucial component of a deep
approach; especially in arts and social science
subjects; while prerequisite knowledge was most often
mentioned in relation to science tasks
The second level at Whi-ch the effects of learning context operate is that of the individual
lecturer.
The attitudes and enthusiasm of a
lecturer; his Cone-ern fer helping students to,undenStand, and particularly his ability to Under-Stand the
diff:culties experienced by students in dealing with
a new topic, are all likely to affect his students'
approaches and attitudes to_studying
It is
perhaps important to note that our research deals
only with students' perceptions of a lecturer's
qualities, and the questionnaire covered only_certain
aspects Of teaching.
Further research is necessary
to explore more fully the_important infltienteS of
individual lecturerS on their students' approaches
to learning.
It would also be necessary to explore
whethnr effective - learning depends oh a correspondence between teaching style and preferred learn-

ing style._

The_final level at WhiCh perdeptions affect
student-8' learning relates to departments;
Of the
differing ways in which departments are -Organized,
the most crucial inflUenteS on approaches to leaiming concern the forms of assessment;
It is
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Figure 10.1
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anforLunate that the mail apparent effects are
negative - students are pushed towards surface
approaches by forms of assessment which seem to
Lnvite, and reward, reproductive answers.
These relationships were shown to be functional
ones in the qualitative data from the student interThe correlational analyses of the course
views.
porcepLions questionnaire and approaches to studying
inventory, however, perhaps showed most convincingly
the effects of departments and lecturers on student
It was clear that different departments
learning.
Leaching the same disciplines provided different
learning contexts and that these contexts were
Closely associated with the typical approaches to
Perceived good
learning adopted by the students.
teaching; and choice over methods and content of
studying, were related to an orientation_towards
meaning and to positive attitudes to studying in a
A lack of choice and a perdep.irtment's students:
ceived'heavy workload was associated with a reproducing orientation.
Besides noting the_effects of departments on
their students, it is also important to remember
The
the characteristics which were not affected.
differences in departments were not related to_either
organized study methods or achievement motivation.
These scales in the inventory_are thus probably
describing more stable individual differences or,
at_least;_they_represent aspects of studying not
affected by differences in current departmental
practice.
Taking these findings together; combining the
impressions of causality from the interviews with
the evidence of relationships from the questionnaires,
we can begin to piece together a chain_of causality
which necessarily complicates the model of student
learning presented in the previous section.
Po8itiVe attitudes to studying; a deep approach;
intrinsic motivation, and academic progress are all
related to good teaching, freedom in learningi and
If students perceive
an avoidance of overloading.
the teaching they encounter to be effective, they_are
more likely to be ititerested_in the subject matter
to which it relates, and to be able to see its
They are, morerelevance to_their everyday lives.
over, less likely to question the worth of the
Combined with
experience of higher education.
assessment methods perceived to be appropriate, these
contextual characteristics increase the probability
The prothat_students will take deep approaches.
bability is further increased; especially in science
202
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subjects, if enough _information and background
knowledge associated with the academic task is
available.
But perceptions of inappropriate or_
excessive assessment, together with a too rigidly
structured curriculum, encourage extrinsic motivation,
engender poor attitudes, and thereby make surface
approaches more likely.
The quality of the outceMe
of learning is therefore likely to be lower as
Of course;_ail these effects are mediated through_
the individual differences between students:
each
student will be affected in a different way.
It
should also be stressed that we are not simply
arguing that freedom in learning is a guarantee of
deep approaches.
Elements of choice and a clear
overall structure are both essential to this model
of the effects of course contexts on student learning.

We must add yet another compiication to the_
It is clear from the previous chapters that
students' approaches and the effects of teaching have
to be understood in relation to the subject area in
which they take_place.
Disciplines differ in the_
"atmospheres" of learning they provide.
Generally;
science departments are seen to have more
1 _
teaching, clearer goals, more vocational relevance,
better social climatesi and less freedom in learning
than arts and social science departments.
differences are paralleled by typical styles of
learning:
operation learning is more common in
science departments, comprehension learning in arts.
We saw earlier how deep and surface approaches have
to_be redefined within contrasting subject areas=Added to that, it seems that styles of learning are
differentially effective, depending on the subject
area;
Comprehension learning is mosl- strongly
related to self-rated academic progress in arts
subjects, whileoperation learning is_more effective
in science.
Versatility - the combination of
operation learning with comprehension learning -_15
especially favourable to progress in science departments.
Operation learning is apparently less
necessary in achieving high_marks in the arts and
social sciences.
These differences in contexts and
styles of learning suggest rather different implications for encouraging deep approaches in different
subject areas.
TOWARDS EFFECTIVE LEARNING
It should be clear by now that our current
knowledge of student learning_permits us to offer the
component parts of a theory of the process of
model.
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learning and Leaching in highor education although
much_work still needs to be done to reach a fully
In chapter 2 we looked at research
developed theory.
by William Perry showing that students report -a process of intellectual and ethical development during
The main direction
their time in higher education._
of this change is away from dualistic, right/wrong
views of knowledge towards contextual relativistic
the recognition of the tenativei_ permeable;
reasoning
nature of academic knowledge and of the need to live
The research described in
With this uncertainty.
the earlier chapters of this bbok did not involve a
longitudinal study of individual students over a
period of several years, an,. so no direct evidence of
However, there
development can be presented here.
certainly are logical continuities between several
of the concepts discussed in chapter 2, including
Perry's; which our own investigations have demonstrated empirically.
The interviews of students in zhapter 8 showed
particularly well the links between versatility,
strategic approaches, and successful learning outCertain students seem able to choose to take
comes:
either deep or surface approaches to academic tasks
selecting the approach most appropriate to the
They adapt to,
demands of assessment and teaching.
but are not dominated by, the departmental context.
In chapter 9 we also saw how students who were orientated towards both meaning and achievement were
apparently less affected by adverse teaching and
Somestudents in the interassessment conditions.
view study were aware of a process of development in
their_approaches to learning in ways reminiscent of
Perry's stages or Saljei's notion of thematization in
Remember, for example, the psychology
learning.
student who spoke of realising that:
"there was a structure in the things they -were
teaching us and it wasn't just a load of facts that's only a recent, recent realizationi per I started to realize it
haps only this term.
When I realized that the English I'm doing for
my free ninth, er, is very closely connected to
psychology ... the novelist seems to be very
el-case to the psychologist:only he writes it in
a creative - no, not creative - a more artistic
And-when I realized that those were so
form.
close I suddenly realized how interrelated all
Arid that's
the topics in psychology were.
When I also read -some articles on creativity;
that's when I suddenly realized that putting
204
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your own poLLurn on it would probably make a
better essay, and a more_enjoyable essay.
I've
become more interested in the subject, I think;
I've Legun to understand more of the subject,
and perhaps; learned; learned things that; can
apply in my everyday life more successfully.
I mean things like my learning.
I've learned,
perhaps; perhaps a better way of learning."
Perry's idea of the relativistic reasoner, Heath's
reasonable adventurer, Pask's versatile learner
these are all ideal types of successful student.
It
would be a mistake to extend these concepts too far
and to suppose that there is one ideal personality
profile or set of values and_experiences_which
characterizes the effective learner in higher
education.
Just as labels denoting learning disabilities in children or students (poorly motivated,
wrong family background, badly organized, and so on)
can all too easily become parts of self-fulfilling
prophecies, so models of ideal students may be unhelpful ways of encouraging effective learr-Ong.
Our
research has shown:, in contrast, that a bewildering
variety of approaches to learning exists in higher
education; different combinations suit different
students and can be equally successful or unsuccessfUl depending on the characteristics both of the
individual and of the learning_context._ It is
nevertheless true that the ability attributed by
Heath to the reasonable adventureri_to 'alternate
between the curious and the critical', or in our work
the alternation between a general view and the detailed examination of the evidence; is one which higher
education should aim to foster.
The question which
then arises is how that ability is to be developed,
taking into account the individual; interdisciplinary,
and contextual differences, and the numerous roads
to understanding; which our research has revealed;

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE AND POLICY
The research described in this book does not
provide a blueprint for designing effective learning
in higher education.
It does, however, offer a
much-needed theoretical and empirical rationale for
practical efforts to improve learning and teaching.
We have seen that the process of student learning in
relation to individual student differences and to its
context is much more complicated than lecturers and
students are often prepared to admit.
The findings
of the research need to be reinterpreted by
205
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leCtUretS iii i-el kitioh to the particular difficulties

SUitable
of their students and their subject area.
teaching strategies must take Account of contextual
We hope that one of
and individual differences.
the most important messages to come from this
research is that commonsense theories of "good" and
"weak" students, conceptions of single "ideal"
methods of studying, and Leaching technologies purporting to be universally applicable in different
subject areas, are all of dubious practical value to
But what can now be said
lecturers and students.
about the steps which might be taken to improve
learning in higher education?
If universities and polytechnics seek to enrcourage greater versatility in their students, then
the evidence of this research is that a two-pronged
On the one hand intervention
attack is needed.
on the
focused on students themselves is required
other, effOrtS to Change teaching and assessment to
provide fertile conditions for the growth of
approaches aimed at understanding are necessary.

IMPROVING STUDYING

We have seen that students in higher education
Not only
use a variety of approaches to learning.
do the same students vary their approaches in response to different perceived requirements, but
different students differ in their individual preThe finding that a deep approach can be
ferences.
carried out with contrasting emphases on compre
hension and operation learning suggests that we should
not try to change a student's learning style, except
as a last resort when it is creating_ serious diffiOn the other hand it is
culties for the student.
valuable to help students to become more aware of
their characteristc style and approach, to show
how they may most effectively capitalize on their
intellectual strengths -and at the- same time transThe
cend the limitations of a particular style.
improvident serialist needs help to practise the
Skills of developing ideas and analogies; the globetrotting holist ought to be given opportunities to
practise the handling -of details to support his
Students could also benefit from opporideas.
tunities to become more confident in exploring
personal strategies which effectively cope with
different academic tasks and assessment requirements.
Some will probably need help with specific study
skills (reading for understanding, constructing
analytic essays, writing effective laboratory reports,
206
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and so on).
Hut all students will gain from being
encouraged to raise their_ awareness and to think
about ways of developing flexible learning strategies
- the higher order skill of orchestrating the component techniques.
Many students will need a good deal of help in
recognizing the very_different strategies required
to respond appropriately to the wide variety of tasks
Set by lecturers.
Our first recommendation_is,that
direct_teaehing_of_study strategies, combined with
individual remedial help for students experiencing
special learning difficulties; ought_ to be provided
in our_universitios and polytechnics'.
The incidence
of surface approaches in students shows clearly that
many have not mastered_effective.study processes.
Students take time to develop
if they develop at
all
a repertoire of strategies enabling them to
deal effectively with academic demands.
Although

many schemes have been devised to improvestudy_skills,
few have taken seriously the wide range of strategies
which_can be shown to be effective.
The increased
use of study skills programmes concentrating. solely
on techniquesi rather than on the development of
abilities to structure material with the aim of
understanding, would be worse than useless;
Inappropriate organizing techniques, for example,
are more of a hindrance than a help in studying
An
"ideal" approach shown to be useful for one student
may suit others not at all.
Practical ways of running study skills programmes
which aim at increasing awareness have already been
developed, but they differ in their emphases.
Main
(1980) and Wankowski (Raaheim and Wankowski, 1981)
advocate individual counselling, Gibbs (1981) specializes in discussion methodsi_while Brew,(1981)_ concentrates on helping student's to organize and structure
both studying and learning.
We accept the value of
each cif these approaches_for particular purposes, but
would resist any suggestion that any df these
approaches was sufficient_in itself.
Gibbs, for
example:, avoids any direct teaching of study skills,
partly because the psychological justifications of the
'rules' for better studying are of_dubious validity;
and_partly because students are effective in such
different ways that no general rules could be. described.
In our view it would be beneficial to provide students with the concepts and theories emerging
from the current research_on_student learning;
Such
a study skills course would draw attention to the
importance of organization and structure (in the ways
described by Angela Brew, 1981')
to the existence of
,
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COntra8iiiig uiy[el; ihd approaches; to the need_to_
adopt versatile acid appropriate strategies, and to
the development of a personally satisfying style of
We
Stlidyihg which i8 idiosyncratic- but effective.
1-ecognize the value of Gibbs' (1981) technique of
helping students to discover from each other the
variety of approaches being used in a situation_
And
which_is not threatening to self:confidence.
finally it is clear that some difficulties in_studying experienced by students have deep emotional
roots; related -often to home circumstances, which
can only be helped by s student counsellor with
specialized psychiatric skills, such as Wankowski
This individual_
(Raandiiii and Wankowski; 1981) .
counselling may also be requited by Other students
who have 'blocks' created by particular academic
ta§ks, or who cannot make the connections from a
general course or workshop to their own problems.
AleX Main (1980) describes how such students may be
helped by a counselling service=
_

IMPROVING TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT

The usefulness of the sort of interyentiondesStudy skills programmes
cribed above is liMited.
are usually the preserve of specialists outside the
the teaching
everyday context of student learning
_and assessment processes of academic departments;
What the research reported in this book has repeatedly
demonstrated is the pervasive effect of this_context
of learning on students' approaches to studying and
It would probably be_more
leVelS of understanding;
effective to change the StUdentS' environment, which
is the source of many problems;_than to_concentrate__
on helping §tUdentS to find ways of coping -with those
It is sadly true
problems (see Wankowski, 1973).
that disturbing conclusions reached by researchers
and other commentators on higher education during
the last hundred years or so (see, e.g.Whitehead,
The evidence
1932) are confirmed in our findings
is overwhelming that the quality_of student learning
is adversely affected by inappropriate assessment
methods; poor teaching, and the lack of freedom
Yetthe_detrimental__
provided by some_course$,
effeetS may not be visible in the outcomes_of conventional assessments, as 'success' is defined by
Nevertheless
the criteria adopted by the staff.
It is equally
the picture is not entirely sombre=
clear that some_departments, after allowing for
subject area differonoes; are more effective than
We have
others at facilitating deep approaches.
208
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seen more than once how intrinsic motivation,
interest anti relevance enhance the probability of a
deep approach; while threatening assessment conditions make surface approaches more likely.
Teachers can help to encourage intrinsic motivation
and point out rolevant issues;
they can equally well
encoura(je negative attitudes by a lack of concern for
the students' learning difficulties or by a lack of
commitment to their subject.
Of course, deep
approaches cannot simply be created by effective
teaching and assessment; we can, however, ensure
that the conditions for understanding are as favourable as possible.
There can be no simple advice given to lecturers,
no magic traininy programme, which derives_from our
research.
The type of 'earning demanded by
different disciplines is clearly different, and so
no general recipe for better teaching and_assessment
can be given.
In arts, students should be encouraged
to search for personal meaning, which seems to depend
en empathy and openness from staff, informal teaching
(discussion) methods, freedom for st-idents to explore
their interests, and yet, because of that freedom;
the setting of clear goals and standards.
In science
and social science, good teaching seems to depend
more on pitching information at the right_level and
being alert to student difficulties.
A deep
approach in science depends more on operation learning, on relating evidence and conclusion, and on the
appropriate use of a certain amount of initial rote
learning to master the terminology.
But_this_
versatility in_learning will emerge readily only
where the workload is reasonable, and where freedom
in learning is allowed.
The forms of assessment, the
types of questions; Will also need to be consistent
with lecturers' attempts to develop _critical thinking.
If factual reproduction of memorized answers is
implicitly encouraged and actively rewarded (through
the marks given), students will shift accordingly_
towards surface approaches.
Remember the psychology
student in the interview study in chapter 8 who said:
hate -to say it, but what you've got to do is
have a list of the "facts"; you write down ten__
important points and memorize those, then you'll
do all right in the test
if you can give a
bit of factual information
so_and so did_that;
and concluded that
for two sides of writing,
then you'll get a good mark".

Staff are often unaware of the effects that their
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assessment: demands have on learning.
example comes from Gibbs (1981):

Another

The scale of this problem quickly became
apparent when, in an exercise on how students
actually spent their time before and after the
eourse started; it emerged that the students had
actually been reading more psychology before the
But the cause was not far
course started:
Three-quarters of all their time outaway;
side class contact hours was spent writing up
This turned out to be
laboratory reports!
because laboratory reports were_ marked severely
and the students were worried about passing the
Their lack of reading was a direct
first year
consequence of a fear of failure and the perceived demands of the assessment system ...
Apparent poor study skill was caused by teachers."
_

One of the dilemmas in this area seems to be
that attempts to make assessments more reliable; by
using short-answer or multiple-choice questions, or
by introducing detailed marking schemes are also
It
perceived as requiring mainly factual answers.
is certainly clear at school level that marking
schemes are more likely to reward the_accretion_of
correct pieces of information than evidence of inteEvidence of
gration_and_personal understanding.
personal understanding depends on the marker's judgement;
it is therefore impressionistic and liable to
But it now seems -that mechanical
be unreliable.
marking schemes may affect not only the validity of
measurement; by concentrating toe much on easily
measured aspects of the students' work; but also the
It is, however,
student's approach to learning.
possible to develop systematic marking schemes which
give appropriate credit to personal understanding,
based on repeated overall impression marks on
various criteria_or the use of appropriate_classification systems for evaluating qualitatively
(Biggs, 1982).
different outcomes of learning.
There is, however, much work still to be done on this
problem.
_The_fact that lecturers in higher education
usually have a great deal of cheice over how they are
going to teach and assess means that, all too often,
approaches to teaching reflect a narrow view of the
Frequently lecturers
'best' pedagogical method.
wilthold dogmatically to the view that one form of
at one extreme;
teaching is necessarily superior
it may be felt that computer managed instruction or
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'PersonaLizod I;yL.,Lems o! Instruction' (Keller Plan)
are the answer to learning problems;
at the_other.,
tutor.71ess_discussion groups may be advocated as the
only "true" way of learning.
The argument from our
research is that more rather than less; variety Of
tQaching methods is likely to be beneficial.
StudentS are too rarely offered alternative_ways of
learning:.
choice over the methods of learning available (independent work, essays, lectures, tutorials,
etc.) would seem to be not only highly valued_by
students; but a logical implication of our model of
learning which stresses the wide variations among
styles_and approaches they prefer.
How are we to encourage staff in higher education
institutions to respond to the challenge presented by
these findings?
In part, as we shall see in a
moment, the answers must come from policy-makers, who
need to offer incentives and support for improving
teaching.
_Staff development programmes in Britain
have had onLy very limited success in the_past;
We_
would argue that one of the reasons for their lack Of
impact is an excessive emphasis on a model of
teaching and_learning_which focuses on lecturers'
problems - how to address an audience effeCtiVely,
how to prepare resource materials, how to run a
seminar skilfully.
While these things are important,
they have tended to detract from the crucial links
between how tutors teach and assess, and how
effectively their students learn.
Staff training
and development programmes need to discuss students'
problems,_as well as those _of the_teachers 7. to
discuss how_the students' difficulties may be created
by the Staff in some instances.
From the evidence
of our research, many lecturers -show a lack of
sensitivity to students' study difficulties, while
they are not sufficiently aware of students'_
approaches to learning_or of the effects their
methods of assessment have on how their students

learn.

Future_staff development programmes may thus
have to shift away from the concern with teaching_
techniques towards helping lecturers to understand
the effects of their teaching on students' attitudes
and approaches.
Good teaching, like effective
learning; can_be realized in many different ways;
efficient techniques, either of studying or teaching
are only useful if they can be incorporated within
an active_and concerned approach, related to the
individual's preferences but not dominated by them.
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In the fast- lew pages we hive looked in turn at
some of the impl.cations of our research for helping
But
staff and helping students in higher education.
this separation between students; on the one hand
and Leaching and assessment, on the other, is
In the real world improvements
slighuly artificial.
in teaching and learning are two sides of the same
Perhaps a practical attempt to improve
coin.
student learning in higher education ought to consider both teachers and students 'zit the same time.
This_suggests that it would be worthwhile to try to
develop students' learning skills by encouraging
staff to involve themselv2s in the process of improving heir students' approaches to studying.
While doing this, lecturers might also be expected
to improve their teaching through a clearer insight
into its effects on students.
The kind of staff development and study skillS
programe this approach would resemble in practice
is demonstrated in a continuing project at the
University of Melbourne (Frederick, Hancock, James,
The main aim of this
Bowden and Macmillan, 1981).
project has been to develop the abilities and
confidence of teaching staff in the faculties of the
University so that they can take_on_what_may be an
unfamiliar role - helping individUal students and
groups of students to improve their learning skills.
Staffed by a learning skills counsellor and two
members of the UniVersity's Centre for the Study of
Higher EdUCation; the project began_by making contact
with faculty staff and explaining what it could offer.
Its potential value_was emphasized by the results of
a previous survey of student learning- skills in the
In spite of a highly selective
university.
admissions policy and a low withdrawal rate, both_
students and staff had given evidence of widespread
underachievement due to inadequate learning skillS.
In several faculties joint activities involving
teaching staff, the project team, and students have
The
since become part of the teaching programme.
project's work has concentrated on staff_ development
an
rather than on working directly with students
approach which is more efficient and from the evidence of our research, likely to be more effective.
Activities have included shared tutorials, segments
in lectures (outlining, for example; different notetaking strategies), staff workshops on studying and
learning; learning skills topics in staff development
courses and course team meetings, and providing resources to help staff understand better the learning
tkillt difficulties of their students.
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What dislinguishes this attempt to intervene
in learning and teaching is_not: so much the nature
of its.activities as its deliberate orientation towards integrating staff development and student
learning.
As this_book_went to press work was about
to begin on a formal evaluation of the project,
which will make use of several of the measures de8cribud in previous chapters to assess the effects of
the interventions on the quality of students' learning.
The results of this work will be awaited with
interest by all who are concerned with teaching and
learning development in higher education.
IMPROVING APPROACHES TO LEARNING AT SCHOOL
Ft is not only ln universities and polytechnics
that teachers need to take account of_the research
presented in_this book._ Teachers and examiners in
secondary s,711o0Is should be reminded of the importance
or setting assessments which test understanding and
demand independent thought, and do not seem to
reward simple reproduction.
Teachers should consideL ways in_ which they can make explicit tke type
of learning that is expected and should adopt
teaching_methods which_promote active thought within
a_clear structure.
It is also of crucial importance
that basic concepts and skills are thoroughly taught tc
ensure that deep approaches can be undertaken by
pupils:

Orientations towards personal meaning or towards
reproducing are brought to the experience of
higher education by all students.
Study methods
and learning pathologies_in university students are
fully explained neither by stable individual preferences nor by the context of learning_in higher
education.
It is clear that attitudes and orientations towards studying are powerfully shaped by
experiences in school; in particular those associated
with_external examinations.
The threat of formal
examinations, and the revision associated with them;
may push pupils towards memorizing: worse, it may
leave them with the idea that learning is_nothing
more than_reproducing other people's facts and ideas
Students often refer explicitly to the problems
created by inappropriate approaches to learning
developed_ at school.
For example, Mathias (1981)
reports that many students felt that:
"their school experience had somehow distorted
their view bf learning ... Some istudents1 even
gave fairly graphic accounts of how the '0' and
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'A' level system had inculcated an instrumental
For instance .,. "I used to
view of learning.
work for myself lots in the early days of
SOCOndary school_and it took a while to get back
into this habit because (during '01and'ALlevels)
And it
I was virtually being told what to dd.
took me a While to get out of that and get back
into_doing what I found interesting or if I
didn't find it interesting, to make it interest_

_

ing" (Pages 6

7)

It is probable that a link between teaching
methods in school and approach to learning could be
deffionstratcd, and_that again the twin attack of
modifying approaches to teaching and examining, and,
developing in pupils a greater_ awareness Of learning
Strategies; could also beneficially affect the quality
Indeed; it may be at school
of learning in schools.
level that the major initiative_should_be taken; to
prevent inappropriate learning strategies becoming
habitual before pupils move on to higher education
or employment.
POLICY ISSUES
How might the research_ findings presented here
be translated into policy terms, to be used in the
difficult planning issues facing post-compulsory
education in the remaining_years_of the century?
Educatidnal planners and poltcy_makers have shown a
wary attitude towards research into teaching and
learning in higher education in the past,___It seems
likely that they may find themselves obliged_to
The_results of this research certainly do
change;
not give specific procedural_guidelines for policy,
but they do deserve to be taken seriously by
educational administrators and planners.
First, it is desirable that models -of
tional and systems planning should build into their
_
analyses qualitative measures of student learningp
is time to abandon simplistic notions of university
I
output couched solely in terms of quantitative criteria
- numbers of graduates produced - and to accept that
the effectiveness of a_department__or an edUCational
institution also has to take account of the quality
Second,
of_understanding_sought by its Students.
efforts need to be made to improve -the learning con The evidence
texts -of departments and institutions._
that student learningcan_be_improved by systematic reappraisal of teaching and courses can no longer be
Inappropriate assessment methods,
ignored.
_
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unimaginative tcdchinq; over-rigid courses, an
excessive aMbUnt of curricular material
these
weaknesses seem to act against a high quality of
learning;
Yet all are capable of being changed.
An area deserving immediate attention is the assess ment systems of our university departmehtt.
There
is a need to develop assessment methods which
__
genuinelytest_students'abilities to think critically
and to understand the connections between activities
in the real world and_the material they learn in
higher education.
The capacity to reprOdUceinformotion alone is of limited value in graduate jobs,
either to employers or employees:
Improved assessment methods might decrease the chances of the process and value of university_education being ignored_
in tha outside world (see Dore; 1977;
Williams, 1378).
Another policy issue that should be faced is
student choice of courses.
There is a growing political pressure on_institutions to encourage students
to take courses of immediate benefit to the technical
and commercial future of the country.
This
encouragement might well take the form of sub 8tantially reducing the number of places available in
the arts
humanities, and social sciences.
Such
pressure is likely to_beresisted, particularly by_the
universities, partly because they value a continued
balance between diseipiinet, but more pragmatically
because such changes imply redundancy for lecturers
in the 'irrelevant' areas of study.
Our research, however, may suggest a reason for
looking more_closely at this issue in telatioh to
students' academic interests.
Many__employersi it
-SeeMs, are not looking to universities to supply
specific technical skills:
these are taught more
effectively aftot graduation_within the company;
EMployers_are expecting degree courses to develop
certain general qualities of mind, foremost of which
seems to be the ability to think critically; objectively,- flexibly; and_quickly; and to apply that thinking
to a wide range of problem situations.
But for this
'deep' approach_to occur, our research inditateS that
students must have an intrinsic interest in their
content area
That terminology is perhaps too_
cautious.
Students need_to engage with the Subject,
to develop an intellectual passion to understand.
If
StUdents_are studying mainly to obtain a qualificatibihowever relevant to society's anticipated needs - our
evidence is that there is a_greater likelihood that the
knowledge will be obtained passively, in a way Whibh
would not engage those active critical ffaculties'.
It is likely then that relevancei without commitment,
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will provide employers with trained personnel without
the intellectual flair which higher education is
Of course there is little known
expected to awaken.
about the extent to which intellectual skills
developed within an academic discipline are transferable to situations encountered in industry and
The experience of_say, the Civil
commerce.
SerVice suggests that such skills are transferred,
The argument
bUt the evidence is largely_ anecdotal.
that it would be better to develop those skills in__
relevant disciplines (such as economics or law) fails
to the antito distinguish two forms of_relevance
For
cipated needs u: society and to the individual.
intense involvement in studyingj personal relevance
is crucial, and policy makers who ignore this factor
could damage the central core of higher education.
This argument for student choicei should not__
our
howeveri be taken as a plea for the status quo.
evidence has pointed clearly to the fact that the
types of assessment and teaching predominating_in some
departments are unlikely to encourage the intellectual
But if systematic
Skills most prized by lecturers.
reappraisal of teaching and assessment pr4ctices is
At
to occur, such activities must be rewarded.
present, in universities time spent in improving
teaching may even be indirectly penalized. Research
output is the main criterion for promotion; the
investment of a similar proportion of one's time in
improving teaching_receives no rewardi and it is not
The idea
easy to do both things properly at once;
that teaching might be evaluated is treated with outrage or dismay by many academicsi although they accept
without question the judgement of others on the quality
Yet if quality of research may be
of their research.
judged, then the quality of a_teacher's teaching_(and
his students' learning) should also be open to similar
evaluation.
Our research can be taken to imply that resources
diverted into changing some established course
structures, and to staff development programmesi would
The end to expansion
represent money well invested.
in higher education_means_that measures to maintain the
teaching vitality of staff are more than ever needed;
the spectre of an ageing academic population shot
through with cynicism about promotion prospects and
daily more uncertain of its future is depressing in
its implications for the standards of teaching in
But at the same time declining
higher education.
employment prospects mean that attempts to institutionalize staff development_ are likely to be treated
Changes to wellwith growing suspicion and fear.
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established course sLructures and approaches to
teaching will require increased expenditure on ex-77
periments in innovation and on programmes of staff
development concentrating on improving lecturers'
abilities to relate more effectively to their
students.
It cannot be expected that a diversion
of_resources to these objectives will be accepted
readily,_
It is important that changes rewarding
Staff and departments which try to provide high
quality teaching and which are strongly doiiiiiiitted
to helping their students to learn, should be combined_with an emphasis on the individual teather!5_
responsibilities towards improving his own teachingA delicate task facing_managersof higher education
institutions is to develop a climate of Self-eVaIo7
ation and simultaneously to provide rewards for units
and individuals that try to enhance the quality of
their students' learning,
COMPLEMENTARY APPROACHES TO RESEARCH
Our findings on the approaches_to studying
adopted by students emphasize the importance Of
flexibility and versatility;
the need to adapt
approach to task demands and to alternate between
a holistic overall impression and the detailed
These
examination of evidence and logical argument,
findings on students' approaches apply equally well
to our own research strategies.
Not only have we
incorporated into the research design both qualitative methods (open interviewing of stUdentS) and
quantitative methods (multivay-iate analyses of
questionnaire responses)
but there has been a
deliberate alternation between the two styles of
research.
its strengths and its limiat ions.
The open interviews allow major explanatory COnStru° ts

to emerge out of the students' own descriptions of
their__ experiences of learning and teaching;
The
interviews cover, at least potentially, the whole
range of influences on student learning and allow

both development and variability in_strategy to
emerge and experience of causality in relationshiP5
to be reported.
The questionnaires_are designed t°
measure dimensions defined in advance;
gut
are closed and restrict freedom of expression.
8tI9ns
the strength of relationships between the iimensions
of- studying is determined by analyzing scale scores
and the multivariate analyses enable pate,-ns of
relationsW_ps to be explored in more cottolled and
sophisticated ways than are possible in t-Ile necessarily
impressionistic analyses of interview transcripts.
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The altethatiOh Of qualitative and quantitative
methods can be illustrated in two main ways - first4
thtbugh the development of the inventory of approaches
The inventory was developed_from four
to studying.
main sources - a_previous inventory of study methods
and motivation, Biggs' study processes questionnaire,
Marton's and Pask's descriptions of approaches and
styles, and the pilot interviews with students.
The previous inventory and Biggs' questionnaire dontained;in part; items designed to indicate psychoThese
lbgical traits - four forms_of_ motivation.
validity
it
could
be
argued,
laCk
ecological
items
they derive from theories of motivation rather than
from the experiences Of students._ _But_this is_only
The early stages of development of
partly true.
such inventories involve_asking students not only to
respond to the items within the controlled format
provided; but also to comment on the items and suggest
The dimensions suggested by
areas not covered.
Marton have even clearer ecological validity;_ they
represent descriptions_made by the students themselves.
The process of developing the inventory_involved__
repeated reconsideration of the sub-scaleS, adding
new items and omitting existing ones; on the baSis
both of factor analyses and of insights derived from
Thus the dimensions
the interviews with students.
utlimately tapped by the inventory are firmly rooted
in the_ experiences of the students.
The second illustration of alternation comes ftbt
the relationship betWeen approaches to learning and
Repeatedly; in
methods of teaching and assessing.
the intervieWS; students explained how their_ approaches
were affected by lectuterS and by thA forms of_assessThe interview transcripts
tent they experienced.
provide strong eVidende of the_perceived causality
of these relationships; and indiVidOal quotations in
the previous chapters have shown in detail what
specific aspects of teaching are_seen to influence
students' learning under particular circumstances.
The interviews enable the researcher not only to describe_the relationships, but through empathy_with_the
experiences reported; to reconstruct the students'
perceptions of reality imaginatively and so to_under7_
T17e
stand more fully the nature of student learning;
multivariate analyses have provided both a quantitatile
verification of the insights gained from the,interviews, and have also provided additional insights into
the complex patterns of relationships that exist,
particularly between approaches and styles; and between the outcome of learning and combinations of
personal charadteristics (study organization and
_
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motivation)_and departmental contexts (workload and
freedom in learning).
We would argue that; in our_experience, neither
qualitative nor quantitative methods of research
taken separately can provide a full and a convincing
explanation of student learning;
It does not seem
possible to integrate the two styles of research:
they pull researchers in opposite directions._
It
may_not_even be possible for a single researcher to
work effectively in both ways: some people have a
strong emotional attachment to a way of describing
the world which precludes one or other of these
styles of research.
Research; like learning, is an
expression of pervasive underlying cognitive preferences and valUe systems.
Nevertheless it seems
essential that an understanding of student learning
should be built up from an appropriate alternation of
evidence and insights derived from both qualitative
and quantitative approaches to research.
In our
view the strength of our evidence on student learning
is the direct result of this inter-play of contrasting
methodologies; and has led to a realistic and useful
description of approaches and contexts of learning
in higher education.
_
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APPENDIX
ITEMS CONTAINED IN THE FINAL RESEARCH VERSION OF THE
APPROACHES TO STUDYING INVENTORY

Table Al

Corrected*
item-scale total
correlation

MEANING ORIENTATION

11;iie.z

;I

DA1

DA2

= 0.

I generally put a lot of effort into
trying to understand things which
initially seem difficult

0.38

I often find myself questioning things
that I hear in lectures or read in
books

0.30

DA3

I usually set out to understand
thoroughly the meaning of what I am
asked to read.

0.37

DA4

When l'm tackling a new topic, I
often ask myself questions about it
which the new information should
answer

0.33

(0.47)
RI1

RI9

RI3

RI4

try to relate ideas in one subject to
I
those in others, whenever possible

0.31

In trying to understand new ideas,
often try to relate them to real life
situations to which they might apply

0.24

I need to read around a subject pretty
widely before I'm ready to put my ideas
down on paper

0.20

I find_it helpful_ to 'map out' a new
topic for myself by seeing hew the
ideas fit together

0.30

of Er zcience
UE1

UE2

(

In reporting practical work, I like to
try to work out several alternative
ways of interpreting the findings

0.23

cautious in drawing conclusions unless they are well supported
by evidence

0;13

I am

* Corrected to remove contribution of that item to scale total
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UE3

Puzzles or problems fascinate me, particularly
where you have to work through the material to
reach a logical conclusion

0.19

UE4

When I'm reading an article or research report
I generally examine the evidence carefully to
decide whether the conclusion is justified

0.27

Motivatioil (072)
IM1

My main reason for being here is so that I
can learn more about the subjects whiCh really
interest me

0.49

IM2

I find_ that studying academic topics can
often be really exciting and gripping

0.55

IM3

I spend a good deal of my spare time in
finding out more about interesting topics
which have been discussed in classes

0.44

114

I Eind academic topics so interesting,
should like to continue with them after I
finish this .nurse

0.56

REPRODUCING ORIENTATION
SZ.<1.11"Zi-,,2

Approach (O 49)

SA1

Lecturers seem to delight in making the
simple truth unnecessarily complicated

0.21

SA2

I find I have to concentrate on_memorising
a good deal of what we have to learn

0.32

SA3

When I'm reading I try to memorise important
facts which may come in useful later

0.13

SA4

The best way for me to understand what
technical terms -mean i5 to remember the
text-boOR definitions

0.24

SA5

I usually don't have time to think about
the implications of what I have read:

0.28

SA6

Often I find I have read things Without having
a chance to really understand them

0.32

3ylLabu8-Boundnea-,1 (O 5t)
SB1

I like to be told precisely what to do
in essays or other assignments

0.38
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SR.'

I

prefe_coursys to be clearly structured
0.33

OrOniSad
tend Co read very littic beyond what's
required tor completing assignments

0.27

The ttontinnal pressure of work-assignments,
deadlines and competition often makes me
tense and depressed

0.30

FF2

A poor first_ answer in an exam makes me panic

0.30

FF3

Haying to speak in tutorials is quite an
ordeal for me

0.22

chose my present courses mainly to give me
a Chance of a really good job afterwards

0.63

}Iv main reason for being here is that it will
help me to get a better job

0.67

generally choose courses more from the way
they fit in with career plans than from my own
interests

0.58

I suppose_t_am more interested in the qualifiCatitig 1'1I get than in the courses I'm taking

0.46

tiGi

FFI

E11
1212

EM3

1214

I

I

I

ACHIEVING ORIENTATION
( C.

ST1

ST2

ST3
ST4

Lecturers sometimes give indications_ of what is
likely to come up in exams, so I look out for
what may be hints

0.16

When I'm doing a piece of work, I try to bear
in mind exactly what that particular lecturer
seems to want

0.16

If conditions aren't_right for me to study, I
generally manage to do something to change them

0.18

One way or another I manage to get hold of the
books I need for studying

0.16

to iJ 1.IetiJoJ:.3 ((?1) (1,071,3rned

:Touring)
PSI

230

1- find-it- difficult to organise my study time
effectively
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DS2

My habit of putting of work leaves me with
far too much to do at the end of term

0;50

DS3

Distractions make it difficult for me to do
much effective work in the evenings

0;46

D54

I'm rather slow at starting work in the
evenings

0.52

.ro

.

C)

(

:7L'opirzg)

NA1

Often ffind myself wondering whether the work
I am doing here is really worthwhile

0.44

NA2

Continuing my education was something which
happened to me;_rather than something I tb-diis,
wanted for myself

0.37

NA3

When I look back; I sometimes wonder why I
ever decided to come here

0.48

NA4

I certainly want to_pass the next set_of
exams, but it doesn't really matter if I
only just scrape through

0.25

A

c;-..:,:t :.2nt.:

Mot tn:tt.-ion (0.58)

AN1

I enjoy competition:
stimulating

AM2

It's important to me to do really well in
the courses here

G.32

AM3

It is important to me to do things better
than my friends

0.48

AN4

I hate admitting defeat; even in trivial
matters

0.25

I find it

0.43

STYLES AND PATHOLOGIES OF LEARNING
or3:1,...J:n.

(

CL1

Ideas in books often set me off on long
chains_of thought of my own; only tenuoUSIy
related to what I was reading

0.45

CL2

In trying to understand a puzzli.g idea;
Iet my imagination wander freely to begin
with, even if i don't seem to be much nearer
a solution

0.39

T.
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;

CL3

( ;1,4

(,q,911.1n1Wd)

like to play around with ideas of my own
even if they don't get me very far

0.47

Often when I'm reading books, the ideas produce vivid images which sometimes take on a
life of their own

0.41

I

;)v
GTI

Although I have a fairly good general idea
ol many things, my knowledge of the details is
0;13
rather weak

GT2

In trying to understand new topics; I often
explain them to myself in ways that other
people don't seem to follow

0.16

often it criticised for introducing
irrelevant material into my essays or
tutorials

0.25

I seem to be a bit too ready to jump to
conclusions without waiting for all the
evidence

0;24

GT3

CT4

I

c-t
OL1

0L2

0L3

0L4

J

Zug ( CI

I generally prefer to tackle each_parL of
a topic or problem in order, working out
one ar a time

0.32

1 prefer to follow well tried out approaches
to problems rather than anything too
adventurong

0.29

I find it better to start straight away with
the details of a new topic and build up an
overall picture in that way

0;18

I think it is important co look at problems
rationally and logically without making
intuitive jumps

0.34

( C:

IP1

Although I generally remember facts and
details; I find it difficult -to fit them
together into an overall picture

1P2

I find it_difficult to "switch tracks"
when working on a problem: I prefe- to
follow each line of thought as far as it
will go

232
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0.25
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LP3

Tutors seem. to want me to be more
adventurous in making use of my own

IP4

find I Lend to reMember things best if
concentrate on the order in which the
lecturer presented them

ideas

0.22

I

u

0.26
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CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SUB-SCALES OF THE APPROACHES TO STUDYING INVENTORY

Style

and

Achieving

Reproducing

Meaning

Pathologies

DA

D-cp Apo-0A

IP

-25

19.

32-03

06

-05

-10

-17

13

39

08

03

02

21

-14

-22

20

24 -12

15

-01

37 -07 -07

-12

-05

-12

24

-22

03

-11

22

-03

SB

48

43

47

-09

-28

40

39

-03

-22

36

-11 -0 -0
-20

OL

NA

SA

Intrinsic MotiVation

GL

DS

IM

Use of Evidence

CL

Si

UE

Relating Ideas

AM

EM

RI

-37

-08

-35

17

-22

-41

16

37

32

28

18

18

23

11

-09

24

29

42

27

32

06

24

22

06

-28

11

37

35

15

03

22

21

04

-01

19

22

39

16

07

13

20

-19

04

30

27

-20

-17

25

03 -09

24

12

30

-10

06

24 "05

13

-24

-02

25 -02

13

Lt

Surface Approaeh

Syllabus-Boundness
Fear of Failure

Extrinsic NotiVation
,

;

.

S[ratiO Approach
Disorganized Study Methods

Negative Attitudes to Studying

Achimmai Motil-ration

04 -02

19

08

18 -23

-12

-07

19

I

Comprehension Learning
CtobetrottLng

41

Operation Learning

Decimal pinks omitted.

Taal Sample N = 2208; tottaatiou statistically significant with r >0.06

Table A3

INTERCORRELATIONS BETNEEN INVENTORY SUB-SCALES AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
TEST BATTERY

1'

0

0

0

1.4

0

0

0

A

0

0

1.4

0

v'

-4:4

-4;1

A

A

0

W

V

-V

14

4

0

w

iC

U

A

0

X

HI

-

5

0

0

0
R.

27

14

36

28

33

21

26

04

15

01 -16 -09 -04

45

22

35

-48

Fear-of-Failure

-04 -03

09

0
14

ci

-o

4

0

08

dl

15

18

10

trl

U

is

-31 -21
07 -10

U

06

09 -02 -25

Eittrinic Motivation -62 =19.46 -47
-13

08

114

4

4
144

U

4

r4

44

0
0

p4

28 -05.07 U-4-()3-06

Of -2l

20 -01

19

24

21 -18 -19 .03.09

14

11

V
4:

08 -21 .22

'0

A

14

V

03

09

13 -15

15 -03

21

02

05

04 -13 -01.01

10 -20 -16

06

01 -11

04 -04 -07 -16 -011

01 -11

p4

0

0
4.4

-14.12 01

703

'30

U

pI

U

Li:4

a.1

;1

74

0

1.4

30

-31

V

0

0

to

Relating idep_

Syllabus Bound

0
0

0

0

0.4

48

Surface Approach

V

V

V

-0

NVP._4PrPilch

Intrinsic Motivation

14

0

.

Use of Evidence

Ji

.1C

0
0

0

0

0

4

H

0

0

.4)

Tot Suh-scales

U

4

Ci)

0

0

rl

0

tl)

0
ti

sd
N

0
I)

0

a

U

0

4.4

14

H

.r4

20

23

09

03.14 -05

10 -14 -11 -18

18

.0

47 .13 -14 -23 05 -06 02 -05 .01

17

03

05

07 -11 -11

11 -23 -38 -21

20

03

01

5/ -15 -10 -21

07

16 -08

14

02 -05

04

06

12 -10 -10 -II

65 -13

02 -17

03 -11

07 -13 -14

,1

Pi$Pr011id

-12.13 -03
.

.

Negative Attitude
A

02

20

09

22

08

02

23 -08.22

13 -08 -01

20

28

15

-25.22 -07 -07

Achievement Motivat ion20

18

04 -11 -15

13.07 -11 -04 -14

01

10

-0
Ob

16 -06 -07.04

31 -15 -12 -25 0 14 -15

08 -06 26.28.03
03 -38 -35 -22

20 -03

28 -11.07

11

30.01 -05 -02 02

4,,aamasaa-0-.-67.-

u Comprehension

52

39

43

13

.

-

.

-.

--

11

11

04

3O-1-22-06-l1 23

00

01

20

04

11

11

21

17

10 -03 -03 -04

.

07

13

08 -02.04

20 _16

0 Globetrotting
_15 11 _34.

t Operation
< Improvidence

23 0 '06 -01

23 -27.21 -31

-23 -06 -30 - 37.16.01 02 -I)

08

06

IG -12

10 -11 -11

02

10 -03

13.06

03 -02

01

39 -11 -01 -28

11 -07 -10

11

28 - 26.05.08 -13

252

05

09

04

18.02

23 -11 -18 -09
07

OS -09 -10
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Correlations of above .22 are significant at 5/, level
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CORRELATIONS BENEEN THE SCALES OF THE 'APPROACHES TO STUDYING' INVENTORY AND THE
INVENTORY OP LEARNING PROCESSES (N
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r. 269)
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,14

,10

.23

36

39

34
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-03

06

05

Methodical study

38

30

32
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Elaborative pro-

.13 -.39 -,22 -41
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Deep Processing

CL

-26
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19

OG
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-34

-13 -40
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26

00

02 -1G
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-27

-06 -12

-01

-20

00

-05

34

49

26

24

00

-06

cessing

08

12

The directions of scoring have been reversed to indicate organized study methods
and positive
attitudes,

This analysis

'as carried out at Southern Illinois by Dr, Schmeck,

lat . to incorporate comments
on these relationships in the text,

and became available to

These tenative findings confirm

the suggestion that our reproducing orientation is similar to 'shallow processing',
orientation turns out to overlap substantially; with elaborative processing,

also with.'methodical study

Meaning

as expected, but

Our achieving orientation covers deep processing, methodical

study, and fact retention, while our pathology scales are negatively related to_deep
processing and to a less extent to fact retntion;

Oat I8tyle' ditensionS Sh6-1 little overall

correspondence, although there is some link between comprehension learning and elaborative
to

processing.

These correlations imply a good deal of overlap between the EVO inventories in the

domain that is being assured; but little conceptual agreement
on the dimensions involved.

APPENDIX
Table ,\

ITEMS CoNTAINEO IN THE FINAL RESEARCH VERSION OF THE
COURSE PERCEPTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

Corrected itemscale
correlation
(a7.

Fri

1T2

1T3

1 'r4

VT5

0

A_grcar deal of my time is taken up_by_
timetabled classes (lectures, practicals,
tutorials. etc)

0.49

You can learn nearly everything you need
to know from the classes and lectures; it
isn't necessary to do much further reading

0.56

In this department you're expected to
spend a tot of time studying on your own *

0.38

Lecturesin this department are basically
a guide to reading *

0.44

Lectures seem to be more important than
tutorials or discussion groups in this
department

0.43

aud

cl-Jap

(C1 7(;)

clear idea of where
You usually have
you're going and what's expected of you
in this department

0.54

CG2

It's always easy here to know the standard
of work expected of you

0.60

CG3

It's hard to know how well you're doing
in the courses here *

0.42

LecLurers here usually tell students
exactly what they are supposed to be
learning

0.50

Lecturers here generally make it clear right
from the start what will be required of
students

0.58

CGI

CG4

CGS

wo).,;.7loaa'

(CI

WL1

The workoad here is too heavy

0.54

WL2

It sometimes seems to me that the syllabus
tries to cover too many topics

0.19

There is so much written work to be done
that it is very difficult to get down to
independent reading

0.29

WL3

* reversed scoring
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IVL)

iJ

I

_.,,11,1,11t,

WL4

There seems re be COO much i400- to get
through in the courses here

0.53

WL5

There's a lot of pressure on you as a
student here

0.39

Ltd, z710,2

(

78)

VR1

The courses in thig department are geared to
students' future employment

0.50

VR2

Lecturers In this department are keen to
point out that they are giving us a professional staining

0;34

VR3

The courses here seem to be pretty well
determined by vocational requirements

0;50

VR4

The work
dO here Will definitely improve
my future employment prospects

0;19

VR5

There seems to be considerable emphasis
here on inculcating the 'right' professional attitudes

0.27

I

6'ooLi G.JaAtnu (Clt;%)

GT1

Lecturers here frequently give the
impression that they haven't anything to
learn from students *

0.32

GT2

Most of the_staff here seem to prepare
their te-chifig very thoroughly

0.40

GT3

Lecturers in this department seem to be
good at pitching their teaching at the
right level for us

0;42

GT4

Staff here make a real effort to understand
difficulties students may be having with
their work

0.49

GT5

The lecturers in this department always seem
ready to_give help and advice on approacheg
to studying

0.47

FItl'cic"

FL1

72)

There is a real opportunity in this department for students to choose the particular
areas they want to study

0.48

* reversed scoring
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,IPP11,I,1

(1! 1:")

(cori

FL2

The deparcmc:!: really seems to encourage us
to develop our own academic interests as far
as possible

C.38

FL3

We seem, to be given a lot of choice here in
thb work We have to do

0.55

This department gives you a chance to use
methods of study which suit your own way of
learning

0;45

Students have a great deal of_choice over how
they arc going to learn in this departtent

0.53

FL4

FL5

t),::?zrzcoc;

to otudento

(C

"I

a

Most of the staff here are receptive to
suggestions from students for changes to their
teaching methods

0.43

Staff generally consult students before making
decisions about how the courses are organiZed

0.36

0S3

Most of the lecturers hbre really try ?card to
get to know students

0.53

0S4

Lecturers in this department seem to go_out
of their way to be friendly towardS students

0.51

Lecturers in this department generally take
students' ideas and interests seriously

0.47

0S1

0S2

CS5

(0. C5)

A lot of the students in this department
are friends of mine

0.40

Students from this department often get
together socially

0;49

This department seems to foster a friendly
climate which helps students to get to know
each other

0.53

SC4

This department organizes meetings and talks
which are usually well attended

0.25

SC5

Students in this department frequently
discuss their work with each other

0.36

SC1

SC2

SC3
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Table A()

MEANS OF SUBSCALES AND RANGES OF DEPARTMENTAL MEAN
SCORES, BY DISCIPLINE

ENGLISH
Subscale

Deep approach
Relating ideas
Use of evidence
Intrinsic motivation
Surface approach
Syllabus-boundness
Fear of failure
Extrinisic motivation
Strategic approach
Disorganized study
methods
Negative attitOdes
Achievement motivation
Comprehension learning
Globetrotting
Operation learning
Improvidence

Formal teaching methods
Clear goals and standards
Workload
Vocational relevance
Good teaching
Freedom in_ learning_

Openness Co students
Social climate

HISTORY

Mean

Range

Mean

11.2
10.5
9.4
9.5
12.9
7.0
5.8
2.8
9.8
9.2

10.2 - 12.7
8.6 - 11.5
9.1 - _9.6
8 :1
10.3
11.0 - 14.7
5.4 8.1
4.5
6.9
1.5 5.1
8.3
10.6
7.8
11.4

11.3
10.1
9:5
8:5
12.4
7.6
5.7
3.3
9.8
8.2

4:5
9.0
11.0

6.8

4:4
8.0
10.0
6.8
7.5
4.4

3.3
6.7
10.0
3.9
11.4
11.7
8.5
9;0

2.5
3.6
5.6
3.1
8.1
7.4
5.9
6;9

7.8
8.6

6:3

5-.9

- 10.0
- 11.7

9.0
8.7
7.2
9.8

-

-

-

8.9
9.4
8.4

5.3
9.5
- 12.3
4.7
13.8
15.8
13.5
- 13:6
-

7.1

2:7
8.0
11.2
4.8
11.8
11.2
7.7
9:2

Range

10.4
9.6
8:9
7:3
11.2
6.4
5.0
2.0
8.9
7.1

- 12.0
- 11.2
- 10.6
9:6

- 14.0
-

8.7
6.4
4.4

- 11.1
- 10.6

5:0 - 6:4
8:0
10.0
7.8 - 10.0
6.3 8.5
8.5
10.7
6.3 - 8.0

2.1 -

6.2
7.5
3.5
9.8
5.0
4.2
6.9

3.6

- 10.2
-

14.8
5.6
14.0

- 13.2
9.8
- 10:3

(Continued)
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MEANS 01, SUB CALEB AND LANCES OP DEPARTMENTAL MEAN
SCORES; BY DISCIPLINE (continued)

ECONOMICS

PSYCHOLOGY
Subscale

Mean

Range

10.8
10.9
9.6
9.3
12.8
7.7
5.9
_4.5
10.2
9.9

9;9
10.1
8.5
7.3
11.7
6.4
4.8
2.8
8.8
8.7

5.3
8.8
9:0
8.2
9.2
7.4

4.2

Mean

Range

10.2
10.1
9.4
7:0
13.8
8.8

8.4

.'
Deep approach
Relating ideas
Use of evidence
Entrinsic motivation
Surface approach
Syllabus-boundness
E:ear of failure

Extrinsic motivation
Strategic approach
Disorganized study
methods
Negative attitudes
Achievement motivation
Comprehension learning
Globetrotting
Oneration learning
Improvidence

Formal teaching methods
Clear goals and standards
Workload
Vocational relevance
Good teaching
Freedom in learning
Openness to students
Social climate

(Continued)
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6.7
8.6
9.0
6.5
11.8
9.7
9:9
11.5

12.4

- 12.0
11.0

- 10.5
14.1
8.6
7.0
5.6

7.9

- 11:2

10.3

13.0

9.4

8.6

5.6
10.0
7:7
7.8
10.8
8;4

9.9
7.3 7.9 9.3
7.4
10.2
8.2

6.2

6.0

8.7

9.1
3.8
11.9
5.6
5.3 - 12.6
_8.4
4.7
14.0
9.2
7.9 - 12.6
7.4 - 12.8
13.5
10.2

6.7
11.0
9.0
8.2
11.8
10.4
8.7
9.9

12.1
8.9 - 11.8
8.7 - 10.4
9.6
4.9
15.0
12.8
9.5
7.5
4.6 - 7;5
9.4
5.1

9;5 - 10.8
11.0
8.1
6.7
4:3
9.2 - 11.0
9.2
6;2
6.9 - 8.5
12.0
9.0

10.1
7:6

5.5
8.4
5.6
6.2
8:0
7.4
6.2
7.8

-

7.8
12.7

- 13.5
9.0
- 14.1
- 12.6
- 11.8
- 12:0

APPENDIX
Table A6

MEANS OF SUBSCALES AND RANGES OF DEPARTMENTAL MEAN
SCORES; BY DISCPUNE (continued)

PHYSICS
Subscalo

Deep approach
Relating ideas
Use of evidence
Intrinsic motivation
Surface, approach

Syllabus-boundnes3
Fear of failure
Extrinsic motivation
Strategic approach
Disorganized study
methods
Negative attitudes
Achievement motivation
Comprehension learning
Globetrotting
Operation learning .
Improvidence

Mean

ENGINEERING

Range

Mcan

Range

10.1
9.3
9;8
8.8
13.2
8.6
5.5
5;7
10.6
9.6

8.5 - 11.9
8.2 - 10.9
8;6 - 10.3
7.9 9.9
10;9 - 14;7
7.6 9.9
4.9 6.2
4;0 - 8;6
9.2
11.5
8.1 - 10:9

10.4
9.6
9.9
7.3
13;2
9.2
6.2
8.0
10.5
9.8

8.4
8;2
9.0
5.3
10.8
8.5
5.0
6:5
8.5
8.0

5.8
9;8
8.2
7.4
10;1
7.4

4.6 - 6.9
8.5 - 11.5
6.3
9.9
6.3 - _8:2
9.2
11.8
4.9
8.4

5.4
10.7
8.0

4.5
9;4
6.4
6;6
9.7
6.7

7.5
11.1
7.8

12.0

-

11.8
11.0
10.1
16;1
10.1
_7;4
10.0
11.5
11;7

- _6:9
- 11:4
- 10.3
-

8;6

- 12.8
-

9.3

Porooption:1 of ,....,o:tm.;2:;

Formal teaching methods
Clear goals and standards
Workload
Vocational relevance
Good teaching
Freedom in learning
Openness to students
Social climate

12;0
11.4
9.9
8.9
11.8
8;2
9.2
11.2

9;6
10.0
8.4
5.3
10.7
6;3
6.4
9.0

-

13.5
13.3
12.1
12.6
12.8
11.3
12.1
12;7

260

12.1
12.2
12;9
13.4
11.4
8.1
8.6
11;0

10:0 - 16.2
11.5 - 13.8
5;5 - 14.3
9.0 - 15.1
9.1
13;2
5.8
11.7
6.7 - 11.1
8;3 - 13;9
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INDEX

a,!ademic performance
of students, 176 ff;
a,:ademic progress, 44,
18 -190;
orientation,
aL:hievil
_40;48-_,3;

Allman, J., 55,

Aliport, G G5,
Amir, V., 113;
anxiety, 21,
approach
to reading an article;
to studyino;_29;
33-55, 76-80, 136-149;
159-165; 168ff; 181-184,
193-195;

Approaches to Studying
Inventory; 35-55;
134-189,
Ashby; E.; _8,
34,

asessment
offects_of; 116; 152;
208-213;
At_oistic, 17, 134,
attitudes to studying;
36-37, 45, 47,

118;

134.1.ker, N,;

244

136ff;

Cattell, R., 67,
Cer'.ra, J;; 115, 176,
c
nitive
flexibility; 60,
styles (see styles)
Collis, K., 86,
commitment
- to subject, 169;
- to teaching, 124,
comprehensive learning;
26, 33-55, 149, 166,

11-1,

context
- academic, 29,
150 -154; 189-190;
198-203,

135, 175,
1iennett; N.4 40,
B.,

categories
- of approaches to
studying; 132; 134,

183;

eard; P.; 113;
De.:her, A., 112,

121,

Burt:, C.;__67; 85;

Butcher, H., 1,

16 -22, 84ff,

tkinson, J.,

Bieri, J., 61,
Biggs;_J.;_37, 38, 40;
59, 86, 175, 193; 210;
Biglan; A.; 122, 144,
Birney, R., 3,4,
Bowden, J., 212,
Brennan; J.i 113; 118;
Brew, A., 207;
Broadbent; D., 57,
Bronowski; 3; _66;
Burdick, H., 34;

112,

converger; 60,
Course Perceptions.

INDEX

Questionnaire;
121-130, 184-189;
craik,
Crutchfield, R., 61;
cue - consciousness, 12-13,

27,_1341 154,
curriculum
- forMal, 116,
- hidden, 116;

Gamson, Z., 112,
Gibbs, G., 50,_55, 195,
_207; 208, 210,
Glaser, B.;_14,
globetrotting; 26; 27;
41; 47; 183,
goals and standards, 124,
Godfrey Thomson Unit, 73,
Hancock,", .,_212,

Dahlgren, L-0., 20-21,
do Bono, E.; 61,
deep approach, '16-22,
33-55, 136ff,
departments
- effects on studying,
29, 111ff,
diveroer, 60, 79;
Dore, R., 215,
Dubin R., It5; 176,

HodgS011; V., 196,
holisti 22 -28, 40, 80,

Entwistle, D., 33 _
Entwistle; N.; 2; 7, 33,
34, 40, 41, 42, 47;_49,
50, 53, 69; 113; 132;
155; 160, 181, 185,

holistic, 17, 134,_
Hounsell, D., 33, 41
47; 49; 50;
Hoyle, F., 85,_
Hudson, L., 59; 60; 79;

196,

ethos_
- of departments,
113-114
examination performance,
19,_20,

expectations
of lecturers, 7-8,
extraversion,_33, 40,_67,
Eysenck, H.; 33, 40, 67,
68,

fear of failUte, 34, 37,

Foam-Warman, H., 118,
176,

Feather, N., 34_i
field-independence,_63_;
Fransson; A.; 16; 79, 93,
96, 115, 135, 175, 199,
Frederick, _.; 212,
freedom in learning, 124,
152,

Gaff, U.,113,114, 120,
124, 130, 134,

Hanley; M., 33, 41, 47,
49, 50, 84,
Hajnal, J., 112;
Hartnett; R., 115, 176,
Heath, R., 11, 26, 27,
Heist, P.; 72,
Hermans, B., 114,
Hobbs;
.4 113,
149,

197;

Hughes-Jones;H

176,

iMprovidence, 26, 41, 45,
183,

intelledtual development,
8-11,

interest
- leVel of, 21, 53,
173,

introversion, 33; 34, 67,
inventory
- _development of;
35-43; 50-55,

- reliability of, 43,
Jame8;8 ., 212,
Jung, C., 66, 73,

Keller plan, 211,
King, A., 196,
knowledge
- background, 153, 174,
Kagan, 62;

Ko0h, N.,63,
295

INDEX
Kruusz, M.; 113;
Kulik; J., 113, 121, 134,

47; 184;
- extrinsic; 38, 40;
47,_1 '14,

Laurillard, D.; 115; 132,
136; 149, 159,
learning
- contexts, 111-114,
150-154; 168ff,
- experiences Of, 113ff
meaningfuli 49,
- outcome, 84-92;
rote, 49,
lecturers
interest In students;
169;

- knowledge -of studeut
learning, 121,
Levy; P.;__11;
LinOsziy,

P.;

:,7;

Lockhart; 7: 37,
Long, S;, ill;
212,
Maddox, F.., ,Z3;
2Ci. 208,
Main; A.
Manook; S;; IJSi

MacmiliJniC .

Marton, F L3-15; 17;

_

19, 20, 28. Z9, 30, 35;
41; 56; 84; '.12,_93; 94i
95, 131, 132, 134 135;
136; 123; 176, 186,
193; 194; 199.;

Mathias, H 213,
meaning, 137ff;
meaning orientation, 40;
48, 51, 53;
McKeaehie, W., 113; 121,
134,

memorization; 137ff,
memory
7_1evels of processing,
56-60;

Messer, S., 74;
Messicki_S.; 62,
Miller; C.; 13, 27 35i
117, 134, 154; 155;
176;

Morgan, A., 50; 195; -Morison, S., 33, 70, 95,
motivation; 33; 53,_
- achievement, 38; 40;
245

-_intrinsic; 38, 45,
47; 181;
neuroticism;_68;
Newman, J., 116;
Nte; N., 36, 88,
non-academic orientation;
53,

Norman, D;; 57;

O'Conaill; S., 53,
operation learning; 26,
166; 183;
33- 55,_149,
orientation _to_ stt.dying,

40, 51; 54; 55;
195-196i
Pace, C., 111;
Parlett; M.; 13, 27, 117,
134; 154; 155;_176;
Pascarella, E., 117;
Pask, G.; 22-30i 35, 41,
94;
61, 75; 76;
114, 149,, 164, 166,
_
196; 205;
pothclogies of learning,
25; 45; 47. 149-150,
116;
Patti-le:1;
Payn(=.,__D., 113,

Peel, E;; 74;
Percy, K., 2; 7; 113,
118, 119i
Perry; W.; 8-11; 15; 30,
161,_205,
personal experience,
137ff;
personality, 65-69,.
72-73
Peterson, R;; 111;

Phillips; j, 86, 94,
PileS; M;; 65;
policy implications,
205-206; 214-217,
purposelessness, 147;

Raaheim, K

,

60, 207,

208,

Ramsden, P., 35, 44, 47,

INDEX
117; 119, 125, 132,
135, 164,_1794.135,
Ratcliffe; G;; 84;
reading
- _academic articles,
13-15; 29,
'reasonable adventurer',
8;

11;

reasoning
- ability, 73-74;_
- relativistic, 8-11,
relationships
- between ideas; 137ff;
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